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S U M M A R Y

Investigation of non steady heat transfer in a reciprocating internal 

combustion engine under motoring condition at different compression and 

speed have been undertaken.

Instantaneous local velocity and turbulence as measured by hot wire 

anemometers and gas temperature measured by resistance thermometer together 

with pressure are correlated with heat flux measured by a rapid response 

surface thermocouple. The turbulence is included in the correlation.
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Significant dimensionless numbers used in the correlation are Reynold, 

total velocity ratio, gas temperature ratio, and energy.
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N 0 T A T I O N

A Surface area in m2

B Constant in hot-wire equation

cr  C2 Constants used in hot-wire equations

cc Conversion factor for hot-wire equation
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h Heat transfer coefficient W/mz.K°

k Thermal conductivity W/m.K°

L Connecting rod length m also the thickness of cylinder head wall

M Mass of the thermometer wire Kg

n Index in hot wire equation

N Engine speed R.P.M.

Nu Nusselt number = hD/K

P Pressure N/M2

Pr Prandtel number = pCp/K

q Heat transfer in Kw

Q Heat flux per unit area Kw/m2

R Gas constant J/Kg.K° also hot-wire resistance ohm

S Engine stroke in m

t Time in Sec.

T Temperature in K°

U Ensembel average gas velocity m/sec

U Turbulence intensity m/sec

V Volume in m3

Vp Mean piston speed m/sec
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C H A P T E R  1

I N T R O D U C T I O N



It is very important to have an understanding of the unsteady heat 

transfer during the operation of an internal combustion engine for design 

and improvement in performance purposes.

Many attempts have been made to provide an emperical formula for 

the estimation of instantaneous heat transfer rate. Because of large 

variations in the magnitude of the convective component of heat transfer 

from engine to engine, or even from point to point in the same engine 

cycle, this is because of variations in flow pattern, the existing formula 

ragain improvement.

The exact solution for predicting the heat transfer does not exist 

yet, an approximation and simplification must be considered to give reason

able agreement with the experiment evidence. For steady flow the heat

transfer coefficient is usually used (h = q/A(T - T ) where T is fluid
g w  g

temperature and T^ is surface temperature). The condition in an internal 

combustion engine is different, it is unsteady, and one assumption then 

can be made is that the heat transfer is regarded as quasi-steady so that 

instantaneous heat transfer rate is proportional to the temperature difference 

and surface area existing at that instant. From experimental and theore

tical investigation Ref. (8) the condition in an Internal combustion engine 

is not quasi-steady, because of the thermal capacity of the boundary fluid, 

there is a phase lag between driving temperature difference and resulting 

flux at the surface i.e. the temperature difference and the heat transfer 

rate are not zero simultaneously Refs. (44, 107). These are very difficult 

considerations and the difficulty of finding a useful approach is severe.
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Heat transfer problems in an internal combustion engines have been 

of interest to many research workers. An early approach was made by 

Nusselt Ref. (103), his formula was built up on the basis of measuremnts 

of the heat loss from cylindrical bombs after the ignition of a quiescent 

air-fuel mixture. The formula, which consists of two components of heat 

transfer convection and radiation,tested by comparing time-average heat 

loss calculated from it with some early measurements. The conclusion 

made was the formula is satisfactory for the compression stroke but 

for the remainder cycle was less satisfactory. In addition to that the 

radient heat transfer term was small compared with convective term.

This formula is now little used, but Briling used the same expression 

but he replaced the constant of the piston-speed bracket with a different 

one, this formula reported in Ref. (28). This formula is dimensionally 

incorrect and it does not predict a sufficiently large radiative contri

bution to heat transfer Ref. (28).

Eichelberg Refs. (39, 40, 41) attempted direct measurement of instant

aneous heat transfer in an operating engine by chosing a point in the 

combustion chamber, such that the heat flux through the wall may be 

expected to be substantially normal to the surface. The temperature 

variation with the time of the metal surface at the location was observed.. 

From experimental data, apparently based on the experimental work reported 

by Hug Ref.(68) Eichelberg published his formula in 1939. Quite good 

agreement with measurements of Elser Ref.(44) and Oguri Ref. (104) was 

also found.

Moss Ref. (99) carried out experiments on a Benz single cylinder 

petrol engine motored at speeds from 600 to 1400 r.p.m. The heat transfer 

from gas to walls by convection when running under power was found to be
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about one half of the total heat transfer, the remainder being due to 

radiation unlike Nusselts small quantity. The total heat transfer are 

also proportional to the square root of the gas density, temperature 

difference and Log (1 + Cn) (where C is a constant and n is engine speed 

rps). The coefficient of heat transfer also found greater for induction 

stroke than for the remainder of the cycle.

Many workers have been involved with the analogy between certain 

aspects of heat transmission in internal-combustion engines, and heat 

transmission by forced convection between fluids and solid surfaces 

Refs. (22, 72, 81, 110, 111, 112, 131)

Taylor Ref. (132) discussed the limitations of the analogies of 

the previous workers, and pointed out how its usefulness can be extended, 

provided these limitations are observed. The conclusion obtained was 

that a limited current of data, properly correlated, can be used to give 

useful information on heat flow and temperatures in internal combustion 

engines.

Overbye et al Ref. (107) carried out experimental work with suitable 

mathematical analysis to give instantaneous heat transfer rates through 

the gas-metal interface. The heat transfer coefficients in unsteady heat 

transfer were evaluated. A theoretical analysis and correlation of 

experimental data were obtained. The experiments were carried out with 

two CFR engine in petrol engine form with fired and motored conditions 

in two different procedures. The result obtained did not correlate well 

with Eichelberg Ref. (40). The experimental detail was different (thermo

couple positioning ....  etc) and Eichelberg used a diesel and Overbye

a petrol engine. Also a correlation, obtained for heat transfer in a
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motored engine, showed a good result when applied to experimental data.

Pflaum Ref. (109) attempted to improve the Eichelberg (Ref. 2) 

formula by amending the mean piston speed dependant term, and applying 

a correction factor which is dependant upon intake-manifold pressure.

These were obtained by measurements of time-mean heat transfer rate on 

a four-stroke, prechamber-type diesel engine. The factor was intended 

by Pflaum to cover differences in transfer conditions to different parts 

of the engine. The conclusion was obtained on the basis of estimates 

that about half of this difference resulted from different flow conditions 

over the various parts and the other half from differences in radiative 

transfer to the polished liner and to the carbon-covered head and piston 

crown.

Annand Ref. (8) criticised the formulas reported in Refs. (28, 40,

44, 103, 104, 107, 109) in that they fail in one way or another to meet 

important requirements, and tried to construct a new relation to describe 

the instantaneous heat transfer. The data of Elser Ref. (44) and 

Overbye Ref. (107) were re-analysed. The conclusion obtained was that 

inspite of the phase lag between gas temperature change and heat flux 

variation the instantaneous heat transfer coefficient used in a quasi

steady manner can be used successfully in the analysis of heat transfer 

in reciprocating engines, The gas properties were evaluated at the 

average charge temperature derived from cylinder pressure, cylinder volume, 

and molal charge contents.
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Ebersole et al Ref. (38) studied the relative magnitude of the 

time-averaged radiant and convective heat fluxes in diesel engine. The 

transient effect of the surface temperatures was neglected and a time- 

averaged surface temperature was observed. The conclusion obtained was 

the time-averaged radiant heat transfer accounts for 5 - 10% of the total 

heat transfer at low engine load, and 35 - 45% at near maximum load.

It seemed to be that a higher per cent of radiant heat transfer occurs 

during the combustion and expansion portion of the cycle than during 

intake and exhaust, and the type of fuel and combustion could significantly 

affect the radiant heat transfer.

Knight Ref. (78) carried out estimations of the heat transfer in 

a diesel engine. The calculation was based on the analogy of the heat 

transfer coefficents for flow in pipes and this approach was used by 

French and Hartless Ref.(46). The instantaneous heat fluxes measured by 

surface thermocouple were compared with theory.

Henein Ref. (62) used the calculated velocity instead of mean piston 

velocity which is used by many workers Refs. (40, 103, 107, 109). The 

total heat transfer was calculated and a comparison showed the result 

due to Eichelberg Ref. (40) were lower than the results obtained by 

Henein for the heat transfer coefficients. It was suggested to divide 

the cycle into parts according to the turbulence present during each 

part. The highest values of heat transfer occur during combustion, not 

only due to high pressures and temperatures reached by the gas but also 

because of the high turbulent gas velocities produced.
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Detailed simulations by computation and theory for the heat 

transfer in internal combustion engine have been carried out by many 

research workers Refs. (12, 52, 54, 80, 129).

Woschni Ref. (152) has introduced a method for determining the 

heat transfer coefficient for internal combustion engines. An equation 

has been derived containing two convective terms, one of which takes 

into account the piston motion and the other the convection due to 

combustion. These terms, expressed as constants, relate fluid flow 

conditions during the induction period (including scavenging) and take 

into consideration the type of combustion system. The result was a 

universally applicable equation designed for evaluating heat transfer 

coefficients. This equation can be valid if different constants are 

introduced for different engine designs, which are valid for geometrically 

similar engines. These constants must be determined experimentally by 

a statistical evaluation of heat balances. The work of Woschni discussed 

by many workers, and they raised many points missing from the work without 

consideration, this reported in Ref. (152).

Whitehouse Ref. (146) carried out many tests to obtain the instant

aneous and mean values of heat transfer at various positions in the 

combustion chamber for different load and speed and comparing these with 

those obtained theoretically from synthesized cycle calculations using 

Annand's and Woschni's formulas. The conclusion obtained was that the 

concept of a mean gas temperature used in the formulas by many workers 

can not be realistic, and that development was needed in flux measurement.
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Annand Ref. (9) in 1970 measured of instantaneous heat transfer rate from 

the working fluid to the cylinder head of a small open-chamber, four stroke 

compression - ignition engine at five points on the surface. The conclusion 

obtained was that the magnitude and the form of the heat flux variation 

during the cycle depend greatly on local conditions, the heat flux analysis 

was in terms of the bulk mean properties of the working fluid and the 

time derivative of the bulk mean temperature was added to the quasi-steady 

relation for the non-steady condition.

Hassan Ref.(59) used an approach based on the correlations used in 

flat plate turbulent flow and the agreement with the experimental result 

was within 20 per cent. Direct measurements of gas velocity , gas 

pressure, gas temperature and surface wall temperature were obtained.

Further work is reported in Ref. (60).

Dao et al Ref. (31) studied the instantaneous heat transfer rates 

at the interface of the working gas and the walls of a motored engine.

The effect of engine speed, compression ratio, intake pressure, swirl 

ratio, location on the cylinder head surface, and the shape of the 

piston top were studied. Relations were developed between heat transfer 

and the engine variables.

More recently many research workers Refs. (35, 47, 64, 71, 102, 125 

140, 143, 153, 154), have been involved in heat transfer investigations 

with extensive experimental results and new correlations based on the 

earlier methods. These studies were carried out for both diesel and 

spark ignition engines.
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In 1980 Borgnakke et al Ref. (19) developed a model for the instant

aneous heat transfer and turbulence in a spark ignition engine. The 

model is in terms of an unsteady boundary layer, which has been affected 

by the free stream turbulence level and the rate of flame propogation in 

the combustion chamber of an engine having a simple pancake geometry.

The turbulent Reynold number and the integral length scale have been 

used to describe the turbulent field effect on the heat transfer rate.

This has been compared with the Annand and Woschni correlations which 

have less sensitivity, to the geometry and operating conditions, than 

the model result. This model was a further development of previous work 

in this field Refs. (25, 51, 63, 113, 120) what was new in this model 

was the introduction of the length scale, and compressibility effects 

in the calculation of kinetic energy.

Alkidas Refs. (3-6) carried out many experiments to measure the 

transient heat flux at different positions in a spark ignition engine.

The influence of many parameters, engine speed, air fuel ratio and 

volumetric efficiency, on heat flux have been investigated. The load 

and injection timing effects on the distribution of heat rejection to 

the coolant of a single-cylinder diesel engine were carried out. Most 

of his work was experimental. Conclusions were made that; the peak heat 

flux increases with increasing engine speed; if the volumetric efficiency 

increased from 40 - 60 percent there is an increase by 30 percent in peak 

heat flux; and the peak heat flux reach a maximum near-stoichio metric 

mixture composition.

In order to aid the understanding of the heat transfer problem in 

the cylinder of an internal combustion engine, it is important to measure 

the air motion characteristics inside the cylinder. In addition to the
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air motion effects on the heat transfer other parameters that change gas 

properties are significant (volumetric efficienc , scavenging, mixing, 

fuel evaporation, the combustion, friction, efficiencies, energy conversion, 

..«« etc)•

During the valve open period the gas motion in the cylinder is as 

a result of two motions, piston movement and the motion induced by the 

valves being open and these persist during closed periods. During the 

valve closed period the gas motion is generated are complex and unsteady, 

the complexity and the unsteadiness is due to the large change in the 

density and temperature of the gases in the cylinder and the periodic 

motion of the piston respectively.

Gas motion studies have been a topic of interest for a long time.

An early simple experiment was set by Clark Ref. (18), showed the 

importance of the effect of gas motion on combustion.

Ricardo Ref. (116) used a vane anemometer for measuring the swirl 

and developments of this method have continued to be used by Refs. (1,

97, 133, 142). The vane anemometer is not adequate for measuring the 

detail of gas motion in the cylinder, but the method is used to produce 

a swirl parameter of use in engine design.

More recently the introduction of the hot-wire anemometer provides 

a suitable and reliable measurement for air motion investigation. Since 

the geometrical size of the probe is small and this allows the measurement 

to be carried out in boundary layer regions. The time constant of the 

anemometer is small and permits high-frequency velocity variation such 

as turbulence to be measured.
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The first research of using the hot-wire technique in an internal 

combustion engine was carried out in 1939 by Wenger Ref. (145). Many 

workers have since been involved of using the hot wire technique in an 

engine Refs. (11, 43, 49, 61, 66, 67, 73, 83, 124, 136, 139, 148, 149).

Since the condition in the cylinder is complex, it needs to be simplified 

into number of separate areas to be studied separately in order to have 

better understanding. Wenger carried out his investigation for the 

flow in a 4-stroke engine, and the effects of engine variables speed, 

compression ratio, throttle opening and jacket water temperatures were 

studied for different strokes. The result found was the maximum air 

velocity occured during the induction stroke and this agreed with Ref. (124). 

The readings were also averaged over the entire stroke. The mean velocity 

increased linearly with increasing engine speed and a 20% increase in the 

compression ratio lead to a 10% increase in the air velocity.

Semenov Ref. (124) carried out measurements on a motored CFR engine.

An automatic compensation for gas temperature and pressure variation 

Refs. (27, 123) was employed. The turbulence and the effect, of crank 

angle, the radius of the point of measurement, engine speed, compression 

ratio and the volumetric efficiency were studied for both induction and 

compression strokes.

The result obtained shows that if the engine speed increased the 

flow parameters increased linearly, during induction stroke. The average 

and the rms velocity were found to drop suddenly after IVC (inlet valve 

closed). During the compression stroke, the average velocity was found 

to decrease as the middle of the stroke was approached and to generally 

increase with the square of the engine speed. The flow parameters were



found to depend on the radius of the point of measurement (disagree with 

Wenger's result Ref. (145). As the time rate of change of velocity 

increased (due to a change in throttle setting or engine speed) the 

turbulent intensity increased. It was suggested that the jet nature 

of the flow during induction stroke was the main source of turbulence.

Dent and Salama Refs. (33, 34) measured turbulence parameters on 

two motored spark-ignition engines at the spark plug location. The 

results showed good agreement with those of Semenov.

Tindal Ref. (135) used a hot-wire anemometer to measure the flow 

downstream of a central orifice in the cylinder head of a single stroke 

apparatus. The results compared well with those calculated from pressure 

difference readings.

Horvatin and Hussmann Ref. (66) carried out their investigation by 

using hot-wire anemometer probes at 5 locations in the cylinder head.

A method to correct the output from the anemometer for gas temperature 

and pressure was employed. The result shows the gas velocity was propor

tional to engine speed.

Lobo Ref. (88, 89) examined the hot-wire validity in an engine in 

details. The limitations of wire dimensions, operating conditions, 

sensitivity and calibration stability were studied. The result showed 

that the hot-wire is sensitive to direction, having a high frequency 

response, stable calibration and satisfactory mechanical strength.
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El-Khafaji Ref. (42) carried experiments in the combustion chamber 

and swept volume of a motored diesel engine. The temperature changes 

on the output of the anemometer was compensated automatically Ref. (42, 

43). The result showed the axial component of the flow to diminish after 

IVC, as expected, swirl was found to increase with increasing engine 

speed or increasing pressure though the flow pattern was unaffected. 

Predicting the swirl in the induction stroke from steady flow tests on 

the cylinder head was carried out.

Dent and Derham Ref. (32) used a three-wire anemometer probe in 

order to measure both velocity magnitude and direction of the air flow.

In this type of probe, the three wires are mutually perpendicular to 

each other. The swirl process was studied throughout the induction and 

compression stroke. A theoretical model for mean air swirl was developed 

and showed a good agreement with the experiment.

Many workers have carried out experiments in a fired engine Refs. 

(2, 70, 74, 75, 76, 105, 106). An electric discharge method was used 

to measure gas velocities under fired conditions in a 4-stroke diesel 

engine Refs. (105, 106). The electric discharge produce an ion cloud 

in the gas and the cloud moves down stream with the gas and is detected 

by a probe. The time taken by the ion cloud to move from the electrodes 

to the probe is inversely proportional to the gas velocity.

Flow visualization and photography was used in internal combustion 

engine to study the complete cycle but with little success as far as 

air movements are concerned. Many workers have used different methods 

of flow visualization Refs. (2, 49, 86, 100, 101, 119, 150).
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A schlieren method was used for flow visualization in internal combus

tion engine Refs. (20, 91, 134).

The hot-wire anemometer has many disadvantages, such as fragile 

nature of the wire, a single wire isunable to detect the directions of 

the flow, the flow field is disturbed, it requires preliminary calibration, 

it does not allow a point measurement and it is difficult to use in a 

fired engine. The laser doppler velocimeter has been developed for flow 

measurement investigations. The first application of laser doppler to 

fluid mechanics was made by Ref. (155).

The laser doppler has been used by many workers in internal combus

tion engines Refs. (29, 53, 69, 95, 98, 114, 122, 147). The laser doppler 

anemometer has many disadvantages, such as the complication of the optical 

access to the chamber, seeding must be added to most gaseous flows. 

Whatever the method large amounts of data need to be collected rapidly 

and modern data logging systems have made this possible. A computer 

memory becomes cheaper the capability is improving continuously with 

on line computers, processing may also be immediately carried out.

Apart from the experimental techniques for flow measurement and 

heat transfer in an internal combustion engine theoretical and computa

tion analysis has been carried out to aid the understanding and many 

workers have been involved in this direction Refs. (12, 13, 17, 48, 51,

52, 54, 80, 129, 137).
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From the work described here in both diesel and spark-ignition 

engines, it can be classified into three main categories according to 

the type of the work carried out:-

1. Heat transfer investigations

2. In cylinder flow investigations

3. Heat transfer and in cylinder flow together.

In the present work the heat transfer and incylinder flow adjacent 

to the heat transfer surface were studied experimentally in a motored 

Eg four stroke engine in a petrol form. A surface thermocouple was devel

oped, having time response of 0.5 m sec., 20 nsec for 5 micron and 1 micron 

film thickness respectively, for measuring instantaneous heat transfer.

The hot-wire anemometer was used for velocity and turbulence measurement. 

Gas temperature and pressure were measured by a fine resistance wire and 

kistler transducer respectively. A mini computer was used to log and 

process the data.
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2.1 Introduction

The heat transfer between the working fluid of a reciprocating 

internal combustion engine and its combustion chamber walls has long 

been a topic of interest because of the problem of cyclic thermal loading 

and because of its effect on engine thermodynamics performance. The 

investigation of heat transfer during the cycle in an internal combusion 

engine needs the use of a temperature measuring device with a particularly 

fast response to temperature change.

The basic principles of the surface thermocouple were reported by 

Hackemann Ref.(56) who described a special thermocouple, developed in 

Germany during World War II, for gun barrel surface temperature measurement* 

The early development for internal combustion engine work was carried 

out by Bendersky Ref. (14) 1953, whose surface thermocouple design is 

shown in Fig. 2.1a.

The surface thermocouple has since been used for gunbarrel temper

ature measurements Refs. (10, 50, 96) and for surface temperature 

measurements in internal combustion engines.

In 1961 Overbye and his colleagues at University of Wisconsin 

Ref. (107) constructed a thermocouple with a one micron thermal junction 

below the surface of the combustion chamber wall of an engine, Fig 2.1b 

shows the construction which was different in shape to the Bendersky 

design but used the same principles. Ebersol and Myers Ref. (38) construc

ted a fast acting nickel-steel surface thermocouple Ref. (14), with the 

modification of including a sapphire window for radiation measurement 

as in Fig. 2.1c. The temperature of the surface beneath the window was
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at a considerably lower temperature than the exposed wall surface.

This temperature difference along the wall will cause multidimensional 

heat transfer, but their analysis was one-dimensional. An experiment 

was performed by replacing the window with a disk of opaque material 

and the result showed only a small decrease in the temperature recorded 

by the thermocouple, when compared with those measured with a window 

in the holder. This confirmed that the multidimensional component of 

heat transfer in this holder were significant. Fig. 2.Id shows the 

addition of air as a thermal insulation to reduce the multidimensional 

heat transfer. It was reduced to less than 4% of the total heat transfer 

at full load.

Fig. 2.1e shows the design of a surface thermocouple by Knight 

Ref. (78), experiments were carried out for different thickness of the 

thermal junction (0.005, 0.0025 and 0.001 inches). Extrapolation of 

the results to zero thickness shows that the actual surface temperature 

is less than the surface temperature registered by a surface thermocouple 

of finite thickness. The thermocouple element materials were platinum- 

13% Rhodium of 0.010 in diameter.

The properties of platinumare such that its thermal conductivity and 

heat capacity on a volume basis are not very different from that of 

steel. The electrical insulation of the thermocouple was glass and it 

was found that despite a correction for thermocouple thickness, the 

thermal insulation of the glass resulted in an over estimate of the 

temperature fluctuations.

Later attempts were made to improve the Bendersky thermocouple 

Ref. (62, 127, 87) and these are shown in figures 2.2a,b,c, respectively
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In 1970 Annand & Ma Ref. (9) criticized these designs for two 

main reasons: firstly, after a certain stage in manufacture it becomes 

impossible to verify the integrity of the insulation of the wire; and 

secondly, they can be situated in the engine only where direct drilling 

through to the coolant side is possible. In addition, they suffer a 

high failure rate in service. A new method was developed to construct 

the new surface thermocouple as shown in Fig. 2.2e. First a lead was 

laid down on the iron cylinder head surface from the point at which 

measurement was wanted to a suitable terminal point. This was done by 

vacuum deposition of three successive films: first, a layer of aluminium 

to provide a bond; second, a layer of magnesium flouride as insulator; 

and finally, a layer of antimony. The total thickness was less than 

0.005 mm. After the insulation was checked the thermocouple was completed 

by laying down a small section of antimony film to connect the existing 

film to the iron surface at the desired point.. The result shows that 

the surface temperature is place dependent and its variable from cycle 

to cycle.

Hassan Ref. (59) and Whitehouse Ref. (146) carried out experiments 

by using the surface thermocouples shown in Figures 2.3a,b, respectively 

which use the same design principle as Bendersky Ref.(14). Hassan showed 

that the experimental results were adequate when compared with those data 

based on a flat plate heat transfer theory. Whitehouse concluded that 

to obtain actual instantaneous heat transfer, three-dimensional analysis 

should be used or to ensure the heatflow through the surface thermocouple

is one-dimensional.
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In 1973 Dao Ref. (31) had constructed a new fluxmeter to measure 

the heat flux in a motored piston engine. The cylinder head was 

modified and the valve system was replaced by the heat fluxmeter as shown 

in Fig. 2.3c. The heat fluxmeter shown in Fig. 2.3d which consists of 

a thin pyrex substrate having a thermistor deposited on both faces. The 

thickness of the thermistor and pyrex was 3 x 1 0 ^  in, 0.005 in respecti

vely. The problem of heat transfer was considered one-dimensional and 

solved by using electrical analogy. An observation was obtained that 

the heat fluxes would be the same at the same distance from the cylinder 

center. The effect of the oil contamination on the fluxmeter surface 

was investigated.

In 1974 Mattavi Ref. (92) had designed a miniature sensor to 

measure the heat transfer rates in engines. Thesensor consists, basically 

of two thermocouples which are precisely positioned within a stepped 

cavity.. Each thermocouple is made up of a cylindrical contact which 

contains sheathed thermocouple wires. A thermocouple junction is located 

on the front and rear face as shown in Fig. 2.4a. A special technique 

was used by measuring the temperature simultaneously at two locations 

whose separation distance is accurately known. Fig. 2.4b shows the 

sensor installed in the wall of a liquid-cooled combustion chamber.

In 1977 Dent and Suliaman Ref. (35) tried to produce and use a 

surface thermocouple of the Bendersky type but they were not successful, 

because the surface thermocouples produced a high level of electrical 

noise. Therefore a new design of surface thermocouple was developed 

as shown in Fig. 2.4c. The use of a final layer of magnesium flouride 

over the film thermocouple produced a detector which was capable of 

withstanding the arduous conditions encountered during the firing of 

the engine, and also, a protective layer against catalytic reaction.



A major improvement to the signal output from the surface thermocouple 

was achieved.

In 1979 Kamel and Watson Ref. (71) used a surface thermocouple 

of the coaxial type, manufactured by ASEA and having a response time 

of 180 ns. as shown in Fig. 2.5a. The sensor incorporates a second 

thermocouple 6 mm from the surface. In addition, a traversing thermo

couple of the Ricardo type was used to obtain some correspondence with 

published data measured with this technique, in the area of the connecting 

passage.. Fourier analysis of the surface temperatures was used for heat 

transfer calculation.

Hohenberg Ref. (64) developed a special design of surface thermo

couple as shown in Fig. 2.5b. The measuring element consists of a 

mineral insulated thermocouple material of 0.5 mm diameter which is 

installed slightly protruding over the surface. For reasons of strength 

the insulating ceramic material has been replaced by a highly temperature 

resistant cement to a depth of approximately 1 mm. All measuring points 

are refaced by grinding to provide a smooth surface, which is coated by 

a thin layer of gold to establish the electrical connection between 

the Nicr and Ni-wires and is decisive for the function and the response 

of the thermocouples. The output from the surface thermocouple was 

adequate for heat transfer prediction..

Sihling and Woschni Ref. (126) used Bendersky type thermocouple, 

with vacuum deposited chrome plating of one micron thickness, in the 

form of a screw as shown in Fig. 2.5c. The heat transfer result does not 

agree with the calculated one because of the one-dimensional assumption» 

a method was used for correction.

- 19 -
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In 1980 Alkidas Ref. (4) designed a heat flux probe from commercially 

available surface thermocouples, but with certain modification to 

minimize distortion of isotherms in the cylinder head as shown in Fig. 2.5d. 

The surface junction was formed by abrading the exposed thermocouple 

ribbon elements at the probe tip with a very fine carborundum stone to 

produce contacts among the microscopic fibres of the ribbons, furthermore, 

the in-depth thermocouple was placed as close as possible to the tip of 

the probe to reduce two-dimensional effects. One-dimensional analysis 

for heat transfer calculation was used. The surface thermocouple was 

used for fire and motored engine tests.

Guernigou and his colleagues (Ref, 55) have designed surface temperature 

fluxmeters for measuring convective and radiation heat transfer. Small 

dimensions were looked for and obtained with techniques that ensured a 

good repeatability of the characteristics of the thermometric component.

The operating principle of surface temperature fluxmeters is based upon 

the diffusion of heat in a semi-infinite medium, the flux at the surface 

being linked with the evolution of surface temperature. Figs. 2.5e, f1, 

f2, show the construction of sensitive element, convective fluxmeters 

and radiation fluxmeter respectively.

In 1981 and 1982 Refs. (3, 6) Alkidas and Myers carried out research 

on the internal combustion engine using the surface thermocouple designed 

by A1 kidas (4).

Law Ref. (85) designed a piston surface thermocouple as shown in 

Fig. 2.2d which consists of a mild steel body into which an oxide 

coated nickel wire was inserted. A wire drawing process on the body was 

then used to retain the wire. The wire was allowed to protrude at one
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end, and the other end was polished and a thin nickel film was deposited.

Law observed a high frequency noise on the output of the surface thermo

couple thought due to magnetostrictive e.m.f. produced by the vibration of the 

Ni-wire. Hence a complicated method of connection to the wire was used.

Falcus Ref. (45) later concluded that the noise which was observed 

by Law was due to bad connection or shorting between wires. Falcus 

modified the surface thermocouple made by Law as shown in Fig. 2.6 to 

avoid the complicated wireing system. The backing thermocouple was 

mounted on the same axis.

Both Law and Flacus surface thermocouples designs suffered from 

an error caused by the presence of protuberance at the back of the 

surface thermocouple and this called the "Fin" problem. The magnitude of 

the error caused by Fin presence can be calculated by steady state analysis 

and if the diameter/1ength ratio of the Fin is small then it may be 

assumed that there are no radial temperature gradients within the Fin, 

and one-dimensional analysis may be applied Ref. (138).

2.2 Wakefield's Design

Wakefield Ref. (138) attempted to reduce the effect of sideways 

heat flux by insulating the outside diameter of the surface thermocouple 

to provide a thermal barrier against it, in order to achieve the ideal 

one-dimensional heat transfer case. Wakefield's surface thermocouple 

design for piston was based on the design used by Law Ref. (85) and 

Falcus Ref. (45) with improved techniques, for manufacturing both surface 

thermocouples and insulated surface thermocouples, in order to reduce 

the overall scrap rate and the process time. The modification made
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was to utilize hypodermic needle tubing made from A.I.S.I. Type 304 

austenitic stainless steel. The surface thermocouple can be manufac

tured by inserting the Ni-wire insulated by a surface oxide layer into 

the hypodermic tube (which is annealed first) and then dieing the main 

body onto the wire and tube to form a composite arrangement as shown 

in Fig. 2.7.

The Fin problem on Law's and Falcus's surface thermocouple was 

reduced by Wakefield, by spot welding the wires directly onto the 

back of the surface thermocouple.

Three different methods were investigated for insulating the 

surface thermocouple in order to reduce the sideways heat flux effect:

1. Ceramic Cement - The surface thermocouple is cemented 

directly into the piston, and cement will be the 

insulator as shown in Fig. 2.8b.

2. Ceramic Spraying - The surface thermocouple is sprayed 

with a ceramic inculating coat before being fitted 

into piston as shown in Fig. 2.8a.

3. Ceramic Sleeving - The surface thermocouple is bonded 

inside a ceramic cleeve and then fitted in an outer 

metal tube within the piston as shown in Fig. 2.8c.

The adequate surface thermocouple design should satisfy a certain 

specification in order to obtain an accurate result (see next section).
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2.3 Requirements Specifications of Surface Thermocouple Design

2.3.1 System Requirements

Any temperature measuring device should have little or no effect 

on the system under consideration. So in order to satisfy the condition 

the following aspects required for indeal surface thermocouple:

1. The surface thermocouple should be made of the same 

material as the component to avoid any discontinuities, 

particularly in the thermal conductivity.

2. The thermal junction of the surface thermocouple should 

form a continuation of the surface, so that the boundary 

layer is undisturbed.

3. The wire must be electrically insulated from the main 

body, and the technique used should produce a good 

insulation.

4. The rear of the surface thermocouple should be flush 

with the rear surface of the component, to avoid any 

"Fin effect".

5. The surface thermocouple should have a response compatible 

with the imposed temperature time dependent.

6. The surface thermocouple leads should be insulated in 

such a way as to avoid additional heat transfer by 

conduction along the thermocouple wire.
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7. The nickel wire must be held tightly in order to

overcome any frequency noise caused by the vibration 

of the nickel wire.

2.3.2 Backing Temperature

A standard thermocouple is used to measure the backing temperature of 

the surface themocouple becuase the backing temperature does not vary signifi

cantly during the internal combustion engine cycle. In order to calculate 

the heat transfer one of the assumptions made is that one-dimensional heat 

flow, it is obviously a better calculation to measure the backing temperature 

on, or very near to, the axis of the surface temperature thermal junction.

This axis lies along the central nickel wire. Most of the previous design 

the backing temperature were measured a way from the axis of the surface 

temperature thermal junction.

2.3.3 Sideways Heat Flux

It is quite obvious that, in practice a three-dimensional heat 

flow exists, so for one-dimensional analysis an error introduced due 

to sideways heat flux flow, and this can be reduced by a thermal insul

ation as described in Ref. (138). The result showed that the magnitude 

of sideways heat flux was small compared with the total heat transfer.

2.4 First Design 

2.4.1 Introduction

An attempt was made to reproduce the surface thermocouple design 

by Law Ref. (85) and Falcus Ref. (45) and modified by Wakefield Ref. (138) 

without success. It was found impossible with the available equipment 

to produce a satisfactory oxide film on the Ni-wire whose integrity was 

preserved throughout the following manufacturing processes.
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2.4.2 Wire Surface Oxidization Process

The Wakefield design required the first process to be the Ni-wire 

surface oxidation, the Falcus's rig, modified by Wakefield, as shown 

in Fig. 2.9a and Fig. 2.9b respectively, was built in order to oxidize 

the Ni-wire surface, the following difficulties were found with the 

oxidization process:

1. Initially trouble was found with freezing of the 

regulator valve. To overcome this problem a 150 

watt C02 heater was used and connected directly 

to the gas cylinder as shown in Fig. 2.10. This 

possible is not mentioned in Refs. (45, 138).

2. By using the variac to apply 65 volts over 5 minutes 

period as recommended by Ref. (138) the Ni-wire melted.

A transformer was used to reduce the voltage to a maximum 

30 volts. The maximum voltage applied to the Ni-wire 

was finally found to be 15 volts if the wire was not to 

break. After the oxidization process the insulation of 

the Ni-wire was tested carefully with a low current meter, 

this will be describe in Chapter 4 (see figure 4.1 -b), 

immersing the wire in a mercury container to avoid breaking 

the insulation. It was found that some parts of the Ni-wire 

surface has not been oxidized, and all attempts of varying 

voltage and gas flow rate were unsuccessful, although some 

short lengths were produced.
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2.4.3 Dieing Process

The next process was dieing of the body and tube onto the Ni-wire. 

This process did not succeed for three reasons:

1. The body was broken during the dieing process.

2. The electrical insulation became damaged during 

the process.

3. It proved impossible to rigidly hold the wire 

after dieing.

2.5 Existing Solution

The difficulties were too great and rather than persisting with 

attempts with this design an alternative more easily manufactured 

design was used. The major difference from the previous design is 

that chemical set cements are used as electrical insulation and 

holder for the Ni-wire. This design will be describe in Chapter 4.
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C H A P T E R 3

THEORY OF THE SURFACE THERMOCOUPLE

3.1 Theory of EMF induced by the Surface thermocouple

3.2 Time response theory of the Surface thermocouple

3.3 Theory of the Surface thermocouple

3.4 The effect of the cement
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3-l Theory of E.M.F. Induced by Surface Thermocouple

There will be five E.M.F.s generated, in a system such as 

shown in Figs. 3.1.a and 3.1.b, as follows:

1. A THOMSON E.M.F. which is produced in the Ni-wire AB itself 

and equal to:

(E.H.F)Ni . Eb - E = S* lA m (TB ' V 3.1

where S*^ is the seeback coefficient for the Ni-wire.

2. PELTIER E.M.F which is produced at hot junction (Film) CB and 

equal to:

(E-M -F)F i l m = E C - EB = S Film (TC “ V 3.2

3. A THOMSON E.M.F which is produced in the Fe wire CD itself and 

equal to:

(E-M -F)Fe = ED - EC = SFe (TD - V 3.3

4. PELTIER E.M.F which is produced at cold junction ED and equal 

to:

(E.M.F)ed Ee - Ep S*old (Te - Tp) 3.4

5. A THOMSON E.M.F which is produced in Ni-wire EF itself and 

equal to:

(E .M .F )n i = ef ‘ ee = SNi T̂f ~ TE^ 3.5

The total E.M.F induced from the circuit if no current flows are 

equal to the summation E.M.F. mentioned above,

Let E.M.V V



3.6
“total = VAB + VBC + VCD + VDE + VEF

'total = SNi (TB ' TA> + SFilm (TC ' V + SFe (T[
SNi (TF - V

TC> + ScoldlTE ' TD> +

3.7

If TE = TD cold Junction kePt at the same temperature and if 

Tp = both points kept at room temperature.

Therefore the total E.M.F will be 

Vtotal = SNi (TB ' V + SFe (TE ' V + SFilm (TC " V 3‘8 

If the film is Nickel, then the total E.M.F will be:

Vtotal = SNi (TC ' V + SFe (TE " V = (SNi " SFe} (TC ' TE) 3
.9

since = Tg

If the film is Copper, then the total E.M.F will be:

Vtotal = (SNi " SFe } (TC " TE5 + (SNi " SCU ] (TB ' TC } 3>1°

Therefore if Tg * Tc there is an error equal to (S*. - }

(T - T ). And if a test using Ni-film is compared with a test using 
B C

CU-film the temperature difference (Tg - be determined.

3.2 Time Response Theory of the Surface Thermocouple:

The response time of a surface thermocouple is affected by the 

thickness of the film. As the film thickness increases, the time 

constant rapidly increases. The surface thermocouple measures a 

rapid temperature change, so the time response should be as short 

as possible, in order to respond to temperature changes at the 

exposed surface rapidly. The time constant is defined Ref. 14 as
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the time required for the junction temperature to reach 62.3 per cent 

of the amplitude of a step-temperature change of the exposed surface.

More information about the theory of time response reported in Refs.

24, 94.

For reponse rate of a heated homogeneous thin strip of uniform 

thickness and a semi-infinite medium, having thermal characteristics 

assumed to be constant Ref. 55. Following the procedures of Refs.

55, 93, the response time of the surface thermocouple was calculated 

for both Nickel and Copper film deposition of order of magnitude 0.5 

and 0.38 ins respectively for 5 micron film thickness. For 1 micron 

film thickness, the time response will be for Nickel and Copper 

20jisec and 15ys respectively.

The time response was adequate for the present purposes. Considering 

the highest engine test speed of 1500 r.p.m., if the output from the 

thermocouple was recorded every 5° interval, the time available will 

be 0.555 ms. The response time compares favourably with the results 

of Refs. 30, 55.

It is important to have the thermal junction as close to the 

surface as possible Refs. 14, 96. If the thermal junction thickness 

is so small so the film temperature can be taken as the surface 

temperature without making any considerable correction.

3.3 Theory of the Surface Thermocouple:

The principle assumption used to calculate the heat flux is that 

the heat flow through the walls of the combustion chamber is approx

imately one-dimensional.
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In the present design the problem is in defining the junction 

temperature. Because of the cement core in the surface thermocouple 

there is a two dimensional temperature variation across the junction 

Nickel/Iron, although as proportion of the total surface area the 

ceramic is small.

An assessment assuming no heat flux between Iron and Cement 

and uniform heat flux at the cylinder surface, the problem can be 

represented by:

£  + 1  il + -31I = 1 il 3.11
ar2 r ar 3 z 2 a at

The solution will be complicated and difficult Refs. 24, 79, 108 

since the available boundary conditions are not enough to satisfy 

equation 3.11. Therefore the effect of cement has been investigated 

experimentally as described in section 3.4 and the problem is considered 

to be one-dimensional.

Assuming one-dimensional unsteady temperature distribution in 

a solid wall, which is determined by the Fourier equation.

—  = a —  3.12
at ax2

where£< is the thermal diffusivity and is equal to K / pc and X is 

the distance measured in the direction of heat flow. The equation 

is solved to give the temperature field in the wall depending on 

time and position normal to the surface.

The temperature variation on the gas-side of the wall is usually 

periodic, but is irregular during one period. It is necessary to 

replace the periodic fluctuation by using the Fourier analysis,
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since this temperature variation is used as a boundary condition. 

The equation for gas-side wall temperatures is:

_ m
(T ) = (T ) + 2 A. cos kwt + B. sin kwt 3.13
w x=0 w x=0 k=l k k

Equation 3.13 is one boundary condition for the solution of 

equation 3.12, the temperature on the coolant side of the wall is 

taken as the remaining boundary condition and is assumed to be a 

time averaged wall temperature, i.e.

(T ) = Constant 3.14w .. ,

Before using the boundary conditions to solve the equation 

3.12, it is necessary to determine the Fourier coefficients Ak and

The time mean of (T)w is:

w 2m

2m-1

i

i =0

x=0

Ti 3.15

By using the boundary condition and the value of the coefficients 

Ak and Bk, the solution of equation 3.12 becomes:

<Vx=0
z e 
k=l

^ A^ cos (kwt-xr) + Bk sin (kwt-xr) } 3.16

1
2

where r =^kw/2aj

Equation 3.16 completely defines the temperature field in the wall, 

therefore

T f (x,t) 3.17
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since equation 3.16 and 3.17 gives the wall temperature as a 

function of x as well as t, the derivative of this equation, 

evaluated at x=0, because of the damping effect of the term e 

divergence during differentiation is not possible at x / 0.

The heat flux at gas-side of the wall is:

a  = -k [-LL]
A 3 x

x=0

3.18

q _
7t "

K
r t(V x-0 - <V

m
] + K i r [(Bk~Ak) sin kwt + (Bk+Ak) cos kwt] 

k _ 1

3.19

Equation 3.19 is used to calculate the heat flux from wall temperature 

measurements. (See Chapter 8).

3.3 The Effect of the Cement

An investigation has been carried out experimentally to 

determine the effect of the cement on the surface thermocouple 

reading. Four surface thermocouples were made with different 

diameters of cement, 6.35 mm (0.25 in), 3.175 mm (0.125 in),

1.587 mm (0.0625,in) and 0.793 mm (0.03125 in). The four surface 

thermocouple plugs were coated with nickle film of order 5 micron 

thickness approximately. Each surface thermocouple was calibrated 

against mercury thermocouple in a control heater container of water 

at fixed temperature 100°C for all surface thermocouples. Fig. 3.2 

shows the output reading at 100°C for each cement diameter of the 

surface thermocouple. It is assumed the curve to be extrapolated 

to zero diameter i.e. the surface thermocouple behaves as if there 

is no cement and a correction has been incorporated in the processing 

of the readings.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

A simple design to reduce the problems mentioned in Chapter 2 

Section 4 was developed. The design shown in Fig. 4.1.a is basically 

the same as the Wakefield design, but chemical set cements have been 

used as both electrical insulator and a rigid holder for the Ni-wire.

4.2 MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

4.2.1 Body Preparation

Cast iron rod of 30 mm (1.18 inch) in diameter and 50 mm (1.96 inch) 

in length was used to produce the body of the surface thermocouple. The 

outside diameter is turned down to 23 mm (0.905 inch) and the length is 

cut to 33 mm (1.299 inch). A central hole of 1.587 mm (0.0625 inch) in 

diameter is drilled. The outside diameter is turned down and a 14 mm 

spark plug thread has been cut to suitable length. An 8 BA screw is 

inserted at the corner of the backing surface of the plug to connect the 

iron wire. The use of a screw avoids any junction e.m.f. that could 

occur with a soldered joint.

4.2.2 Cleaning Process

It is important to produce a good surface finish on the bore 

followed by cleaning in order to ensure that surfaces in contact with 

the cement are really clean and free from oil, grease, and rust. To 

obtain a good finish the hole was lapped.
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The surface was then washed with a 1% solution of WSTR in hot 

water which should be allowed to dry before the cement is applied (as 

recommended by the manufacturer). This will not only clean the surface 

but will reduce the surface and interfacial tnesion of the adherends 

and will improve bonding of the cement.

4.2.3 Chemical Set Cement Filling Process

A chemical set cement type LQ/S6 was used (product of FORTAFIX 

co. Ltd.), which is resistant to water, oil, acid (except hydro flouric) 

and provides high dieelectric strength, low thermal expansion and 

shrinkage, and high tensil and compressive strength. This cement is 

supplied in two parts, a powder filler and a liquid binder which are 

mixed together as 2:1 by weight respectively. They harden by an internal 

chemical action but remain soft and pliable long enough to permit ample 

time for handling (recommended time up to 7 minutes from practical 

experience). The surface thermocouple plug was held in a simple holder..

The holder shown in Fig. 4.2 consists of three pieces, the middle one is 

drilled to fit te surface thermocouple plug and the other two located 

on both sides. Two fine holes are drilled one on each side to coincide 

with the centre ofthe surface thermocouple plug hole in order to insert 

the Ni-wire on the axis, the Ni-wire held on both sides by plastic screws 

to give the required tension. The powder filler and the liquid binder 

should be mixed well and then directly apply to fill the hole. The cement 

set initially in one hour and hardens completely in 48 to 60 hours at 

room temperature to allow the evapouration process. After the hardening 

process takes place, a central hole of 0.793 mm (0.03125 inch) in diameter is 

drilled into the cement, to form a thin layer of cement 0.3965 mm 

(0.006625 inch) in thickness inside the central hole of the plug for the

wire.
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4.2.4. Heat Treatment Process

Following themanufacturers instructions did not produce satisfactory 

results and the following modified procedure was followed, it is essential 

that the evapouration of the liquid solvent proceeds slowly to avoid 

porous bonding. Because the cement surface inside the plug hole is not 

fully exposed to air to allow natural evaporation, it must be heat treated 

to drive off surplus moisture, mechanical strength, dielectric and water 

resistance properties will also be improved. The following curing stages 

produced the desired properties:

1. Allow to air dry for 72 hours at room temperature.

2. Bake at 60°C for 24 hours, gradually raising the 

temperature from cold over a period of 2 to 3 hours.

3. Raise the temperature from 60°C to 100°C over 8 hours.

4. In very gradual increases raise the temperature to 

150°C over 10 hours.

5. Increase the temperature to 250°C over 5 hoours, allow 

to cool and then heat cure to the optimum working 

temperature 500°C. The actual working temperature for 

the cement used is 1000°C. To give good dielectric 

properties after curing, apply a coating of DIELECTRIC 

VARNISH SI/MS048. Allow to air dry at room temperature 

for 5 hours, then cure at 100°C for 3 hours and at 250°C 

for 4 hours.

4.2.5 Nickel Wire Insertion

The plug with a thin layer of cement and a central hole of 0.793 mm 

(0.03125 inch) in diameter was held in position in the holder mentioned in 

section 4.2.3 and then further cement was allowed to fill the hole under
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gravity. Immediately a thermocouple quality 0.376 mm (0.0148 inch) 

diameter Nickel cut into 200 mm (7.874 inch) length, dekinked by gentle 

stretching and cleaned with aceton, inserted carefully into the hole in 

the plug. After 72 hours the plug was removed from the holder and the 

Ni-wire at the thermocouple surface cut with carefully to avoid burring 

the ends. The wire on the back was left with an approximate length 90 mm 

(3.543 inch). The heat treatment procedure was then repeated as in 

Section 4.2.4.

4.2.6. Polishing Process

The filling cement should be raised approximately 2mm (0.0787 inch) 

above the surface to be polished. The support provided to the wire ensures 

that wire will finally be concentric with the surrounding cement and plug 

surface, and the cement will be flush with the metal surface and without 

flows, the initial finishing was done in a lath using emery paper of 

reducing fineness.

The next process of grinding used a series of successively finer 

grit silicon-carbide paper 400, 600, 1200 under running water to remove 

the debris. In passing from one grade of paper to the next finer grade 

the surface was washed to remove grit and the surface turned through 90° 

to remove the previous set of scratches.

After grinding the surface is ready for polishing. It is thoroughly 

washed in water and dried, and then held against "Selvyt" (A cotton cloth 

with diamond insertions) covered rotating disc. The "Selvyt" cloth was 

moistened with a paraffin based lubricant and impregnated with polishing 

compounds consisting of small diamond particles in a wax carrier. The 

successive size grades are 6 micron, 1 micron and 0.25 micron, the surface
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was washed with Genklene and Alcohol before progressing to the next fine 

grade. The final result should be highly polished, scratch free and the 

surface should be like a mirror. Continuity was tested by a vometer on 

the surface thermocouple.

4.2.7 Nickel Plating and Testing

The plating of the end of the plug was carried out in a N. G .N 

Vacuum coating machine chamber. The surface thermocouple holder was 

used to hold the plug tightly and perpendicular to the evaporation elec

trode. The layout of the system is shown in Fig. 4.3.

The initial development was carried out using a copper (Cu) film 

which was easier to deposit, but all later plugs had a nickel film.

The film thickness is approximately 3 to 5 micron. With nickel 

coating it is more difficult to obtain a uniform thickness due to the 

high melting point of Ni (1451°C), while the Cu melting point 1082°C 

makes the Cu coating process more reliable. In a motored engine a Cu 

film is adequate and.is more easily manufactured.

A special meter was devised to test film coating, as the ordinary 

avometer induce a relatively high current which breaks down film. The 

meter shown in Fig. 4.1b induces a maximum current of 2.25 m Amper.

Fig. 4.4. shows the flow chart of surface thermocouple manufacturing

process.
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4.3 CALIBRATION

It is necessary to calibrate the surface thermocouple against 

a standard. In order to calculate the E.M.F. induced by any pair of 

metals as a thermocouple, there are two ways to determine the E.M.F. 

induced Ref. (57). Either by a graphical method using Fig. 4.5 which 

represents the thermo-electric powers (^) of several metals compared 

with lead as standard metals, measured in micro-volts per 1°C, or by 

using Averiarius formula E = bT + cT2, where b and c are constants 

and their values can be found in Ref. (57). Both methods of determining 

E.M.F. induced by iron-nickel thermocouple, give 3.2 mV at 100°C tempera

ture difference above 0°C.

The standard iron-nickel thermocouple manufactured from commercial 

thermocouple wire was calibrated against a standard mercury thermometer, 

the output shows 3.198 mV and this shows high agreement with calculated 

value as shown in Fig. 4.6.

The surface thermocouple was calibrated against a standard mercury 

thermometer in a control-heating water container. The surface thermocouple 

with both nickel and copper film coating were tested in this way. The 

output of the surface thermocouple with copper film was less than the 

output of the surface thermocouple with nickel film even when left for 

along period in order to reach a uniform temperature. At 100°C temperature 

difference the copper film read 3.024 mV and the Nickel film 3.12 mV 

representing a difference of 2.687°C. This difference occured with a number 

of different thermocouples and was always the same to experimental error.

Since the outside end of the thermocouple was not immersed, temperature grad

ients in the plug were probably responsible. With a copper film the insulation
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effect of the cement on the nickel wire would produce this effect. With 

a nickel film the Ni/Fe junction is at the cement/iron interface.

Both nickle and copper film thermocouples had output values less 

than the expected value of 3.2 mV at 100°C difference possibly due to 

the effect of the quality of the iron as shown in Fig. 4.7.

The surface thermocouple was calibrated before and after the test, 

the average value between the two calibrations has been used for processing 

the data the reason for a difference (less than 0.096 mV) is the oil 

contamination on the surface thermocouple during the test which reduced 

the output result, the calibration curves for both nickel and copper 

film surface thermocouple are shown in Fig. 4.8 and 4.9 respectively.
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5.1 Introduction

The conclusion from what has been mentioned in chapter one related 

to the heat transfer predictions in the cylinder of an Internal 

Combustion engine for both spark-ignition and diesel engine, can be 

classified under four main categories based on the way of predictions 

and they are described in section 5.3. The theory of turbulence and 

its effect on heat transfer is described in section 5.2 and 5.4 

respectively.

5.2 Theory of Turbulence

It is important to measure and describe the turbulence structure

in an internal combustion engine. It affects power output, heat loss,

exhaust emission and fuel consumption. The word turbulence has been

used in different definitions in the literature on air motion in

reciprocating engines. These differences come from the fact that not 

all cycle to cycle variations in instantaneous velocity are turbulence

and there is difficulty in distinguishing what part of the variation

is due to turbulence. Hinze Ref. 77 defines turbulence in the following

way: "Turbulent fluid motion is an irregular condition of flow in

which the various quantities show a random variation with time and

space coordinates, so that statistically distinct average values can

be discerned".

In steady flows the first important statistical parameter is the 

time average of the velocity, i.e. the mean flow velocity Ref. 82. In 

unsteady flows an ensemble average must be used instead of the time 

average of the velocity over a long time. This is defined by Bradshaw 

Ref. 23, "as a set of samples of a random process (eg. U  (x, y, z)) for 

a set of different values of t or a set of repeats of an experiment."

If the unsteady flow is cyclical and regular so that all the variation 

from cycle to cycle is according to turbulence, then turbulent intensity
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could be defined in the same way as for steady flows with the ensemble 

average velocity instead of the mean flow velocity.

In engines cylinders, the gas flow is non-stationary and cyclically 

irregular Ref. 144. Therefore, any attempt to define the flow must 

take into account ensemble averaging, the cyclic fluctuations and the 

turbulent fluctuations. The instantaneous velocity at any point in 

the cycle is given by:-

U(t) = U + U(CA) + U(CY) + U 5.1

where U is the time average given by

1im 1  / U(t) dt 5.2
T -V" oo |

U + U(CA) is the ensemble average and 

U(CA) is a function of crank angle only.

U(CY) is the cyclic fluctuation in velosity

U is the turbulent fluctuation

U + U(CA) can be easily obtained by taking an average over many cycles

at any point. However, U(CY) is difficult to measure and the following

formula is usually used:

T

U(CY) = j I U(t) dt - U - U(CA) 5.3

o

where the time T over which the average is taken is less than the

period of the cycle. The difficulty arises in choosing a suitable

value for T. It must be large compared with the time scale of turbulent
/

fluctuations (i.e. of U). Semenov Ref. 123 used 24° CA for T, although 

this is arbitrary choose, and the errors are large when the directional 

velocity changes (U + U(CA) + U(CY)) appreciably over the interval, 

giving false values for the turbulent fluctuations. Witze Ref. 149 

disagreed with the model, saying that the definition of the cyclic 

variation was arbitrary as it represented a low frequency variation
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in velocity depending on engine speed and crank angle interval used 

for the time average. He also considered that the use of a time 

average presumed local-stationarity in the flow. The model used by 

Witze consisted only of an ensemble average and a fluctuating component. 

The instantaneous velocity U for engine crank angle #-is defined as 

follows:

U(e)  + U(e)  + U(e)  5 . 4

and

U(e)
1 N-l
—  £ U( e+inir)
N i=0

5.5

where N is the number of revolutions at which the velocity measurement 

is taken

n is the number of strokes in each engine cycle.

The turbulence intensity U is therefore defined by the expression

7  -u'(e) = JT T q
N-l

where U2( e) = -  £ U2( e + inn)

N i- 0

2 (e) - u (0) 5.6

5.7

Equations 5.4 to 5.7 are used in the present work.

5.3 Methods of Predictions * 113

5.3.1 Theory Predictions

This type of work is purely theoretical, utilising numerical 

computation of theoretical models Refs. 25, 37, 51, 52, 53, 54, 63,

113, 120, 130. Complete accurate solutions are not possible without 

empirical relationships obtained by experiments.
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5.3.2 Empirical Predictions

The early empirical formula were established by Nusselt Ref. 103 

and Eichelberg Ref. 39, 40, 41. The Nusselt formula is:

£  = CT d + °-38Vp) (P2!)*  (Tg - Tw> + C2 (Tg4 - T,,4) 5.8

This formula is not dimensionally correct because the constants have 

dimensions and can be written as

(NU) = (a + e (Re)) ((Pr)/Cp) (T4/p) 4 5.9

The formula was based on simple experiment. The Eichelberg formula 

was carried in an operating engine and covers both radiant and 

convective heat transfer.

J - C(Vp)^ (PT) 4 (T - Tw ) 5.10

Again the formula is not dimensionless and both mode of transfer are 

covered together.

Many other formula such as Overbye Ref. 107

3k-------- = ( 1 VP P| CP.l) ( 0 ‘26-3 - 0.035) x 10"4+0.1 - - 0 . 0 2 5. 11
3600.AKiTi K. rpi rpi

This formula is incomplete because the temperature difference doesn't 

appear, i.e. the same heat transfer can be predicted whatever the wall 

temperature is.

All the early empirical formula fails to satisfy the requirements.

5.3.3 Pipe Flow Heat Transfer Data Prediction

This approach is based on using the heat transfer theory of pipe 

flow (Nusselt equation) for turbulent convective steady heat transfer 

and applying it to the cylinder of an internal combustion engine 

(Knight Ref. 78 and Woschni Ref. 152). The Woschni's equation is
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^  = C, -  (T -  T J
A w

0.8
(Vp + Vc } D J

w
T ,v

where V = C? -— - (P 
P,V, Po'

5.12

5.13

This velocityis added to cover the effect of the combustion and 

expansion stroke. Where P-j and represent the known state of the 

working gas related to the instantaneous cylinder Volume V-j. V is 

cylinder volume, and PQ is gas pressure in the cylinder of the 

corresponding motored engine.

If the engine is motored equation (5.12) can be written as follows:

NU = 0.035 (Re) 0 , 8 5.14

This approach gives a better understanding to heat transfer prediction

in internal combustion engines by applying direct measurement of

velocity and gas temperature unlike the empirical formula, but since 

there has been no direct attempt to verify the correctness it is

difficult to say the prediction is satisfactory.

5.3.4 Annand‘s Method

This is an extension of the Woschni method including radiation.

Using the methods of dimensional analysis for the convective component 

to steady the effects of various parameters upon the time-mean rate 

of heat transfer.

This has been done by many workers such as Elser Ref. 44 and 

Annand Refs. 8 , 9. Annand re-examined most of the empirical formula 

then existing and put forward a new formula to predict the instantaneous 

heat transfer to cover both modes, convection and radiation

^  = a - (Re)b (T - T ) + C (T 4 - T 4) 5.15
A D  g w  g w

where a, b and c are constants.
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5.4 Present Work

In the present work the Annand's formula is re-examined and considered 

as a strong basis of the new correlation.

If the engine bore D is considered as a basic length dimension.

The flow pattern will be characterized by an instantaneous velocity U 

and a set of velocity ratios. Assuming that mean values can be used, 

gas properties of importance will be the thermal conductivity K} the 

dynamic viscosity u, the specific heat Cp and the density p ,  the 

temperature of both gas and surface. The rotational speed N to represent 

the oscillation frequency. The crank angle 0 . The instantaneous cylinder 

pressure P, turbulence intensity and if there is combustion the rate of 

heat release q .

Therefore, the heat transfer coefficient for engines of similar 

geometry may be expressed as

-------- = h = Fn(U,U,L,D,P,K,p,Cn,p,N, ,q_,T T ) 5.16
A(Tg-Tu ) P 9

neglecting combustion if necessary, expressing time dependent parameters 

as functions of 0 and rotational speed replaced by mean piston speed

Vp = 2LN/60 5.17

then the heat transfer coefficient

h = Fn [u(e),P(0),Tg(0),T (0),Vp,U(0) K(0),Cp(0),P(e),M(0),dJ 5.18

The main dimensional groups are Reynold Number, the ratios of mean 

velocity U(0) and turbulence U(0) to the mean piston velocity Vp, Prandtle 

Number, the ratio of turbulent transport of pressure forces to the 

conductive heat transfer (P U D/KT ) (hereafter referred to as Energy 

Number) and temperature difference number T^/aT.
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Therefore equation 5.18 can be reduced to the following form:

NU = Fn TRe(e ),Pr(e ) , (  U-(̂ - +- U(e) -), (■ P U D jl 5.19
L  ̂AT v Vn KT J

P 9

The difficulty in most of the existing correlations is that all 

parameters which might affect the heat transfer are involved and the 

manner of combination between these parameters. As has been mentioned 

above the Re number will be the major parameter and this strongly 

supported by Annand Ref. 8,9, and Woschni Ref. 152.

Annand did not include turbulend as a variable and did not use 

group T^/a T when choosing to ignore the minor groups. With introduction 

of turbulence the last two groups are thought to be significant. To 

check this it is necessary for direct measurment of charge motion 

(velocity and turbulence intensity) to be carried out.

To improve accuracy instantaneous measurement of Pressure, gas and wall 

temperature is desirable.

Assuming a functional relationship for equation 5.19 neglecting 

Pr number, equation 5.19 can be written as

NU . fn f Re (,) j l L ) .('«<’»  + U'< e> ) . ( - L O _ ,  7 5.20
L 1 sT ' Vp KTg J

equation (5.20) states only that Nu number depends on the four para

meters at the right side of the equation and no information is provided 

regarding the nature of the function. That is, equation 5.20 does 

not state how the Nu number depends on the other four parameters and 

the relation between them is unknown. However, if Nu number depends 

on the other parameters it most certainly can be combimed by multipli

cation raised to any power, i.e. equation 5.20 can be written in the 

following form:-

a Rebl U + U b2
(JiL)

AT

b3 P U D b4
Nu

Vp KTg
5.21
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where a, bl, b2, b3 and b4 are constants, where each exponent is equal 

to a constant which may be positive or negative.

The effect of radiation following Annand can be represented by

«radiation 1 C <Tg4 - Tw4) 5.22

C is an average factore, applicable to both combustion - expansion 

stroke, and can be determined empirically Ref. 8 .

Since the radiation term represents a small persent of the total 

heat transfer in a motored engine it is neglected in the present work.

Therefore equation 5.21 is represented by the process of combining 

the parameters and this is known as compounding method which is useful 

because dimensional analysis does not give the analyst much opportunity 

if any, to guide the analysis to a convenient solution.

Equation 5.21 is used in the present work to predict heat transfer 

in a motored engine. A computer programme is developed (Appendix 8.12) 

to obtain the best value of the exponents and the multiplying constant 

and with this achieved by including most of the tests which have been 

carried out. The solution of equation 5.21 is discussed in Chapter 8.5.4.
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6.1 Introduction

Unsteady heat transfer in an internal combustion engine cylinder 

is complicated and of interest to many research workers. Many subjects 

are involved with heat transfer in internal combustion engine, so in- 

order to have a better knowledge of studies, many parameters have to be 

measured over many cycles of the engine and at different crank angles.

In this project an attempt was made to study the unsteady heat transfer 

in a motored internal combustion engine while measuring gas velocity, 

gas temperature, gas pressure and surface wall temperature. Hot-wire 

anemometer, wire resistance thermometer, kistler pressure tranducer 

and surface thermocouple pluge respectively were used for measuring 

purposes.

Two engines were used for the experiments, an Austin modified 

Ricardo E6 motored without inlet or exhaust valves this making the 

"combustion" chamber a closed cylinder in which air movements could 

only be set up by the motion of the piston. The second engine was a 

Ricardo E.6/T in the standard petrol engine configuration. The following 

sections describe the engines, in cylinder instrumentation theory, the 

probes construction used in the anemometry and the electronic equipments.

6.2 THE ENGINES

6.2.1 Austin-Ricardo Engine

This engine is an experimental two stroke engine based on a 

Ricardo E6 crank case. For the present tests the piston controlled 

ports are blocked and a flat plate used as a head. The engine may 

be motored by a 3.7 kw Dc motor up to a speed of 800 r.p.m. (600 r.p.m. 

in test).
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Specification Bore : 81.756 mm (3.21875 inch)

Stroke : 111.125 mm (4.375 inch)

Compression Ratio : 8:1

The head was provided with four spark plug holes (14 mm in 

diameter). This made it possible to measure all the four parameters 

(gas velocity, gas temperature, gas pressure and wall temperature) at the 

same time as shown in Figure 6.1. The piston used has a flat-top piston. 

This engine was used to develop the instrumentation since it was easily 

stripped for replacing hot-wires ....  etc.

6.2.2 Ricardo E6 Engine

This engine was a Ricardo E6 experimental engine with a petrol 

engine head.

Main specifications: Bore : 76.2 mm (3.0 ins)

Stroke : 111.125 mm (4.375 ins)

Motoring Speed : 500 - 3000rev/min 

Compression Ratio variable from 4.5 to 20 

Connecting Rod Length : 241.978 mm (9.5267 ins)

Swept Volume : 507 ccs

The engine is of the single cylinder poppet-valve four-stroke 

type and it can be operated as diesel engine or petrol engine which is 

our interest as shown in Fig. 6.2.

The Salient features for present purposes are a cylindrical

combustion chamber, a cast iron cylinder liner and head, the head having 

two 14 mm spark plug holes and one 10 mm hole not used because of its
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inaccessability. A variable compression ratio 4.5 - 20:1, and a maximum 

motored speed of 3000 rpm. Fig. 6.3 shows the arrangement of the 

lubricating oil system and cooling system. A description of this engine 

appears in Ref. (115).

6.3 CRANK ANGLE MARKER AND COUPLING DEVICE ARRANGEMENT

6.3.1 Existing Crank Angle Markers

Both engines were already fitted with a similar crank angle marker 

on the fly wheel. Small rectangular grooves around its rim excited a 

small permanent magnet wound with a pickup coil. The grooves were 

spaced at 10 degree intervals except at T.D.C. and B.D.C. where the grooves 

were at 5 degree intervals. The output from the coil was fed to d.c. 

amplifier to give all the cycle crank angle marks point.

This crank angle marker has two main disadvantages:

1. It is difficult to obtain a sharp edge signal for 

T.D.C. and B.D.C. for accurate timing and computer 

triggering.

2. The programming of the data triggering system 

to read at a particular crank angle point would 

be difficult, especially when collecting large 

quantities of data at high speed over a large 

number of revolutions. This is necessary when 

trying to measure turbulence and other fluctuating

quantities. A Ferranti optical Tachometer together 

with a special processing system was therefore used.
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6.3.2 The Crank Angle Marker System

The system Fig. 6.4 was designed to collect data at any specified 

crank angle. To fit the Ferranti optical Tachometer (motor) to an 

engine, adaptors are required and for the present two engines these 

are described in section 6.3.3.

The FERRANTI optical incremental encoder type (23L 47/M 116) 

produces two outputs a 900 pulses/rev and a T.D.C. pulse. The 900 pulses/ 

rev channel is processed by the electronic circuit as shown in Figs. 6.5, 

6 .6 , 6.7, to give the following features:-

1. Devide the 900 pulses from optical TACHO by 15 

to give 60 pulses/rev which is connected to a 

timer to obtain the engine speed.

2. Multiply the 900 pulses by 4 to give 3600 pulses/ 

rev i.e. approximately ^  of the degree can be 

measured. These pulses are used as a trigger for 

the data logging process and any desired crank 

angle point can be located by the select crank 

angle unit and data logged at that angle for a 

maximum of 1664 revolutions (limited by the 

computer storage).

3. The 3600 pulses/rev were devided intotwo channels. One of 

them is connected to an oscilloscope. On the 

oscilloscope the trace appears as 2 horizontal

lines because of the high frequency produced by 

3600 pulses /rev. The otherchannel is connected to 

the four digits number select crank angle unit.
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The unit is then connected to a real time clock 

which produces the trigger pulse to the Analogue 

digital convertor of the Alpha-Computer.

4. A linefrom Ferranti optical Tacho gives a trigger 

for the T.D.C. and this may be used for triggering 

the oscilloscope during the period in which instru

mentation is checked prior to computer logging to 

locate T.D.C. accurately, a light on the select 

crank angle system is illuminated at T.D.C. and 

the system may be adjusted statically.

6.3.3 Coupling Device Arrangement (TACHO-Motor Drive)

Although both engines have Ricardo crank shafts the detail differs 

and therefore two coupling were designed to fit the Austin-Ricardo engine 

as shown in Fig. 6 .8a and to fit E6 - Ricardo engine as shown in Fig. 6 .8b. 

The arrangement is designed to produce minimal torsional error.

The main part of coupling assembly is the Ferranti optical support 

(refered to as motor) which consists of a front flange connected to a 

cylinder with a locating flange at the end, four screws connect to the body 

of the engine around the drive shaft. The Austin-Ricardo engine has a 

small stub shaft on the end of the crank shaft, and a sleeve with a similar 

shaft was fitted to the E6 , this enabling the same coupling to be used in 

both engines. All the parts were made from mild steel.
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6.4 INSTRUMENTATION THEORY

6.4.1 Analysis of the Hot-Wire Signal

As the anemometer signal was a function of the temperature and 

pressure of the gas and since the anemometer was calibrated at room 

conditions only, it was necessary to obtain the relation satisfying the 

heat transfer from the wire. This is one of the problems to be considered 

in this section. Another problem concerns the thermometer wire tempera

ture which lagged behind the gas temperature because of thewire's thermal 

i nerti a.

A method of calculating the true gas temperature from the wire 

temperature will be described in the next section, and follows that of 

Ref. (49).

The radiation effect has been neglected; the error due to this 

is less than 1% Refs. (15, 65). Also the effect of the heat conduction 

through the prongs is small and can be neglected if the length/diameter 

ratio of the wire is greater than 300 Refs. (43). The ratio for the hot 

wire used in the present work was 340 approximately so that end conduction 

effects were neglected. Many research workers have assumed that the

hot-wire is at a uniform temperature equal to the mean wire temperature 

corresponding to the mean electrical resistance Refs. (11, 43, 61, 6 6 ,

67, 124). This gives a simple equation for the heat transfer from the 

wire:

I2 Ru = h x Area x (T - T ) 6.1hw s g

where, I is the electrical current through the wire

R; is the electrical resistance of the wire 
nw
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h is the heat transfer coefficient 

Area is the wire surface area

is the sensor wire temperature, corresponds to R^w 

is the temperature of the gas surrounding the wire

The output from the anemometer which was fed to the linearizer 

is the bridge voltage and this is proportional to the current through 

the sensor.

Thus V2 = I2 x cc 6.2

where cc is the conversion factor for the bridge. Equation 6.1 becomes

V2 R, - cc x h x Area x (T - T ) 6.3
hw s g

Most research workers use the expression for the heat transfer 

coefficient h, Ref. (43, 6 6, 67), in the form:-

Nu = C1 + C2 (Re)n 6.4

h x d
where Nu is the Nusselt number = -----

Kg

where d is the wire diameter and Kg the thermal conductivity of the gas

pud
Re is the Reynolds number = -----

v

where p is the gas density 

u is the gas velocity

y is the coefficient of viscosity of the gas 

C-|,C2 and n are constants.
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Equation 6.4 was used in this project. Substitution from 

Equation 6.4 into Equation 6.3 and after re-arrangement,

y2Rhw = (Ts - Tg ) x (A + B (PU)") 6.5

where

and

cc x Kg x Area x C. Kg
A = -------- --------- —  = Ao (— )

d Kg0

cc x Kg x Area x C0 Kg
B = ----------1 - , ------------- ? = Bo ( _ >  (-HM"n ,1-ny x d Kg0 y

6 . 6

6.7

(subscript o refers to room condition). The values of Ao, Bo and n were 

obtained from the calibration curve of the hot-wire at room temperature. 

It was assumed that Kg« (T)^’̂  and y a (T)^‘̂  Ref. (4 3 ), and therefore

equation 6 . 6 becomes:

A = Ao (j~ )
0 . 8

6.8

and the value of n = 0.48, from the calibrations, and equation 6.7 becomes:

T n o  Tn 0.76 ° - 48 t 0.435
B = Bo ( _ ) U>y x [ (— -) ] - Bo (-L-) 6.9

To T To

The values of A and B were evaluated at the mean of the gas and wire 

temperatures. While the gas density was evaluated at the gas temperature 

to simplify the calculation Ref. (94)

6.4.2 Analysis of Gas Temperature Resistance Thermometer

The wire temperature lags behind the gas temperature because of 

the thermal interia of the wire. Radiation from the wire to the surrounding 

and the condution through the prongs were neglected as mentioned in section 

6.4.1. The wire and prongs of the thermometer probe are at different
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temperatures in non-steady condition of gas variation, and this is 

because of the difference in thermal inertia Ref. (15). In the hot-wire 

anemometer, there is a current flowing through the wire which makes 

the wire temperature higher than the prongs and the surroundings and 

prong effects are greater in the hot-wire than the resistance and were 

neglected in the hot-wire. Therefore the end conductions effects were 

considered to be negligible as in Ref. (15). On the other hand the 

effect of thermal inertia is significant.

By neglecting the heat effect caused by the very small current 

flowing through the wire, the energy balance across the wire is given 

by:

Mo 4_tw = h x A x (T - Tt ) 6.10
d t 9

n d2
where M is the mass of the wire = — — - *- ptw

4

A is the surface area of the wire = n d L 

0 is the specific heat of the wire material 

Tj. is the thermometer wire temperature.

After re-arranging equation 6.10 

d ptw0 dT

Tg ~ Ttw +
tw 6.11

4h d t

where h provided the two wires are arranged in same position, is given 

by equation 6.4 i.e.

Kg

and for the hot-wire, from equation 6.5

r  fiw ■= (Ts ■ y (A + 6 <,,u,n)
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by combining equations 6.4, 6.5 and 6.11 to eliminate p u and h to
dTtw 2

give an equation for T in terms of Ttw> — r  • v Rhw> which can
y d t

be measured from the experiments, and the properties of the two wires.

In order to solve the equation to give T , it is necessary to 

determine the values of the constants and n in equation 6.4.

Ghirlando (Ref. (49) used at the first attempt the values given by 

McAdams Ref. (94) who correlated the experimental data of numerous 

workers. The values were = 0.32, = 0.43 and n = 0.5 i.e.

Nu = 0.32 + 0.43 ¡Re

but Ghirlando found that the solution of the equation for Tg failed at 

a crank angle of 40° ATDC. However using the expression form Horvatin 

and Hussman Ref. (6 6), i.e. Nu = 0.43 + 0.48 J  Re, a solution could

be obtained at this crank angle.

In the present work these constants have been calculated from 

room temperature experiments using equations 6 . 6 and 6.7 for C-j and 

respectively. The values of gas temperature by using the new constants 

were compared with those using the constants of Horvatin and Hussman 

Ref. (6 6). In order to calculate the constants C-j and in equation 

6.4, the following procedure is required:-

Equation 6 .6 can be written as:

A = (CC) x Kg x nL x Cl 6.12

where (Area = nd L ).

A: can be obtained from the calibration curve and equal to 0.654

CC: conversion vector for the bridge of the anemometer used which 

is (4206.0413) from DISA information.
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Kg : Thermal conductivity of the gas at the room temperature and 

equal to: 0.8
Kg = Kg0 (-S— ) 

To
From Ref. (43)

Kg0 = 2.428 x 10“2 w/m k° Ref. (117)

co
“* II 17.8 + 273 = 290.8°K

To = 275°K

Kg = 2.428 x 10-2 ,290.8,0*8
[~ m ~ ]

Kg = 2.5389 x 10" 2 w/m k° and this value will be considered as

Kg at room temperature.

L = The length of the hot-wire and equal to 3.4 mm (0.1338 inch)

Therefore the only unknown form equation 6.12 is Cl which is equal to 

0.573.

6.7.

The same procedure was carried out to calculate C2 by using equation

B =
cc x Kg x Area x

x d1-n

B x pn x d̂  n

cc x Kg x Area

6.13

B = 0.26 from the calibration curve.

0.76
m <4r->

_5
where ^o = 1.708 x 10 kg/m s at To = 273°K Ref. (58)

.'. n = 1.7919 x 10" 5 kg/m s
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n = 0.48 from the calibration curve

Therefore C^ = 0.3 and equation 6.4 becomes:

„ ... 0.48Kg pUd
h = ---- (0.573 + 0.3 (— ) 6.14

by substituting equation 6.14 into 6.11 gives:

d jtwcr d
Tg = Ttvv + -- — —  - ■ ■ [ - -

1
-]

dT.tw

Kg 0.573 + 0.3 ( ^Ud/ji} 0 , 4 8 dt

OR

1Tg = T‘ " + c x TgU-« 7  DfplJ)0 - 48 * Tg
0.573

Where C = r " 0d2 To0 - 8 dTtw
[ptW T ~  X Kg7 X " d t ~  ]

o-g
n j0.48 t 0.365 f *—_i2 T

and D = ----- 1 Ì 2-----j / f t w x E L -  x _ o
Mq 0.48 / 4 Kg0

T 0.8 T 0.76
since Kg = Kg0 [- -9....] and p = po [-— ■*]

To To

6.15

dTtw

dt

remembering that the gas properties for the thermometer wire were evaluated 

at the gas temperature, while for the hot-wire the properties were 

evaluated at the mean temperature. This is because for the hot-wire 

the difference between the gas and film temperature is much larger than 

for thermometer wire. In addition, this simplifies the above equation.

The expression from Horvatin and Hussman is based on the gas temperature 

while the expression for McAdams is based on mean temperature as is the 

present value.
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From equation 6.5,

(PU)n = 1  - A ]  6.16

and from equation 6 . 8

Ts + Tg 2 ° ' 8

2 Ta + Ts
with To = T , the atmospheric temperature.

a  1 - 2 5  T A 1.25 T ° ‘ 8
Hence A = + *o-----x_*j = (J + k x t ,0.8

Ta + Ts Ta + Ts

where

, Ao ’-2 5 x T s 

and

K .
Ta + Ts

From equation 6.9

T T 0 0.435
B = Bo [ _ s_ L _ 1  x .. 2— ] = (L + M x Tg ) 0 , 4 3 5

2 Ta + Ts

where
□ 2.3 T 

L = Bo x s

Ta + Ts

and a ^
B o ^ J

Ta + T s

and assume also R = Ts/(V2x R^w ) and S = 1/(Vz x R )

Therefore equation 6.16 can be written as:

(PU)n = (L + M x T ) " 0 , 4 3 5 [ (R - S x T f 1 - (J + k x T ) ° - 8 
9 9 9

(6.17)

by combining equation 6.17 and 6.15 to eliminate pu and by re-arranging:
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T. = T tw g C x T, ° ' 8 x (L + M x T, )

(L + M x Tg) 

O ' . W n

0.208/n

+ D x ° - 435 x [ (R - S x Tj ) _1

- (J + k x L  ) ° * 8 ]
TTTWn (6.18)

The only unknown in equation 6.18 is Tg only. The equation can 

be solved by using a simple Newton iteration method, i.e. if the first 

assumption is T*, then a more accurate solution will be obtained at T, 

where T = T* - f(T*)/f~(T*). The first value of T* considered was the 

thermometer wire temperature T^ . Equation 6.18 is different from the 

equation 6.18a obtained by Ghirlando Ref. 49. There is an error in calculating 

Tg from equation 6.18a and this is due to incorrect terms found in 

evaluating D. in

Ttw - Tg -

(L + M x Tg)

L x T 0 , 8  x (L+MxT )*n + DxT x U- Sx Tj "1- (J+KxT_ ° * 8

where D
■ t

0.48 x d° * 5 x T

9
0.76
o

- M «

g
t  0 . 8

ptw “T "  x T 2-
K9 r 1

6.4.3 Pressure Correction Method

The accuracy in cylinder pressure measurement in an internal 

combustion engine is important Refs. (16, 90) since this parameter has 

an effect on the heat transfer calculation.

The pressure measured by a quartz-crystal transducer is a 

differential pressure and it is necessary to determine the true pressure. 

The method reported by Ghrilando Ref. (49) was employed here. Assuming 

the gas pressure in the cylinder to be P + E, then E will be constant 

for any particular test, where P is the pressure measured from an arbitrary 

datum and E is the difference between this datum and zero absolute

pressure.
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dT;twFrom equation 6.10, if = 0 i.e. at the peak wire temperature,
dt

then Tg = Ttw the gas temperature is equal to the wire temperature. The 

crank angle at which the wire temperature is a maximum varied from one 

test to another, approximately 4° ATDC to 7° ATDC at 600 r.p.m. and

1500 r.p.m. respectively. The variables referred by subscript m at this 

crank angle.

Since there is no great variation in gas temperature near B.D.C.,

it can be assumed that T = T at B.D.C. and during the valve closed
g tw

period the mass of gas in the cylinder at the maximum wire temperature 

(i.e. near T.D.C.) equal the mass of gas at B.D.C. and the reasons for this 

are:

1. Since the pressure diagram is symmetrical about T.D.C. 

which is near enough the crank angle for the peak wire 

temperature Tm , the gas is halfway through leaking out 

at T , while at B.D.C. the gas is half through leaking 

in.

2. These leakages are only of the order of a few per cent 

of the mass in the cylinder.

Since the mass of gas is the same at B.D.C. and at the maximum 

wire temperature, from the gas laws the following equation can be 

obtained:

where the subscript m refers to conditions at maximum wire temperature 

and the subscript bdc to conditions at bottom dead center. It should be 

pointed out that Pm is not the maximum pressure but the pressure at the 

same crank angle as T . Similarly Vm is the volume at this crank angle.

(P + E)m x ^m 6.19
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The pressure and are read directly from the data disc to 

the Alpha-computer. So are the temperatures Tm and T ^  since, from the 

above explanation, the gas temperature is equal to the wire temperature 

at these two points. The volume Vbdc is known, while Vm can be calculated 

if the crank angle at which T occurs is measured. The E is only the 

unknown and can be obatined from equation 6.19

6.5 IN CYLINDER INSTRUMENTATION

6.5.1 Introduction

The hot-wire anemometer is sensitive to its own temperature and 

the mass flow rate (p x U) and gas temperature in which it is placed. 

Therefore to measure the velocity of the gas, the temperature and pressure 

of the gas must also be known in a rapidly changing situation.

This section describes only the instrumentation used to measure 

and record the anemometer signals, pressure and temperature of the gas, 

and the surface temperature of the cylinder wall. It also describes the 

anemometer probes and how they were made. The theory of processing 

the signals is described in section 6.4, and the computerised logging 

and subsequent calculation in Chapter 8 .

6.5.2 Pressure

The pressure was measured with a Kistler 601A pressure transducer. 

This is of the piezo-electric type and must be operated with a high 

impedance amplifier to prevent rapid charge leakage. A Kistler charge 

amplifier type S66M5 was used. The output from the charge amplifier was 

then fed to theanologue to digital convertor (A/D) on the Alpha-computer 

terminal unit. The charge decay with the piezo-electric system meant 

that the absolute pressure level of the pressure diagrams was not known.

A semi-theoretical method of fixing this absolute level is referred by
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Two sewing needles were inserted in the two holes and secured with the 

high temperature chemical cement mentioned in Chapter 4 as shown in 

Fig. 6.9.c. Before the cement hardened, the needles were set to the 

desired depth. The assembly was then inserted into the spark plug hole 

and secured with the cement, allowing 72 hours for complete hardening.

After the cement was set, the eyes of the two needles at the 

outer end were soldered to a pair of lead-wire. A 10-micron (3.937 x 

10  ̂in) diameter platinum - Iridum wire was then spot welded across the 

inside tips of the needle under a microscope, figure 6 . 1 0 shows the 

arrangement of the probe and its holder, the resistance thermometer was 

constructed in a similar manner to the hot-wire. The same dimensions were 

used for both in order that the thermometer would read the temperature at 

a similar location to the hot-wire anemometer (2mm below the head surface).

The probes were welded using an existing welding generator. It 

consisted of a bank of capacitors and d.c. power supply. Discharging the 

capacitors provided the current pulses for the spot-welding. The technique 

used for welding the probes differed from the usual one, and was developed 

in the department. After placing the wire over the prongs, one pole of 

the bank of charged capacitors was connected to one of the prongs, while 

the other pole was connected to a copper-electrode. The electrode was 

then carefully moved towards the prong connected to the capacitor, until 

a spark was produced which welded the wire. Where necessary, repeated 

sparking was used to buiTd up a satisfactory weld. The wire was welded 

to the other prong in a similar way. In the more usual technique, the 

electrode is connected to the capacitors via an open switch. After 

putting the wire on the prongs, the electrode is placed over one of 

the prongs such that the wire is sandwiched between this prong and the 

electrode and is in contact with both of them. The prong is connected
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Ghirlando Ref.(49). In order to minimize charge decay, the cables and 

connectors between the transducer and charge amplifier, besides the 

transducer components, where washed in pure alcohol regularly.

6.5.3. Surface Wall Temperature

The surface wall temperature was measured by surface themocouple 

described in chapter. 4. The E.M.F. is generated between the two junctions, 

the hot junction at the surface thermocouple which is represented by the 

Ni-film-iron interface and the cold junction which is kept at zero °C.

The output signal from the surface thermocouple was fed to a 

d.c. amplifier, CEC type 1-165 with high gain, frequency response, accu

racy and low noise. The amplifier was calibrated with and without thermo

couple (refer to the manual).

The output from the amplifier is fed to the Analogue to digital 

convertor (A/D) on the Alpha-computer, and another output from the 

amplifier is connected to the oscilloscope to ensure the signal fed to 

the A/D convertor is correct.

6.5.4 Probes Construction

The two probes, one for the hot-wire anemometry and the other for the 

thermometry, were designed in similar ways. The probe was made by using 

a spark plug body. The spark plug was drilled all the way through with a 

hole 8 mm (0.3149 inch) in diameter, a bigger hole was made 16 mm (0.6299 inch) 

in diameter and 15 mm (0.59 inch) in depth at the top of the spark plug 

body as shown in figure 6 .9.a. A nylon 66 rod was shaped to fit the spark 

plug hole, and two holes 0.45 mm (1.77 x 10~2 in) in diameter and 3 mm 

(0.118 in) a part drilled in the nylon rod as shown in Figure. 6.9.b.
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to the other pole of capacitors. When the switch is closed, the 

capacitors discharge and the heat generated welds the wire to the prong, 

this method breaking the wire which does not occure with the spark 

method. The procédure is repeated for the other prong. The size of 

the probe is such, of course, that the welding must be done under a 

microscope.

6.5.5. Hot-Wire Anemometer

The hot-wire probe was connected to a DISA 55M10 constant 

temperature anemometer box (1.4 x cold resistance). The output from 

the box could not be taken directly to the A/D convertor, as it consists 

of relatively large voltage fluctuations superimposed on a large D.C. 

bridge voltage (output varied from 5 - 8  volts) and the output voltage 

from the anemometer is a nonlinear function of the flow velocity. This 

nonlinearity has little influence in measurements of small degrees of 

turbulence; in this case a small portion of the calibration curve may 

be considered sufficiently linear. At higher turbulence intensities, 

however, distortion caused by the curvature of the calibration curve 

becomes significant; also measurements at varying velocities are made 

difficult by sensitivity variations, in most cases, mathematical 

treatment of such outputs is unsatisfactory; automatic electronic 

linearization was used, the output from anemometer was connected to a 

DISA 55M25 linearizer, and the output from linearizer which also reduces 

the D.C. bridge voltage was connected to the A/D convertor and the 

oscilloscope. The linearizer was calibrated for different input voltage 

before being used.
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6.5.6 Gas Thermometer Temperature

The gas temperature was measured with a fine wire resistance thermo

meter. The sensing element was similar to the hot-wire probe. The 

thermometer wire was operated in an a.c. bridge network, whose power 

supply and bridge balance were supplied by a Tektronix Type Q-Unit, 

which in turn was supplied by a Tektronix 133 power supply. The bridge 

voltage was 5 v r.m.s. and the carrier frequency was 25 KHZ. Resistance 

and capacitance balances were incorporated and two arms of the bridge 

were contained in the unit. The other two arms consisted of the fine-wire 

in series with a decade resistance box and a fixed 1 k resistor. The 

decade box was set at 1 k except when calibrating the system. The 

bridge must be balanced before measuring the gas temperature. The output 

from the Q-unit is connected to two terminal, one connection is to the 

A/D convertor and the Alpha-computer and the other to an oscilloscope 

to ensure the signal fed to the computer is correct.

6.5.7 Other Equipment

Fig. 6.11 shows the arrangement of all instrumentation. A four 

channel oscilloscope type storage was included in the set up, so that 

during a test run a check could be kept on the proper working of all the 

instruments and particularly on whether the fine-wire probes were still 

intact. A "poloroid" camera was attached to the oscilloscope and "Poloroid" 

film type 47 used to obtain a picture which was then compared with the 

one logged by the computer.

During the experimental work or during calibration, a SOLARTRON 

7045 digital voltmeter was used as a reference. A copper-constanton 

thermocouple on the back surface of the surface thermocouple plug was 

connected to a cu-constanton Comark, electronic thermometer.
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6 . 6  IN CYLINDER CALIBRATIONS

6.6.1 Pressure

The pressure measuring system was calibrated on a Budenburg dead 

weight tester. This calibration, of which figure 6.12 is typical, 

gave a direct relationship between the voltage output and the applied 

pressure. Before each reading, the pressure in the dead weight tester 

was reduced to atmospheric and the charge amplifier grounded. The 

pressure was then rapidly raised to the desired level and the reading 

have been taken by an oscilloscope and digital voltmeter. The pressure 

was then reduced to atmospheric in readiness for the next reading. This 

procedure overcame the build-up of drift during calibration. In the 

experiments, the pressure was below atmospheric for part of the engine 

cycle, and to evaluate the pressure for this part of the cycle, the 

above calibration was extrapolated. A check of validity of using and 

extrapolated calibration have been done by Ghirlando Ref. 49. From the 

check the transducer has the same sensitivity below and above atmospheric 

pressure. It was therefore valid to extrapolate the main calibration to 

calculate the pressure below atmospheric.

6.6.2 Gas Temperature

The bridge used for measuring the gas temperature was calibrated 

to give the relationship between the voltage and probe resistance. This 

was done by varying the decade box in series with the probe in steps of 

1 ohm and recording the voltage, figure 6.13. The temperature coefficient 

of resistance for a sample of the wire was taken from the DISA information 

catalogue. Before each test the resistance of the temperature probe was 

measured at room temperature using the bridge of the DISA anemometer box. 

Hence, knowing the relationship between the voltage and probe resistance,
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the temperature coefficient of resistance of the wire and the probe resis

tance at room temperature, it was possible to reduce the experimental 

measurements to values of wire temperatures.

This indirect calibration of the thermometer is similar to that 

used by Benson andRrundrett Ref. (15)/, who considered it impractical to 

calibrate the themometer directly because of the difficulty of construc

ting a simple furnace without incurring temperature gradients. In the 

present work it would have been more impractical to calibrate in steady 

state to the maximum temperature reached in the tests (150 - 450°C) since 

nylon soften at about 264°C Ref. (231 In the actual tests, the nylon 

inside the probe holder is exposed to these relatively high temperatures 

only for very brief intervals of time.

The method used to calculate gas temperature from wire temperatures 

is discussed in section 6.4.2. the two are different because of the thermal 

inertia of the wire.

6.6.3 Velocity

The anemometer was calibrated at room temperature and pressure only, 

and a semi-empirical relation was used to calculate velocities from the 

experimental records. The calibration served to determine certain constants 

in the relation, whose derivation is discussed in section 6.4.1.

To calibrate the probe, the probe and its holder was placed at the 

center of a duct of the departmental calibration wind tunnel 

A pitot-tube was placed at the same level and corresponding position as 

the hot-wire but avoiding interference between them. Inclined manometers, 

with methylated spirit of specific gravity of 0.825, were used to measure 

the pressure from the pitot tubes.
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The calibration curves, of which figure 6.14 is typical, were 

plotted on logarithmic scales to give the constants Bo and n; see 

(section 6.4.1). The hot-wire was re-calibrated after the test, because 

of the oil deposits on the wire which tend to increase the heat transfer, 

and the mean values of Ao, Bo and n for these tests are the mean of the 

two calibration, before and after the test, as shown in figure 6.14.

Test with wires which broke before the procedure was completed were rejected, 

once experience was gained the failure rate was relatively low.
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7.1 Introduction

The condition in the cylinder of the internal combustion engine 

is complex, so the experimental procedure and the method of measuring 

the parameter is of interest.. Most of the workers in this field used 

the same method of measuring the parameters i.e. recording the whole 

cycle at a time for gas pressure and temperature, gas velocity and 

surface wall temperatures, Refs. (3, 4, 8 , 31, 35, 59, 78, 81, 107).

This procedure has been criticised because one cycle cannot represent 

the time averaged measurements inside the cylinder, and turbulence can 

only be determined over a large number of cycles in a non-steady situation.

Annand and Ma Ref. (9) and Alkidas and Myers Ref. (6 ) concluded 

that there is cycle to cycle variation of measurements in the surface 

wall temperature as well as the other properties of the cylinder, so 

their work was based on the measurements averaged over a large number 

of cycles.

In the present work a different procedure was used to obtain as 

accurate result as possible. The procedure is to average the measuring 

parameter at one particular crank angle over many revolutions up to 1664 

(a computer storage limitation), and the number of the revolutions taken 

depends on the parameter e.g. turbulence requires the maximum number, 

pressure requires less.

At any particular crank angle, the parameter measured, will be for 

this angle after Top Dead Centre (TDC) and this is achieved by the special

crank angle marker developed in the department as mentioned in Chapter 6 

Section 3.2, i.e. if the measuring parameter occurs at 30° crank angle 

the output result gives two readings one at 30° crank angle and the other
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at 390° crank angle over the required number of revolutions.

7.2 General Procedure

To establish the experimental procedure, first of all the variables 

to be considered were chosen. These were compression ratio, the engine 

speed and the location of the probe. Three engine speeds were selected, 

i.e. 600, 1 0 0 0, and 1500 rev/min and for each particular speed the 

experiment was carried out for three different compression ratios, i.e.

8 , 10, and 12. The location of the probes was limited because the cylinder 

head had two plug holes only, i.e. two measurement positions have been 

used in the combustion chamber for each particular speed and compression 

ratio.

During equipment development one set of experiments were carried 

out for fixed speed and compression ratio, i.e. 800 rev/min and 8 respec

tively, for the Austin-Ricardo engine these being the most convenient 

conditions. Four holes were available in the cylinder head and it was 

possible to measure the four parameters at the same time.

In the E6 tests two parameters were measured at a time. All the 

wire experiments were carried out at one depth from the surface which is 

2 mm (0.787 x 10" 3 inch). The distance is arbitrary since in the rapidly 

fluctuating in cylinder situation it is difficult to define an edge to 

the boundary effects.

The number of measurements for each of the experiments using the 

E6 engine were (3 speed x 3 Compression Ratio x 2 Locations x 4 Parameters 

x 1 Depth), 72. The test porcedure was:
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(i) Measure the electrical resistance of both wire 

probe before starting the engine, then calculate 

and set operating resistance of the hot-wire 

probe (1.4 x Cold Resistance).

(ii) Balance the gas temperature bridge.

(iii) Set the amplifier of the surface thermocouple to 

the desirable magnification (usually at 2 0 0).

(iv) Calibrate all the instruments as described in 

Chapter 6 .

(v) Set the Compression Ratio.

(vi) Run at the first speed.

(vii) Re-calibrate the hot-wire probe and the surface 

thermocouple at the end of the run.

(viii) Run at the second speed.

(ix) Re-calibrate the hot-wire probe and the surface 

thermocouple at the end of the run.

(x) Run at the third speed.

(xi) Re-calibrate the hot-wire probe and the surface 

thermocouple at the end of the run.
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(xii) Alter the compression ratio.

(xiii) Repeat the procedure for the 3 speeds.

(xiv) Change the location and repeat the procedure.

This procedure was difficult because the hot-wire or gas thermo

meter wire were fragile and easily broken. In the case of breakage new 

probes were made and a new calibration carried out before continuing. 

The pressure and gas temperature systems were calibrated as described in 

Chapter 6 - Little change was detected and re-calibration was not as 

frequently as the hot-wire and surface thermocouple probe. In the case 

of the surface thermocouple plug and the hot-wire probes, each new plug 

and probe needed regular calibration (including the linearizer for the 

hot wire). In the case of the pressure and gas temperature systems, 

they were more reliable and consistent but checks were carried out 

regularly.

7.3 First Stage of the Experiment - Mall Temperature and Cylinder

Pressure

In the first stage of the experiment the surface wall temperature 

and pressure were measured. The experiment at each crank angle was 

carried out for 3 speeds, 600, 1000 and 1500 rev/min and for each speed 

3 different compression ratios and two different positions at one fixed 

depth. The total number of tests were 36 (3 speed x 3 compression ratio 

x 2 positions x 2 parameter x 1 depth). The crank angle marker was set 

manually for a particular crank angle degree. Then after finishing the 

data collection for that crank angle the crank angle marker was reset to 

another point of the cycle to start another collection. When all angles
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were completed the probes were reveresed in position usually. The tests 

were carried out at 30° degree intervals, tests were also carried out 

at 10° and 5° degree interval (tests of 10° and 5° intervals were 

compared with the test of 30° intervals at the same conditions). The 

engine was allowed to reach steady state and then all signals were logged.

7.4 Second Stage of the Experiment - Gas Temperature and Hot-Wire

Anemometer

In this stage the hot-wire and thermometer wire signals were 

measured. The engine was operated at the same 36 conditions as in 

section 7.3. The software and the method of collecting data will be 

described in detail in Chapter 8 .
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8.1 Introduction

DATA logging systems have been used in most recent engineering 

applications, but in the internal combustion engine field the develop

ment of monitoring signals from various engine transducers and logging 

data progressed by the late 60's to the minicomputer Ref.(121.)

Until recently in most of the work published on experimental 

methods great difficulty was reported in retrieving the experimental 

data which is necessary to the mathematical analysis. Semi-automatic 

data retrieval system such as analogue - to digital convertors with 

output connected to a paper punch or typewriter have been used as a 

first stage to improve the instrumentation of the data collection system, 

but if the processes are very rapid, the mechanical limitations of paper- 

tape punches or typewriters make it very difficult to retrive the output 

of the analogue-to-digital convertors.

Several schemes have been used in which high-speed magnetic tape 

units have been employed both as storage for digital information from 

the analogue-to-digital convertor and as a method of storing the original 

analogue signals, the tape unit being replayed at a greatly reduced speed 

for the analogue-to-digital conversion. On this system there is a limit

ation to the number of channels to be accommodated because of the high 

cost of each unit used.

Recent developments in readily available relatively cheap 

computer memory have changed the situation. In 1968 Smyth Ref. (127) 

used a high speed digital computer as the device for accepting the analogue- 

to-digital conversion of the original signals. His methods basically 

consisted of installing various types of sensors which gave a d.c. voltage 

proportional to the variable being measured. This was transmitted to
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an on-line control computer installation which sampled the signals, converted 

them to digital form, and stored the results in a core memory before 

transmission to a high-speed digital processing computer for the final 

heat transfer analysis.

Recently, several research workers have used on-line data acquisition 

and control in internal combustion engine research. The work of Ref. (16) 

has been in continuous development over 12 years, in particular the auto

mated test bed in its final form. Their system enables any faults to be 

identified at an early stage and the setting-up time has been reduced to 

minimum.

Sarstem Ref. (121), Larsen and his group Ref. (84) and Shi ling and 

Woschni Ref. (126) have been involved in using different types of computers 

and components. Now there is quite a large amount of University and 

Industrial activity in the area of on-line data acquisition and control 

with most of the projects.

The conclusion from what has been said above, of introducing the 

on-line computer and control for internal combustion engine research, are;

(1) Computerised data logging systems provide an excellent and 

accurate recording for rapidly changing signals.

(2) Greatly reduce the error caused by handling the data from 

various sensors, which are recorded by UV recorder or any 

other recording instrument, and process them by another 

data-processing machine.
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(3) Many signals can be recorded at the same time and the 

number of the signals to be recorded depend upon the 

type of the system which has been used, sometimes up to 

64 signals.

(4) The sampling rate of data is fast, it is variable and it 

depends on the type and the number of the signals to be 

recorded, and matches the requirements of measuring a 

signal in a response time of the order of a micro second.

(5) Efficiency in labour and time, and is easy to control the 

collecting and processing of data.

In the present work the ALPHA L SI-2 mini computer was used for 

logging and processing the data. Many necessary devices have been 

interfaced with the computer to give an efficient logging and processing 

method, as shown in Fig. 8.1. These will be explained in the next 

sections.

Two machine language programs (ML) were developed and used to 

control the logging and conversion process and to store the data on a 

data diskette, these programs were run from a second diskette. The soft

ware needed to initially process the data (averaging and conversion from

digital to required units of P, T .....  etc) was written in Basic Language

(CAI Basic). These results were then stored on disk and for the processing 

took place on a PDP11/34 computer. The interfacing of the ALPHA disk 

format to the PDP11 format is described in Appendix 8 .8 .
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8.2 Instrumentation 

8.2.1 The Computer

An ALPHA LSI-2 mini computer of core memory size 48K bytes was 

used. This unit has four interfaces, A/D convertor interface, teley 

type interface, high speed tape reader and Disk drive unit. A basic 

language (CAI) and machine language programs (ML) can be used. Also 

it is possible to link the ML programs to Basic, and a special method 

used to create an extended version of Basic which can contain up to 

20 ML subroutines Ref. (7, 21).

8.2.2. Floppy Disk Operating System (ALPHA LSI-2)

The drive disk type PERIFLEX 6550-01 is used to operate the 

diskette (or floppy disk) which is 198.12 mm (7.8 inch) in diameter, 

single sided and the capacity storage is up to i mega bytes of information. 

The disk is divided into 77 cylinders or tracks which are numbered 0 to 

76. Each cylinder is sub-divided into 26 sectors numbered 1 to 26 which

means that there are 2002 sectors on a diskette. Data is recorded in 

blocks of up to 64 16-bit words (128 bytes) per sector therefore a disk 

will hold 128K 16-bit words.

There are three types of diskette configuration:-

(A) System diskette:- The operating system itself resides on 

this diskette with parts of it being brought into the 

machine memory as required. It also contains permanent 

programs such as BASIC and the various utility programs 

available under the ALPHA Disk operating systems (DOS).

The system diskette must be initialised and given a 

directory before it can be used.
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(B) File Diskette:- This type can be used to store the programs 

user files and also for storing the data. The file diskette 

must be initialised and given a directory before it can

be used.

(C) Data Diskette:- This type can be used directly without 

any initialisation to store binary data not basic floating 

point or text data.

It should be pointed out that the light on the front pannel of 

the disk drive (i.e. the unit write light) will be on most of the time 

except when collecting data or material is being entered from the keyboard.

8.2.3 Analogue-To Digital Convertor (A/D)

The 12-bit resolution A/D convertor is accessed via an 8-channel 

analogue multiplexer. The range of the A/D convertor is +5 volts to 

-5 Volts. Any number of channels between one and eight may be used and 

they may be accessed in any required grouping simultaneously and the 

results held in a buffer until read by the computer. Channel numbers 

must be in the range 0 to 7.

To control the A/D convertor and multiplexer the OTA or OTX:12,2 

instruction was used. The effect of the A or X register however will 

depend upon whether 'mode' or 'channel' has been selected.

The 'Mode' used to control the A/D convertor was a single 

sequenttal scan (channels are read in parallel by the convertor and the 

12- bit converted result read sequentially by the computer) which allows 

the user to select "Start" and "Finish" channels. When the A/D convertor 

is started the selected channels will be digitized sequentially and then
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the A/D convertor will 

is:-

halt. The instruction for single sequential scan

SEL : 12,7 (select Mode)

LXP : 2 (Load X-registered for single sequential scan

OTX : 1 2 , 2 (control the A/D convertor)

SEL : 1 2 ,6 (prepare for channel)

For each channel the computer must use an RDA or RDX : 12,6 

instruction to take the data as it comes from the digitizer. All the 

instructions in the ML programs are explained in Appendix 8.2.

8.2.4 Real-Time Clock Generator

The conversion process can be started by a pulse applied to the 

"real-time clock input". A variable crystal clock is provided so that 

conversions or conversion sequences can be accurately timed. There are 

many different ranges of pulse rate at the crystal clock (1 0p second 

to 9 seconds), the selected pulse rate depends on the type of experiment 

carried out, the rate data collection matching the experiment.

In the present work the crank angle marker produced a pulse at 

T.D.C. and the selected angle which was connected directly to the real

time clock to control the starting of the conversion process.

8.2.5 Teletype Writer

A DATA dynamics Teletype Writer type 390 was used. The main 

function is the basic communication medium between the user and the 

operating system. It is considered as a keyboard and through it, the 

user communicates with the system executive routines, user programs
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operating under the system, and system utilities. This is not the only 

such interface, other devices such as a card reader or line printer may 

be used.

8.3 The Procedure of Collection Data Process

The first step was to switch on the system. After a short time 

a greater-than sign (>) should be printed on the Teletype. If this fails 

to appear the system should be bootstrapped using the directions in 

Appendix 8.1. The system disk and data disk were loaded in the disk drive

and the drive numbers must be FO and FI respectively.

Two machine programs have been developed, WS1 and WS2 as in 

Appendix 8.3 and 8.4 respectively, which controlled the conversion 

process. The program WS1 controls the start cylinder and finish cylinder, 

start channel and finish channel required. The maximum number of data 

samples is 1664 samples per cylinder (computer storage limitation). The 

program WS2 is modified from WS1 in order to control the number of data 

samples required which depended on the type of the signal to be loaded, 

e.g. if the signal is pressure the number of data samples required is 

less than the number of data samples required for hot-wire signal.

The data was logged as described in Appendix 8.5. Each set of 

readings was specified via the teletype (i.e. crank angle for reading, 

number of cylinder to be read, number of channels to be read, and total 

number of times the readings should be taken) as in Appendix 8 .6 .
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The number of channels to be collected at particular crank angle 

were varied from (1 to 8 ) in each cycle and the logging process could 

be carried out over many cycles in order to obtain the average value of 

these samples. Collecting data at a particular crank angle on consecutive 

revolutions rather than incrementing the crank angle during a revolution 

should give a turbulence result less subjected to experimental drift 

(e.g. hot-wire readings are obtained in a few seconds rather than minutes)

It should be pointed out that the A/D convertor loads all channel 

signals at the same time and therefore no allowance is needed for crank 

angle travel during the data logging of the channels.

The approximate time per channel for conversion was (2.5ys) for 

the A/D convertor and about 10yS for the computer to read it. The times 

available to load 1 degree crank angle at speeds of 600 r.p.m. and 3600 

r.p.m. are 277ys and 46vs respectively. Therefore there is sufficient 

time to complete the conversion log the data and prepare for the next 

revolution to repeat the same procedure. Appendix 8 .7 shows the flow 

chart of the logging process which is controlled by a machine language

program.

8.4 DATA Process Method

The data stored on the data disk are in the form of digital numbers 

These numbers need to be processed to volts and then to the corresponding 

experimental unit by knowing the relation between the voltage and the unit 

from the calibration curve.
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The processing software was written in Basic language on the 

system disk and the process was carried out on the a-computer itself 

at the early stage of the project. A machine language subroutine was 

used in order to read data from the disk and make it available to the 

Basic program which called it.

As an alternative a program was developed Ref. (21) in order to 

process the data on the departmental computer (type PDP 11/34). This 

program called "ALPHA" could be called to read data from a diskette which 

had been written on the ALPHA computer and write the data into an INTEGER 

VIRTUAL ARRAY FILE. This file can then be very easily accessed from BASIC 

as in Appendix 8 -8 . It is possible to read the disk in four files, but 

this will use up 500 memory blocks on the PDP-11 disk. With time sharing 

in operation it is usually necessary to read less than four files.

8.5 Calculation

8.5.1 Calculating Gas Temperature from Gas Pressure:-

From equation 6.10, the energy balance is given by:

M 0 -iliL = h x A x (T - Tt ) 8.1
3t y

so when
9Ttw

9 t °’ Tg Ttw

i.e. at the peak wire temperature, the gas temperature is equal to the 

wire temperature, Ref. 49. As has been mentioned in Chapter 6.4.3 the 

following equation can be used.

P x V m m B.D.C VB.D.C

Tm TB.D.C.

8.2
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volumes at various crank angles were calculated from the following 

equations given by Ref. 15.

TT O \ —

V = V + (—  D ) (— ) [1 + n - (n2 - sin2 ex) 2 - cos a] 8.3 
c 4 2

where V is the cylinder volume

V is the clearance volume
c

n is the connecting rod length

« is the crank angle

L is the stroke

D is the cylinder bore.

Since Tn n - = T. from what has been said in Chapter 6.4.3 so the

calculation for gas temperature was carried out only for the closed 

period by using the values of pressure and volume at different crank 

angles. A computer programme was developed to calculate the gas 

temperature (Appendix 8.9). Another computer programme was developed 

to solve equation 6.18 to obtain the gas temperature from the thermo

meter wire temperature, Appendix 8.10.

8.5.2 Calculating heat flux from surface temperature:-

The heat flux at various crank angles was calculated using 

equation 3.18.

£
A

3 T.

K [
w

3 X x=0

8.4

and

(Tw x=0 < V x =0 H Uw'x=0 ' V x = Ú

m
L

-xr
e

k=l

[Ak cos (kwt-xr) + Bk sin (kwt-xr)] 8.5
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The derivative of equation 8.5 with respect to X was carried out at 

x=0 as mentioned in Chapter 3.3. Equation 8.4 becomes 

K m
j  = j- [(Tw ) x= 0 “ (Tw )x=lJ + K 2 r[ (Bk-Ak) sin kwt + (Bk+Ak) cos kwt]

k=l
8.6

To solve equation 8 . 6  a computer programme was developed in Appendix

8 .11.

8.5.3 Calculation of Re and Nu numbers:

Re = p  U D

u

where p= gas density in kg/m3 and equal P= P/R Tg

where p =

R = 

T =_ g
U = 

D =

M = 

M =

Nu =

gas pressure in N/m2 

gas constant = 287 J/Kg K° 

gas temperature in K°

Ensembled average instantaneous velocity in m/sec

cylinder bore diameter in meter

dynamic viscosity in kg/m.sec

P. Tm = 3.16 x 10'7 x Tg 0 ' 645 (Ref. 8 ) 

hD

h = heat transfer coefficient in w /m2 .k° 

k = gas thermal conductivity in w/m.k° 

k = M .Cp/0.7 (Ref. 8 )

where Cp = specific heat J/Kg.k°

Cp = 0.224 + (0.471 x Tg/10000) (Ref. 8 )
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8.5.4 Correlation

A computer programme was developed to solve the equation (Appendix

8 . 12)

Nu a (Re,»i. (-Li!)»2 . (-La-)« .
Vp l T kTg

The values of constants obtained with induction - exhaust stroke are

a = 0.561

bl = 0.694

b2 = -0.818

b3 = 0.964

b4 = 0.078

and the values with compression - expansion stroke are

a = 1.9861

bl - 0.706

b2 = -0.321

b3 = 0.883

b4 = -0 . 1

A sample of data and results are represented in Appendix 8.13.
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9 . 1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the results are divided into three different 

categories. The first category represents the primary (measured) 

results including the surface wall and gas temperature, gas pressure, 

mean velocity and turbulence. These parameters are discussed in 

section 9.2. The second category is the derived results calculated 

from the primary results and these are (heat flux, Reynold number 

and Nusselt number) represented in section 9.3. The third category proplem 

in combining the measured and derived parameters, to give a satisfactory 

prediction for heat flux in a cylinder of an internal combustion engine, 

is difficult since it cannot involve all the complex mechanisms. The 

introduction of turbulence in the present work has significant effect on 

the heat flux. These arguments are discussed in section 9.4.

The effects of compression ratio, speed position, crank angle 

interval and the number of cycles over which the average of parameters 

is taken are discussed in the following section as well as the efficiency 

of using the data logging systems.

9.2 PRIMARY RESULTS

9.2.1 Surface Wall Temperature:-

Plate 1 shows a typical oscillogram record of the output of the 

surface temperature measuring themocouple. As can be seen the a.c. 

component ofthe signal has a very small amplitutde compared with the 

d.c. component and this makes it necessary that the noise level of the 

system should be as low as possible. Therefore the amplifier used 

must be adequate to obtain the required magnification of the output of 

the surface thermocouple. In addition, the uniform coating of the 

Ni-film and the calibration of the surface thermocouple before and
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after the test is essential for the high accuracy. The high accuracy 

is important since the surface thermocouple signal is used as a boundary 

condition for the solution of the partial differential equation 

governing transient heat flow described in Chapter 3.3.

The effect of the oil contamination on the output of the surface 

thermocouple is shown in Plate 1. a, b. In Figure A the amplitude of the 

signal output is reduced, after seven hours of using the surface 

thermocouple, when it is compared with the amplitude of Figureb which 

represents the use of a new surface thermocouple, both Figures a and b 

are under the same test conditions. Refer to Refs. 96, 107 for more 

information about the effect of the oil contamination on surface 

thermocouple.

Because of the high melting temperature of the Ni-film, it is 

difficult to obtain a uniform coating surface while with the cu-film it 

is obtainable. This explains why the output signal from the surface 

thermocouple with Ni-film deposition is noisy while with the cu-film 

there is less noise as shown in Plate 1. g, h respectively.

The output of the surface thermocouple fed to the computer is 

approximately the same as the one fed to the oscilloscope which is shown 

in Plate 1.

In order to investigate the effects of varying the compression 

ratios for a fixed speed, measurements were made at compression 

ratios of 8 , 10 and 12:1. These tests are shown in Figures 9.1 - 9.3 

representing nine tests. The scatter in results is indicated in Figures 

9.13 - 9.14. As can be seen from the figures, if the compression ratio 

is increased the Wall Temperature is increased. The increment in 

temperature with compression ratio is uniform at 600 and 1000 rpm but 

is significantly different to that at 1500 rpm. In the later test the
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cooling water mean temperature increase is greater between 10 and 12:1 

compression as is the surface thermocouple back temperature (The values 

of both temperature are mentioned on the graphs).

The influence of varying the engine speed on the wall temperature 

readings for a fixed compression ratio are shown in Figures 9.4 - 9.6.

The Wall Temperature is strongly affected by varying the speed, as the 

speed increased the Wall Temperature is also increased. While the ; . 

compression ratio has slight effect. The measurements were made at 

speeds of 600, 1000 and 1500 rpm. It is difficult to extend the range 

of studies, because as the speed is increased the vibration is increased 

and consequently the level of noise is increased which leads to incorrect 

output of the surface thermocouple especially when the engine is motored.

The effect of selecting the interval of crank angle at which the 

measurments are taken are shown in figures 9.7 - 9.9. The measurements 

were taken at three different intervals 5, 10 and 30 degrees under the 

same test conditions. In figure 9.7 reproductibi1ity for test to test 

is good, the better discrimination of 5, 10 degree intervals only showing 

a slight dip ATDC. Increasing compression ratio Figures 9.8, 9.9 shows 

that test results are less reproducible.

The effect of the locations, at which the surface thermocouple is 

placed, on the surface Wall Temperature are shown in Figures 9.10 - 9.12. 

Although the measurements values are different from position to another, 

but they have the same behaviour especially near TDC, and these results 

compared favourably with those of Refs. 4, 6 , 107, 146. This explains 

why the surface Wall Temperature is different from one point to another 

in the combustion chambers, this is shown in Plate 2. Figures A and B.
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The selection of the correct number of cycles at which the average 

values are taken depend on the type of parameter to be considered. In 

case of Wall Temperature the number of cycles chosen are 100, these were 

adequate for the present investigation since the difference in average 

value is slightly affected by increasing the number of cycles to the 

double. Figures 9.13 and 9.14 show instantaneous values of Wall Temperature 

and its average for a particular crank angle position.

From all figures 9.1 - 9.12 the surface Wall Temperature is increased 

suddenly after the crank angle 270 degrees, and this is due to the 

compression stroke, and reaching the maximum value at 4 to 9 degree ATDC.

9.2.2 Pressure:-

As with all.the components of the system, it is desirable to have 

accurate measurements of the gas pressure since the gas temperature, as 

estimated from the pressure readings, would be compared with those resulting 

from the gas thermometer. In addition the pressure affects all the para

meters to be measured as well as the heat flux. The output received by 

the computer has been compared with the oscilloscope, this checked the 

reliability of the computerised data logging as shown in Plate 1 and 

Plate 2 figures A, B, C, D.

After a certain time, the pressure signal begins to drift due to the 

effect of temperature on the pressure transducer. To avoid this drift,

a cooling system must be used to cooldown the pressure transducer 

and this is especially used in case of running engine. In the present 

work the engine is motoring therefore the cooling system was not used, 

but the average value of the pressure was taken over 100 cycles to make 

sure the drift as low as possible and the maximum error due to the 

drift and noise was approximately 10 per cent. Using the average value 

of the pressure readings with,the correction Factore meantioned in 

Chapter 6.4.3, the error reduce to 4.5 percent. Figures 9.25 and 9.26
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show the variation of the pressure reading and its average over 100 

cycles for two particular crank angles (360 and zero degrees) respectively. 

The drift is significant at induction and exhaust stroke due to the low 

pressure measurement, the pressure is negative at certain crank angle 

points of the cycle.

The effect of the compression ratio on the pressure reading is shown 

in Figures 9.15 to 9.17. As the compression ratio increased the pressure 

value is increased.

The effect of varying the speed on the pressure reading is shown i.n 

figures 9.18 to 9.20.

There is no significant effect of the position on the pressure reading 

since the pressure is approximately uniform in the combustion chamber and 

this is shown in Figure 9.21. There is little effect of crank angle 

intervals (30, 1 0, 5 degrees) on the pressure measurements as shown in 

Figures 9.22 to 9.24 and this is due to the reliable signal of the pressure

transducer.

From all the figures 9.15 to 9.26, it can be seen that the pressure 

is approximately symmetrical about TDC. The maximum value of the gas 

pressure is achieved at TDC. Although if a much finer angle step was 

used the peak would probably be slightly ATDC. For the present purposes

the error is acceptable.

9.2.3 Gas Temperature

The gas temperature is one of the most difficult parameters to be 

measured accurately, since the measuring wire must be robust and have 

a reasonable response and this was achieved by using 10 micron platinum 

Iridium alloy. Plate 2 Figure C and Plate 3 show the signal output of 

the thermometer temperature (checks were made to compare this signal with 

the one monitored by the computer).
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As has been mentioned in Chapter 6.4.2 the thermometer temperature 

lags behind the true gas temperature because of the thermal interia of 

the wire.

At the first attempt, the method by Ghirlando Ref. 49 was used, and 

some obvious errors occured, as they did points in Ghirlando's 

work. The method is based on constants taken from Ref. 94 and Ref. 6 6 .

The equations used by Ghirlando were checked and an error found and 

corrected, and the constants modified. A new formula (Chapter 6.4.2. 

equation no. 6.18) and the corrected Ghirlando formula (equation no. 6.18a) 

are compared in Figure 9.27. As it can be seen from the figure there is 

no significant difference in corrected gas temperature between the two 

solutions.

The calculated gas temperature from gas pressure for closed periods 

werecarried out for all the tests (PV = MRT). Figures 9.28 to 9.30 

represent samples of one test at three different crank angle intervals 

30, 10, 5 degrees) respectively. As it can be seen from the figures the

calculated value is higher than both uncorrected and corrected temperature. 

As the compression stroke is started the temperature difference (between 

calculated, corrected and thermometer temperatures) is small and it 

increases towards the TOC.

The measurements of gas temperature were made for three different 

compressions and the results are shown in figures 9.31 to 9.33. As it 

can be seen from the figures the correction to the thermometer temperature 

is significant for both compression and expansion stroke.

The effects of varying the speed on both gas and thermometer temper

ature were shown through figures 9.34 to 9.36. The measurements, as it 

can be observed from the figures, have less discrepancy at both induction 

and exhaust strokes than both compression and expansion strokes. This 

is because the temperature is only changing slowly and the thermal 

inertia has less effect. The gas temperature is higher than the thermometer
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temperature at both induction and compression strokes while at both

expansion and exhaust strokes is lower, this is due to the sign of the

3 Ttwthermometer temperature slope ------  . These are shown through all
at

figures 9.28 to 9.36.

The effect of the position on the thermometer wire temperature is 

shown through the figures 9.37 to 9.39, which show that the value of 

thermometer temperture is depend on the position of measurement at 

which the thermometer wire is placed, and consequently the corrected gas 

temperature will have the same behaviour. This explains some of the 

discrepency with T = PV/MR which is a mean temperature of whole cylinder 

rather than a local temperature close to wall.

The crank angle intervals (30, 10 and 5 degrees), at which the 

thermometer temperature measurements were made, have little effect as 

can be seen through figures 9.40 to 9.42.

All the thermometer wire temperature measurements were made at each 

particular crank angle the values used represent average values taken over 

many cycles. After.certain numbers of cycles the average value is 

slightly affected and this number is considered adequate ( 1 0 0 cycles in 

the present work). Figures 9.43 and 9.44 show an average value of 

thermometer temperature over 250 cycles for two, particular crank angles 

360 and 0 degrees respectively. After 100 cycles the temperature starting 

to drift and this is clearly shown in figure 9.44. Therefore, the 

selected number of cycles is determined between two limits. The first is 

at which the average value is slightly affected and the second is the 

beginning of the drift. All instrumentation recorded a drift indicating 

the drift to be a.change in the engine state.
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9.2.4 Hot Wire Signal

The hot-wire results are presented in the form of graphs of ensemble 

average velocity 0 and turbulence intensity u against crank angle 

for the various experimental conditions (compression ratio, engine speed, 

position and crank angle interval).

The hot wire operating temperature had to be kept greater than the 

gas temperature surrounding the wire for sensitivity reasons. This means 

that at higher gas temperature (i.e. near TDC) the temperature difference 

between the wire and the gas becomes small, and the hot wire results 

become more sensitive to errors in the measurement of the gas temperature. 

It was considered reasonable to assume that measurements at temperature 

differences of over 100°C would be quite reliable. An assumption made 

by Ref. 49 was that measurements at temperature differences of over 75°C 

would be reliable. Most of the tests were at temperature differences over 

100°C.

Plate 3 shows typical records obtained from the anemometer with 

and without the linerizer. These as usual were compared with the results 

obtained by the computer and show insignificant differences thus proving 

the reliability of the data logging.

For the hot wire results, the direction of the gas velocity is not 

known, as the results represent the component of gas velocity that lies 

in the plane perpendicular to the wire axis.

Figures 9.45 to 9.65 represent all the measurements made for mean 

velocity and turbulence across the head as measured by the hot wire. At 

all speeds and compression ratios similar variations may be observed. 

Explanations of the curves can only be tentative but a possible interpreta

tion could be as follows.
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In figure 9.45 velocity variations are the result of

1. The jet velocity through the IV and EV

2. The direction taken by the jet, whether across the 

head or down the cylinder.

3. The movement of vortices in the_cylider Ref. 83.

The magnitude, of the velocity will be related to the piston speed and 

the opening and closing of the valves.

During the induction stroke a maximum is reached with IVO at 

maximum piston speed and a deceleration occurs as it returns with IVC 

and minor oscillations are jet deflection and vortex motion effects. 

During expansion little motion occurs due to the cylindrical E6 

combustion chamber until at EVO and the exhaust stroke occurs. The 

exhausting flow producing a second major peak.

The turbulent intensity, as shown in Figure 9.45, shows a strong 

correlation with the mean velocity during most of the engine cycle except 

a part of the cycle after IVC, the turbulent'intensity has dropped with 

the termination of jet flow through the IV, but the mean velocity remains 

high due to swirl.

Three different compression ratios were considered to study the 

effect of compression ratio on the mean velocity and turbulence intensity 

as shown in Figures 9.46 to 9.48. As can be seen from the figures there 

is no significant effect to observe.

The effect of engine speed on the mean velocity and turbulence 

intensity is shown through the figures 9.49 to 9.51. As the engine speed 

increases the mean velocity increases, the magnitude of this increase 

is not constant throughtout the cycle.

Semenov Ref. 124, reported a dependancy of mean velocity during 

compression on engine speed raised to the 2.1 power. His results were 

based on time averages over 24 degree crank angle. The results here by
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show a more linear relationship of mean velocity to engine speed

during most of the engine cycle and this favourably agreed with those

obtained by Ref. 83 and 149.

The changes of turbulent intensity with changes in engine speed 

are similar to those in the mean velocity and are illustrated in 

figures 9.49 to 9.51.

The effect of position on mean velocity and turbulence intensity 

is shown through figures 9.52 to 9.60. There is significant effect on 

mean velocity and turbulence intensity by the location of the hot wire 

sensor and this explains the fact that measurements taken with a hot-wire

sensor give the magnitude of the velocity component normal to the sensor

at one location in the combustion chamber. It would be very difficult 

for a probe to be in a location in the direct path of the incoming jet 

Ref. 149.

Only betwen 20CP and 320°C.A. is a slight difference in mean velocity 

as smaller intervals are taken. There is little effect on turbulence 

Figures 9.61 to 9.63.

The number of cycles at which the instantaneous measured is of 

importance to obtain a reliable turbulence level and accurate mean 

velocity. Most of the tests were made at 500 cycles. Figures 9.64 and 

9.65 show the instantaneous velocity over 250 cycles for two particular 

crank angle 360 and zero degrees respectively.

In Figure 9.64 in which velocities are low and flow is reversed 

some errors are,.apparent. The processing of the hot wire, and thermometer 

wire and pressure signals have produced a few negative results indicating 

experimental error and possible errors in the calculation method. Since 

(-Ve) velocities exist there is also some error in the mean and 

turbulent velocities calculations,36(T crank angle is the worst case of

these errors.
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9.3 Derived Results 

9.3.1 Heat Flux:-

Instantaneaous heat transfer results through the gas-wall interface 

as computed from the surface temperature variation are presented 

through figures 9.66 to 9.77. In the calculations of the results, as 

explained in Chapter 3.3, a one dimensional model is assumed and some 

error in the heat flux is to be expected due to three dimensional 

effects as well as experimental errors in surface temperature measure

ments. As can be seen from the figures, highest heat transfer rates 

occur during the compression and expansion strokes near TDC. This 

major portion of unsteady heat transfer takes place between the interval 

80 degrees BTDC (compression) and 70 degrees ATDC (expansion). This 

is of the same order as the respective values obtained by Overbye Ref.

107 (80 degrees BTDC to 80 degrees ATDC) and Knight Ref. 78 (60 degrees 

BTDC to 60 degrees ATDC). This is the region of most interest in heat 

transfer studies. Furthermore, in this region the heat flux measurement 

is more accurate because of the larger temperature differences.

During the intake and exhaust strokes the level of heat flux is 

comparitively very low and large errors may occur in the calculation 

of heat flux from experimental surface temperature measurements. There 

is both poitive and negative heat transfer as the gas-wall temperature 

difference changes sign. Figures 9.66 to 9.77 for heat flux may be 

compared to temperature difference figures 9.78 to 9.84.

Figures 9.66 to 9.68 represent the effect of compression ratio on 

the instantaneous heat transfer. Little effect is observed over most 

of the cycle except near TDC where the gas-wall temperature difference 

effect becomes more significant.
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Since most workers have used mean engine speed in their correlations, 

observed heat flux values have been plotted at different engine speeds 

in figures 9.69 to 9.71. As can be seen from the figures as the engine 

speed is increased, there is an increase in negative heat flux 

especially during the exhaust stroke. This is due to the increase in 

surface temperature since the gas temperature is only slightly affected 

at this part of the cycle Figures 9.78 to 9.84. The peak heat flux 

is retarded slightly as the speed increases and is probably due to the 

thermal inertia of the wall but is generally close to TDC.

The heat flux at two different locations are presented through 

figures 9.72 to 9.74. The heat flux, as can be observed, is different 

from one position to another depending on the local conditions at the 

point where the sensor is placed. Although measurements were carried out 

at only two locations, adequate information is available.

Other workers have taken measurements at 2-6 locations Refs. 3-6,

31, 60, 146, which show the heat flux is different from one point to 

another in the combustion chamber. It was pointed out by Ref. 31 that 

due to the circular symmetry of the flat piston top and the flat head 

surface as in E6 the heat flux would be the same in a motored engine 

at the same distance from the cylinder center in a motored engine; thus, 

the heat flux measured at one position on the circle of radius r inches 

would represent the heat fluxes at any other position on the same 

circle.

Little effect of crank angle interval on heat flux measurement is 

observed. Figures 9.75 to 9.77 represent the effect for'three different 

intervals (5, 10, 30 degrees).

The heat flux is calculated from the surface temperature records 

and this is averaged over hundred cycles because the measured value of 

surface temperature varies from cycle to cycle Figures 9.13 and 9.14.
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A considerable cycle-to-cycle variation in heat flux was also 

observed by Ref. 6, this variation is at the time of the initial 

high rate of increase of the heat flux. The cycle-to-cycle variation 

of the peak heat flux is relatively small.

Q
The definition used for the heat transfer coefficient h (h=-----

V Tw
is taken from steady heat transfer methods. In the case of unsteady 

heat transfer in internal combustion engines, the denominator can 

have a zero value with finite Q as shown through figures 9.78 and 9.84, 

thus giving infinite values for heat transfer coefficient. This is 

due to the thermal interia of the boundary layer and the definition of 

h using the bulk temperature of the gas. The concept of infinite heat 

transfer coefficient is physically unrealistic, but fortunately for 

the part of cycle which in a large proportion of unsteady heat transfer 

takes place, around TDC for both the compression and expansion stroke 

(which is the area of most interest), the heat transfer coefficient has 

finite values. Annand Ref. 8 argues that flux during these short 

periods of indeterminate h is negligable.

The heat flux peak for most tests are at the same point of the 

cycle. Also there is no significant phase difference between the peak 

gas and surface temperatures, which is contrary to the results obtained 

with the theoretical model used by Elser Ref. 44 but does agree with

the result obtained by Hassan Ref. 59. In general the peak flux values 

coincide with the peak temperature difference values as can be seen in

figures 9.80 and 9.84. At other crank angles that peak flux angle,

some phase difference is apparent.

9.3.2 Reynold Number

This parameter is the most important parameter to the description 

of the structure of the flow and an effective parameters to the heat 

transfer rate. It has been the usual practice in heat transfer work in 

involving internal combustion engines to take the piston diameter as
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the characteristic length in the calculation of Reynolds number for 

the cylinder heat transfer. In the present study the cycle-cycle 

ensemble averaged local velocity is used for Reynolds number calculations 

instead of mean piston speed which has been used by many workers Refs.

8, 9, 39-41, 103.

Local Reynolds numbers as a function of crank angle for three 

different compression ratios and three engine speeds are presented in 

Figures 9.85 and 9.86. The effect of engine speed is significant 

while at higher compressions little change is observed figures 9.85 and 

9.86. As has been mentioned before section 9.3.1, that the area of interest 

is 80 degrees before and after TDC. The Reynolds number is increased 

BTDC in case of the compression stroke and decreases ATDC in the case 

of expansion stroke. Although peak occurs slightly BTDC. This is 

mainly because of increasing and decreasing the density, in the case 

of compression and expansion stroke respectively, rather than velocity 

that is slowly decaying. The decay of velocities at TDC where density 

change is small produces the peak slightly BTDC. In the other part of 

the cycle the Reynolds number is fluctuating, having values depending 

on the mean velocity value at any particular crank angle. Later, the 

local Reynolds number will be considered as a major function in the 

correlation of unsteady heat transfer in the internal combustion engine.

9.3.3 Energy Number (PUD/KT^)

The introduction of this parameter in the present work is of 

interest. This parameter has an effect on the heat transfer rate in 

an internal combustion engine. Since it involves the pressure and 

turbulence intensity and the last two parameters have a direct effect 

on heat transfer rate. This energy number as has been mentioned in 

chapter 5.4 represents the ratio of turbulent transport of pressure 

forces to the conductive heat transfer, this affecting the energy
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balance of the boundary region. This number will be high when the 

turbulence or the pressure or both have significant effect. As can 

be seen from Figures 9.87 and 9.88 the energy number has significant 

value at 30, 90 and 540 degrees crank angle. This is because the 

turbulence is high at these points, while the other high values occur 

during both compression and expansion strokes and are due to the 

pressure effect. The maximum value of this number is about TDC where 

pressure is highest although turbulence is low.

The effect of speed and compression ratio can be observed through 

Figures 9.82 and 9.83 respectively. As the speed and compression ratio 

increase the nergy number is increased.

9.3.4 Nusselt Number

This number is derived from the experimental heat flux results, 

and will be the most important parameters to be investigated. The 

Nusselt number is usually taken as hD/K, where D is the cylinder bore 

and K the thermal conductivity of the gas. Most recent investigators 

propose their correlations in terms of Nusselt number.

Figure 9.89 represents the Nusselt number, over whole cycles, 

against crank angle. As has been mentioned before the area of least 

experimental error and the most important in the cycle is 80 degrees 

BTDC and ATDC. In other parts of the cycle either the Nusselt number 

is insignificant or has an infinite value and with a smaller temperature 

difference the error is increased. Initially therefore the obtaining 

of a correlation has concentrated on this region.

The Nusselt number is increased during the compression stroke and 

decreases in the expansion stroke.
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The effect of variations in the speed and compression ratio on the 

Nusselt number can be observed through Figures 9.90 and 9.91. The 

maximum value of Nusselt number is slightly ATDC.

9.3.5 Gas Temperature Ratio ■ (T^/aT)

This parameter is a dimensionless number representing the effect 

of both gas temperature and gas-wall temperature difference. This 

number is thought to be significant as a direct variable affecting 

the heat flux in the cylinder of an internal combustion engine. Most 

existing formula do not involve the gas temperature as a direct 

variable, its effect only appearing in the gas properties.

The number is significantly affected during compression and expansion 

stroke, decreasing through compression and reaching a minimum value 

before TDC (approximately 10 degrees BTDC). Then starting to increase 

through the expansion stroke Figures 9.87 and 9.88. At some points in 

the cycle the gas ratio will be very large having infinite values as 

does the heat transfer coefficient. As before initial concentration 

is made in regions around TDC.

The effect of variations of engine speed and compression ratio 

can be observed through Figures 9.92 and 9.93. It is quite clear that 

the effect of the engine speed is fairly significant while the compression 

ratio has less effect.

9.3.6 Total Velocity Ratio (U + li)/Vp

It is clear there is a significant effect of the speed on the heat 

transfer rate in the cylinder of an internal combustion engine. Ref. 149 

for example assumes the mean velocity and turbulence intensity to be 

approximately linearly proportional to engine speed, except during the 

exhaust stroke (540° Crank angle).
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Therefore it is desirable to include a parameter in the correlation

representing this effect. The mean velocity and turbulence intensity

have been normalized by the average piston speed (Vp = 2 L N ) to
60

form a dimensionless number.

The effect of the compression ratio and speed were illustrated in 

figures 9.89 and 9.90 respectively. Little effect of the compression 

ratio on the total velocity ratio is observed. During exhaust the 

number falls with increasing speed as found by Ref. 149. During induc

tion and compression strokes less effect is seen. The effect of this

number and the other numbers on heat transfer rate are discussed in

section 9.4.

9.4 CORRELATION

It is difficult to find one formula for the whole cycle in the spark

ignition engine. It is suggested that division of the cycle into parts

according to whether the valves are open or closed is appropriate since 

the flow in the cylinder will be different.

Two correlations for instantaneous heat flux have been developed, 

one for compression - Expansion strokes and the other for induction - 

Exhaust strokes. The correlations show that the experimental results 

for a motored engine at three different compression ratios and three 

different speeds can be represented by equation 5.21 where the constants 

and the power index of the dimensionless parameters are different in the 

two correlations (see Chapters.5.4) Although the correlations show an 

agreement with the experimental results and include the effect of 

turbulence, it is probable that other variables are not completely 

represented. In engines of other geometries or when combustion is taking 

place further terms may be needed.
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Figure 9.96 represents the correlation between measured and 

predicted Nusselt number for induction - exhaust stroke. This correla

tion shows ± 25 percent discrepancy with experimental results. Figure 

9.97 represents the correlation for compression - expansion stroke, and 

this shows ± 12 per cent of discrepancy with the experimental results. 

These large errors only occur at a few points where an experimental error 

in the measured parameters occur at these points. Neglecting these, the 

errors are reduced approximately to +11 per cent in the case of induc

tion - exhaust stroke and + 5  in the case of compression - expansion 

stroke.

Experimental and correlated Nusselt numbers are plotted against the 

crank angle Figure 9.98. It shows an agreement with each other for the 

compression - expansion stroke. The effect of both compression ratio 

and speed on correlated and experimental Nusselt number are shown in 

Figures 9.99 and 9.100 respectively. The best results are obtained at 

mean compression and speed of the tests (10:1, 1000 r.p.m). For the 

compression - expansion revolution different correlation constants are 

required.

Figures 9.101 to 9.105 represents the correlated and experimental 

Nusselt number against crank angle for whole cycle under different 

engines conditions. Agreement of the correlation with the experimental 

result is shown through the induction stroke but there is less agreement 

in the case of exhaust stroke. The parts of the cycle between 240°-300° 

crank angle and between 420°-480° crank angle, are regions in which 

(Tg - Tw ) are small and experimental errors are exaggerated. These 

intervals are omitted on the figures.

The local Nusselt number is different from point to point in the 

cylinder and a proper evaluation of this number at any point depends on 

the accurate measurements of the gas velocity, turbulence, gas and wall 

temperature at the same point. The predicted heat flux can be obtained
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from the correlation.

Samples of results are plotted through figures 9.106 to 9.110.

The predicted heat flux shows an agreement with the experimental heat 

flux as calculated from surface wall temperature. The predicted heat 

transfer at expansion stroke is much enclosed to the experimental 

values than any other part of the cycle.

The effect of the compression ratio and engine speed on both 

predicted and experimental heat flux is shown through figures 9.111 

and 9.112. The compression ratio has less effect on predicted heat 

flux than the speed. As can be observed from all the figures that the 

predicted heat flux around TDC is lower than the experimental values 

in all cases except at high speed and compression ratio figures 9.110 

and 9.108 respectively.

A comparison between the present correlation and existing formula 

is desirable. The present correlation and experimental heat flux were 

compared with the early correlations, figure 9.113. The greatest 

discrepancy between the predicted and experimental values exist in the 

case of Nusselt formula Ref. 103. This formula was based on hot bomb 

test, therefore the heat transfer due to forced convection would be 

small, because of low gas velocities obtained in the bomb compared with 

an engine cylinder. This supports the argument of Annand Ref. 8 in 

his review of the early existing formula. Brilling's formula gives 

the same approach as Nusselt formula. Eichelbergs formula Ref. 40 

gives a higher value for predicted heat transfer than those obtained 

by Nusselt and Brilling, because the investigation was made in real 

engines, but there is still a high discrepancy between the present 

correlation and Eichelberg's correlation.
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Annand's correlation principally based on Overbye data Ref. 107 

shows a large discrepancy with Woschni Ref. 154 figure 9.114. The 

present experiments agree more closely with Woschni but are still 

lower at the peak figure 9.115, and show more reversed heat transfer 

during exhaust and induction strokes than any of the other correlations. 

Adjustment of the constants in Annand's equation (Chapter 5.3.4) 

reproduce the effect observed in the present work.

In the present work the wall temperatures were low and the 

reversed transfer was therefore more significant. The actual discre

pancy in cycle integrated heat flux between the present and Overbye 

work will be less since the negative flux cancels the excess positive 

f 1 ux.

Incorporating as it does the effects of local velocity and 

turbulence the present correlation should be better but this needs to 

be checked in engines of different geometries and the E6 engine with 

aerodynamic modifications.
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FIG. 9. 22 COMPARISION BETWEEN CRANK ANGLE (DEGREES)
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FIG. 9. 24 COMPARISON BETWEEN CRANK ANGLE (DEGREES)
PRESSURE AT DIFFERENT C. A MEASURMENTS
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FIG. 9.29 COMPARISON BETWEEN CORRECTED, CRANK ANGLE (DEGREES)
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FIG. 9. 39 C0MPAR1S10N BETWEEN CRANK ANGLE (DEGREES)
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FIG. 9. AO C0MPARIS10N BETWEEN CRANK ANGLE (DEGREES)
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FIG. COMPARISION BETWEEN MEAN VELOCITY & CRANK ANGLE (DEGREES)
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FIG. COMPARISION BETWEEN MEAN VELOCITY 2.
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FIG. 9.70

FIG. 9. 70 C0MPARASS10N BETWEEN CRANK ANGLE (DEGREES)
HEAT FLUX AT DIFFERENT SPEEDS
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FIG. 9.71

FIG. 9. 71 COMPARASSiON BETWEEN CRANK ANGLE (DEGREES)
HEAT FLUX AT DIFFERENT SPEEDS
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FIG. 9. 72 COMPARASSION BETWEEN CRANK ANGLE (DEGREES)
HEAT FLUX AT DIFFERENT POSITION
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FIG. 9. 75 C0MPARASS10N BETWEEN HEAT CRANK ANGLE (DEGREES)
FLUX AT DIFFERENT C. A MEASUREMENTS
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FIG. 9. 76 C0MPARASS10N BETWEEN HEAT CRANK ANGLE (DEGREES)
FLUX AT DIFFERENT C. A MEASUREMENTS
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FIG. 9. 77 C0MPARASS10N BETWEEN HEAT CRANK ANGLE (DEGREES)
FLUX AT DIFFERENT C. A MEASUREMENTS
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FIG. COMPARASION BETWEEN NUSULT CRANK ANGLE (DEG.)
NO.AT DIFFERENT COMPRESSION RATIO
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FIG. COMPARASION BETWEEN NUSULT CRANK ANGLE (DEG.)
NQ^AT_DIFFERENT_SPEEDS__________
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FIG. COMPARASION BETWEEN GAS RA- CRANK ANGLE (DEG.)
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I  CORRELATED NU FOR COMPRESSION- EXPANSION STROKE
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FIG. C0MPARASI0N BETWEEN MEASURED CRANK ANGLE (DEG.)
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FIG. COMPARASION BETWEEN MEASURED CRANK ANGLE (DEG.)
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10.1 CONCLUSION

From the present investigations the following conclusions are

reached

1. The present design of surface thermocouple is adequate for 

measuring surface wall temperature under motoring condition, 

although there is an error due to the three dimensional situation.

2. Significant cycle-to-cycle variations in the surface temperature 

measurements, and consequently in the heat flux results, are 

observed at each location of measurement.

3. Large negative heat flux is observed during induction and 

expansion strokes, and this is due to the cold cylinder wall.

This effect is not reproduced by other correlations.

4. The peak heat flux at each position investigated in the cylinder 

increases with increasing engine speed.

5. A significant influence of engine speed and compression ratio on 

the heat flux and the other measuring parameters is observed 

although the compression has less effect than the speed.

6. There is no significant phase lag between gas - wall temperature 

difference and heat flux, and the peak heat flux coincide with 

the peak temperature differences.

7. Heat transfer rate due to the radiation plays a negligable part 

in a motored reciprocating engine.

8. Any measured value of the parameters represents the value at a 

point in the combustion chamber at which the sensor is placed,

i.e. the location has significant effect on the measuring parameters.
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This explains why the heat transfer coefficient is different 

from one point to another in the combustion chamber. The 

differences may be explained in terms of differences in the 

fluid adjacent to the point.

9. The use of a data logging system improves the accuracy of the 

results and allows many parameters to be measured at the same 

time.

10. The method of averaging the measured values in the present work 

is different from the one used by other workers and shows 

reliable results.

11. The introduction of turbulence and instantaneous velocity into 

the correlation should improve the heat transfer prediction.

The correlation does however need to be checked with different 

engine geometries under different operating conditions.

12. Ensemble average velocity and turbulence is increased as the 

engine speed is increased.

13. In this investigation the heat transfer coefficient was calculated 

at a point in the combustion chamber where the instantaneous 

velocity and turbulence were measured. At some points in the 

cycle the heat transfer coefficient has infinite value, but 

fortunately this occurs at these points where the heat flux is 

smal1.

14. The introduction of new dimensionless numbers is thought to be 

significant.

15. The present correlation shows an agreement with the experimental 

result under different conditions, although there is a discrepancy
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due to the experimental errors of measuring parameters at a 

few points in the cycle.

16. Splitting the engine cycle into two separate periods, the 

valve closed revolution and the valve open revolution produces 

a better correlation between heat transfer and local fluid 

condition than if the cycle were treated as a single period.

17. The early existing correlations of Nusselt, Eichelberg and PFLAUM 

do not agree with both the experimental investigation and the 

correlation in the present work.

18. Annand, Woschni and Overbye correlations do agree with the 

present work, although some discrepancy is apparent. The 

discrepancy is explained by incorporating local velocity and 

turbulence into the correlation.

10.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

The following points should be considered for further work in this

field:-

1. Development of an improved heat flux meter.

2. Development of an engine cylinder with improved access for 

coincidental measurement in time and space.

3. Improved calibration in the hot wire anemometer under variable 

gas pressure and temperature is desirable.

4. Results should be obtained from engines with varying velocity and 

turbulence, together with other geometries.

5. Extend the work to a running engine.
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6. Use improved anemometry to obtain the components of velocity 

and turbulence.
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APPENDIX 8.1

Bootstrapping the ALPHA LSI-2 Disk Operating System

(i) Load the BOOTSTRAP paper tape into the Teletype paper tape 

reader and set the control lever to "FREE"

(ii) Move the tape to the start of the BINARY section. (This may

be marked " N ^ " ) .  Set tape reader control lever to "START"

(iii) Make sure a SYSTEM diskette is loaded into drive 0 (FO)

(iv) Press "STOP" on computer so that light above the switch is LIT

*'SRFT11
(v) Press — -.— - switch so that the light above it is LIT

DAT A

(vi) Press 0 on the HEXADECIMAL keypad on the computer

"SREG"
(vii) Press again so that the light above it goes OUT

(viii) Press "SENSE" switch so that the light above it is LIT

(ix) Press "RESET"

(x) Press "STOP" switch again so that the light above it goes OUT

(xi) Press switch marked "AUTO"

If computer fails to respond within 20 secs, re-try. from instruction 

(i). If it still fails try switching the computer off for a minute or so 

then re-try from (i).



APPENDIX 8.2

Machine Language (ML) Codes Used in Programs WS1 and WS2

CODE INSTRUCTION EXPLANATION

ADD Add to Accumulator (ACC) (A-register)

AND And with ACC

CAR or CAX Complement A or complement A and put in X

DAR or DXR Decrement (subtract 1) ACC. or X-register

DIN or EIN Disable or Enable interrupts

EMA Exchange ACC. with memory

EXTR External and this can be used for any 
subroutines from Basic which the ML program 
is likely to call should be declared as 
External

HLT Stop the computer

IAR or IXR Increment (add 1) ACC. or X-register

ICA or ICX Input console register to ACC. or X-register

IMS Increment memory, skip on zero

IOR OR with ACC

JMP Unconditional jump to lable or $±N

JST Jump and store program counter (used for 
subroutines)

JAL or JAG Jump if ACC < = 0 or if ACC > 0

JAM or JXM Jump if ACC or X-register is minus

JAZ or JXZ Jump if ACC or X-register is zero

JAN or JXN Jump if ACC. or X-register is not zero

JSS or JSR Jump if SENSE light is ON or OFF respectively



CODE INSTRUCTION

LAP or LXP

LAM or LXM

LDA or LDX

LLA or LLX

LRA or LRX

NAR or NXR

NOP

OCA or OCX

OTA or OTX

RLA or RLX

RRA or RRX

RDA or RDX

STA or STX

SUB

SBM or SWM

SEL

SEN

XOR

ZAR or ZXR

ZAX

SEN 11,4

Load ACC or X-register with +Ve byte (o+ FF)

Load ACC or X-register with -VE byte (o+ FF)

Load into ACC or X-register from memory

Shift the A or X-register left

The number of places specified (Maximum = 8)

Negate ACC or X-register

No operation

Output ACC or X-register to console register

Output ACC or X-register to device selected

Shift the A or X-register right

Number of places specified (Maximum = 8)

Read from device to ACC or X-register

Store ACC or X-register into memory

Subtract from ACC

Set BYTE or word mode

Select device with code

Sense device and skip on response

Exclusive or with ACC

Zero (clear) ACC or X-register 

Zero (clear) ACC or X-regiser

Sence if a disk controller is present and 
skip the next instruction if it is

EXPLINATION



CODE INSTRUCTION EXPLINATION

OTX : 11,0 Send a command to the disk. The address 
of the control information is in the 
X-regi ster

SEN : 11,0 
JMP 1 $-1

Wait in this loop until the disk has finished 
its input/output (I/O)

SEL : 12,0 Initialise A to D convertor

SEL : 12,7 Prepare for mode

SEL : 12,6 Prepare for channel

OTA or OTX : 12,2 ACC or X-register sent to control A/D convertor

RDA or RDX : 12,6 Get an A/D convertor in ACC or X-register

SEL : 12,3 Initialise D/A convertor



APPENDIX 8.3

Machine Language Program Name WS1

This machine language program was written in Macro assembler 

instructions and the main explanation of the program runs briefly as 

follows:-

Instruction No. Illustration

7 - 9 Cylinder start

10 - 12 Cylinder finish

15 - 18 Low channel

19 - 24 High channel

25 - 28 Make sure the disk controller 
is properly connected

29 - 47 These instructions guarantee 
that the head is left over 
cylinder zero

52 - 123 Read and load the parameter 
into the Buffer 1 and 2

124'- 153 Subroutine called GPAR which will 
take the next parameter and convert 
it to binary number

154 - 182 Finish and error message



/EX OS:MAC,NB 

MACR02 (A2)

PAGE 0001 MM/DD/YY 00:39:08

MACR02 (A2) SI = WS!:S B0=

OOOl *NEWENG . DISK DATA COLLECTION.

Ò002 *MODIFIED FOR PARAMETER INPUT

0003 *J7B. 7:82.

0004 EXTR SPND:,SUPV:,MSG:,TERM

0005 0000 F900 0000 ENTRY JST SPND:

0006 0001 00A3 DATA MSGl

0007 0002 FA73 0076 JST GPAR

0008 0003 B290 0094 LDA SORB+5

0009 0004 9A93 0098 STA SYLNO

0010 0005 FA70 0076 JST GPAR

001T 0006 B28D 0094 LDA SORB+5

0012 0007 9290 0098 SUB SYLNO

0013 0008 0210 CAR

0014 0009 9A8B 0095 STA MCKNT

0015 OOOA FA6B 0076 JST GPAR

0016 OOOB C6FF LAP :FF

0017 OOOC 8287 0094 AND SORB+5

0018 OOOD 9A88 0096 STA CHANS

0019 OOOE FA67 0076 JST GPAR

0020 000 F C6FF LAP :FF

00 21 0010 8283 0094 AND SORB+5

0022 0011 1357 LLA :8

0023 0012 8A83 0096 ADD CHANS

0024 0013 9A82 0096 STA CHANS

0025 0014 498C SEN : 11,4

0026 0015 F28A OOAO JMP NO CONT

0027 0016 4988 SEN : 11,0

0028 0017 F 601 0016 JMP $-1

0029 0018 E239 0052 LDX IOBP

0030 0019 C609 LAP 9

0031 001A 9C00 0000 STA 00

0032 001B C602 LAP 2

0033 001C 9C03 0003 STA 03

0034 001D 0110 ZAR



PAGE 0002 MM/DD/YY 00:39:08

MACR02 (A2) SI = WS1:S B0=

0035 001E 9A78 0097 STA SSW

0036 001F 9A79 0099 STA PC

0037 0020 9C07 0007 STA @7

0038 0021 6E88 OTX : 11,0
0039 0022 4988 SEN : 11,0

0040 0023 F601 0022 JMP $-1

0041 0024 C750 LAM 80

0042 0025 9C03 0003 STA @3

0043 0026 6E88 OTX : 11,0

0044 0027 4988 SEN : 11,0

0045 0028 F601 0027 JMP $-1

0046 0029 C602 LAP 2

0047 002A 9C00 0000 STA @0

0048 002B B26E 009A LDA PDINT

0049 002C 9C07 0007 STA @7

0050 002D B22F 005D LDA PBUFl

0051 002E 9A6D 009C STA POINT

0052 002F 4097 SEL : 12,7

0053 0030 C402 NXTCY LXP 2

0054 0031 6E92 OTX : 12,2

0055 0032 4096 SEL : 12,6

0056 0033 E262 0096 LDX CHANS

0057 0034 6E92 OTX : 12,2

0058 0035 B265 009B MORE LDA Ml 664

0059 0036 9A66 009D STA COUNT

0060 0037 5996 HERE RDA : 12,6

0061 0038 9B63 009C STA *P0INT

0062 0039 DA62 009C IMS POINT

0063 003A DA62 009D IMS COUNT

0064 003B F604 0037 JMP HERE

0065 003C B25A 0097 LDA SSW

0066 003D 3105 0043 JAN $+6

0067 003E B21E 005D LDA PBUFl

0068 003F 9A19 0059 STA DBUFF

0069 0040 B21D 005E LDA PBUF2

0070 0041 9A5A 009C STA POINT

0071 0042 F204 0047 JMP $+5

0072 0043 B21A 005E LDA PBUF2



PAGE 0003 MM/DD/YY 00

MACR02 (A2) SI = WS1

0073 0044 9A14

0074 0045 B217

0075 0046 9A55

0076 0047 B24F

0077 0048 0210

0078 0049 9A4D

0079 004A E207

0080 004B B24C

0081 004C 9C02

0082 004D 924B

0083 004E 9C03

0084 004F 6E88

0085 0050 OAOO

0086 0051 F61C

0087 0052 0053

0088 0053 0000

0089 0054 0001

0090 0055 0000

0091 0056 0000

0092 0057 0001

0093 0058 0680

0094 0059 073F

0095 005A 005F

0096 005B 0000

0097 005C 0000

0098 005D OOBF

0099 005E 073F

0100 005F FA02

0101 0060 0000

0102’ 0061 F20E

0103 0062 0800

0104 0063 9A3A

0105 0064 EA3A

0106 0065 DA32

0107 0066 E614

0108 0067 B402

0109 0068 9A30

STA DBUFF

LDA PBUF1

STA POINT

LDA SSW

CAR

STA SSW

LDX IOBP

LDA SYLNO

STA @2

SUB PC

STA @3

OTX : 11,0

EIN

JMP MORE

IOBP DATA IOB

I OB DATA 0

DATA 1

DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA 1

DATA 1664

DBUFF DATA BUFF2

DATA DINT

DATA 0

DATA 0

PBUF1 DATA BUFFI

PBUF2 DATA BUFF2

DINT JST DO

NOP

JMP DONT

DO ENT

STA STORA

STX STORX

IMS SYLNO

LDX IOBP

LDA @2

STA PC

LDA

: 39:08

B0=

0059

005D

009C

0097

0097

0052

00980002
0099

0003

0035

0062

0070

009E

009F

0098

00520002
0099

009E0110 0069 B234 STORA



PAGE 0004 MM/DD/YY 00:39:08

MACR02 (A2) SI = WS1 :S B0=

0111 006A E234 009F LDX STORX

0112 006B DA29 0095 IMS MCKNT

0113 006C F70A 0062 JMP *D0

0114 006D F900 0000 JST MSG:

0115 006E 00A9 DATA MSG2

0116 006F F100 0000 JMP TERM:

0117 0070 C6FF DONT LAP :FF

0118 0071 8615 005C AND DBUFF+3

0119 0072 4404 OCA

0120 0073 F900 0000 JST SPND:

0121 0074 00B4 DATA MSG4

0122 0075 F675 0000 JMP ENTRY

0123 0076 0800 GPAR ENT

0124 0077 F900 0000 JST SUPV :

0125 0078 008F DATA SORB

0126 0079 E601 0078 LDX $-1

0127 007A C600 LAP 0

0128 007B 9C05 0005 STA @: 5

0129 007C B402 0002 LDA 0:2

0130 007D 0310 NAR

0131 007E 9C03 0003 STA 0:3

0132 007F OEOO BACK SBM

0133 0080 B30F 0090 LDA *S0RB+1

0134 0081 OFOO SWM

0135 0082 8404 0004 AND 0:4

0136 0083 8C05 0005 ADD 0:5

0137 0084 9C05 0005 STA 0:5

0138 0085 DC03 0003 IMS 0:3

0139 0086 F201 0088 JMP $+2

0140 0087 F711 0076 JMP *GPAR

0141 0088 9C05 0005 STA 0:5

0142 0089 1351 LLA :2

0143 008A 8C05 0005 ADD 0:5

0144 008B 1350 LLA : 1

0145 008C 9CÛ5 0005 STA 0:5

0146 008D DA02 0090 IMS SORB+1

0147 008E F60F 007F JMP BACK



PAGE 0005 MM/DD/YY 00:39:08

MACR02 (A2) SI = WS1 :S B0=

0148 008F 0005 SORB DATA :5

0149 0090 0000 DATA :0

0150 0091 0000 DATA :0

0151 0092 0000 DATA :0

0152 0093 OOOF DATA :F

0153 0094 0000 DATA :0

0154 0095 0000 MCKNT DATA 0

0155 0096 0000 CHANS DATA 0

0156 0097 0000 SSW DATA 0

0157 0098 0000 SYLNO DATA 0

0158 0099 0000 PC DATA 0

0159 009A 005F PDINT DATA DINT

0160 009B F980 Ml 664 DATA -1664

0161 009C 0000 POINT DATA 0

0162 009D 0000 COUNT DATA 0

0163 009E 0000 STORA DATA 0

0164 009F 0000 STORX DATA 0

0165 00A0 F900 0000 NOCONT JST SPND:

0166 00A1 OOAF DATA MSG3

0167 00A2 F6A2 0000 JMP ENTRY

0168 00A3 OBAO MSG1 DATA FINl-$*2-1%8+

0169 00A4 D2C5 TEXT 'READY FI.'

00A5 C1C4

00A6 D9A0

00A7 C6B1

00A8 AFAO

0170 00A9 FINl EQU $

0171 00A9 OBAO MSG2 DATA FIN2-$*2-l%8+

0172 OOAA C6C9 TEXT 'FINISHED.'

OOAB CEC9

OOAC D3C8

OOAD C5C4

OOAE AEAO

0173 OOAF FIN2 EQU $

0174 OOAF 09A0 MSG3 DATA FIN3-$*2-l%8+

0175 OOBO CECF TEXT 'NO D.C.'



PAGE 0006 MM/DD/YY 00:39:08

MACR02 (A2) SI = WS1:S B0=

00B1 A0C4

00B2 AEC3

00B3 AEAO

0176 00B4 FIN3 EQU $

0177 00B4 15A0 MSG4 DATA FIN4-$*2-l%8+‘ '

0178 00B5 C4C1 TEXT 'DATA TRANSFER ERROR

00B6 D4C1

00B7 A0D4

00B8 D2C1

00B9 CED3

OOBA C6C5

OOBB D2A0

OOBC C5D2

OOBD D2CF

OOBE D2A0

0179 OOBF FIN4 EQU $

0180 OOBF BUFFI RES 1664

0181 073F BUFF2 RES 1664

0182 END

0000 ERRORS

PAGE 0007 MM/DD/YY 00:39:08 

MACR02 (A2) SI = WS1:S B0=

0000 WARNING

MACR02 (A2) END



A P P E N D I X  8.4

MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM NAME WS2

This ML program was modified to control the number of data 

points required. The explanation is the same as in ML WS1 except 

the instructions from 25 to 32 is added in order to control the number 

of data points required. The rest of the instructions are the 3ame 

as in ML WS1



/EX OS:MAC,NB 

MACR02 (A2)

PAGE 0001 1MM/DD/YY 01:00:25

MACRO2 (A2) SI = WS2 :S B0=

OOOl *NEW ENG. DISK DATA COLLECTION

0002 *MODIFIED FOR PARAMETER INPUT

0003 *J.B. 7:82.

0004 EXTR SPND:,SUPV:,M!

0005 0000 F900 0000 ENTRY JST SPND:

0006 0001 00A7 DATA MSG1

0007 0002 FA77 007A JST GPAR

0008 0003 B294 0098 LDA SORB+5

0009 0004 9A97 009C STA SYLNO

0010 0005 FA74 007A JST GPAR

0011 0006 B291 0098 LDA SORB+5

0012 0007 9294 009C SUB SYLNO

0013 0008 0210 CAR

0014 0009 9A8F 0099 STA MCKNT

0015 OOOA FA6F 007A JST GPAR

0016 OOOB C6FF LAP :FF

0017 OOOC 828B 0098 AND SORB+5

0018 OOOD 9A8C 009A STA CHANS

0019 OOOE FA6B 007A JST GPAR

0020 OOOF C6FF LAP :FF

0021 0010 8287 0098 AND SORB+5

0022 0011 1357 LLA :8

0023 0012 8A87 009A ADD CHANS

0024 0013 9A86 009A STA CHANS

0025 0014 FA65 007A JST GPAR

0026 0015 B282 0098 LDA SORB+5

0027 0016 0310 NAR

0028 0017 9A87 009F STA M1664

0029 0018 498C SEN :11,4

0030 0019 F28A 00A4 JMP NO CONT

0031 001A 4988 SEN ; 11.0

0032 001B F601 001A JMP $-1

0033 001C E239 0056 LDX IOBP



PAGE 0002 MM/DD/YY 01:00:25 

MACR02 (A2) SI - WS2:S B0=

0034 001D C609 LAP 9
0035 001E 9C00 0000 STA @0

0036 001F C602 LAP 2
0037 0020 9C03 0003 STA @3

0038 0021 0110 ZAR

0039 0022 9A78 009B STA SSW

0040 0023 9A79 009D STA PC

0041 0024 9C07 0007 STA @7

0042 0025 6E88 OTX : 11,0
0043 0026 4988 SEN : 11,0
0044 0027 F601 0026 JMP $-1
0045 0028 C750 LAM 80
0046 0029 9C03 0003 STA 03
0047 002A 6E88 OTX : 11,0
0048 002B 4988 SEN : 11,0
0049 002C F601 002B JMP $-1
0050 002D C602 LAP 2
0051 002E 9C00 0000 STA @0
0052 002F B26E 009E LDA PDINT
0053 0030 9C07 0007 STA 07
0054 0031 B22F 0061 LDA PBUFl

0055 0032 9A6D OOAO STA POINT

0056 0033 4097 SEL : 12,7

0057 0034 C402 NXTCY LXP 2

0058 0035 6E92 OTX : 12,2

0059 0036 4096 SEL : 12,6

0060 0037 E262 009A LDX CHANS

0061 0038 6E92 OTX 12,2

0062 0039 B265 009F MORE LDA M1664

0063 003A 9A66 00A1 STA COUNT

0064 003B 5996 HERE RDA : 12,6

0065 003C 9B63 OOAO STA *P01 NT

0066 003D DA62 OOAO IMS POINT

0067 003E DA62 00A1 IMS COUNT

0068 003F F604 003B JMP HERE

0069 0040 B25A 009B LDA SSW



PAGE 0003 MM/DD/YY

MACR02 (A2) SI = WS2

0070 0041 3105

0071 0042 B21E

0072 0043 9A19

0073 0044 B21D

0074 0045 9A5A

0075 0046 F204

0076 0047 B21A

0077 0048 9A14

0078 0049 B217

0079 004A 9A55

0080 004B B24F

0081 004C 0210

0082 004D 9A4D

0083 004E E207

0084 004F B24C

0085 0050 9C02

0086 0051 924B

0087 0052 9C03

0088 0053 6E88

0089 0054 OAOO

0090 0055 F61C

0091 0056 0057

0092 0057 0000

0093 0058 0001

0094 0059 0000

0095 005A 0000

0096 005B 0001

0097 005C 0680

0098 005D 0743

0099 005E 0063

0100 005F 0000

0101 0060 0000

0102 0061 00C3

0103 0062 0743

0104 0063 FA02

0105 0064 0000

0106 0065 F20E

JAN $+6

LDA PBUF1

STA DBUFF

LDA PBUF2

STA POINT

JMP $+5

LDA PBUF2

STA DBUFF

LDA PBUF1

STA POINT

LDA SSW

CAR

STA SSW

LDX IOBP

LDA SYLNO

STA G>2

SUB PC

STA @3

OTX : 11,0

EIN

JMP MORE

IOBP DATA IOB

IOB DATA 0

DATA 1

DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA 1

DATA 1664

DBUFF DATA BUFF2

DATA DINT

DATA 0

DATA 0

PBUF1 DATA BUFFI

PBUF2 DATA BUFF2

DINT JST DO

NOP

JMP

0 1 :0 0 :
S B0=

0047

0061

005D

0062

OOAO

004B

0062

005D

0061

OOAO

009B

009B

0056

009C0002
009D

0003

0039

0066

0074 DONT



PAGE 0004 !MM/DD/YY 01:00: 25

MACR02 (A2) SI = WS2!:S BO=

0107 0066 0800 DO ENT

0108 0067 9A3A 00A2 STA STORA
0109 0068 EA3A 00A3 STX STORX
0110 0069 DA32 009C IMS SYLNO
Olii 006A E614 0056 LDX IOBP
0112 006B B402 0002 LDA @2
0113 006C 9A30 009D STA PC

0114 006D B234 00A2 LDA STORA

0115 006E E234 00A3 LDX STORX

0116 006F DA29 0099 IMS MCKNT

0117 0070 F70A 0066 JMP *D0

0118 0071 F900 0000 JST MSG:

0119 0072 OOAD DATA MSG2

0120 0073 F100 0000 JMP TERM:

0121 0074 C6FF DONT LAP :FF

0122 0075 8615 0060 AND DBUFF+3

0123 0076 4404 OCA

0124 0077 F900 0000 JST SPND:

0125 0078 00B8 DATA MSG4

0126 0079 F679 0000 JMP ENTRY

0127 007A 0800 GPAR ENT

0128 007B F900 0000 JST SUPV :

0129 007C 0093 DATA SORB

0130 007D E601 007C LDX $-1
0131 007E C600 LAP 0

0132 007F 9C05 0005 STA 0:5

0133 0080 B402 0002 LDA 0:2

0134 0081 0310 NAR

0135 0082 9C03 0003 STA 0:3

0136 0083 OEOO BACK SBM

0137 0084 B30F 0094 LDA *S0RB+1

0138 0085 OFOO SWM

0139 0086 8404 0004 AND 0:4

0140 0087 8C05 0005 ADD 0:5

0141 0088 9C05 0005 STA 0:5

0142 0089 DC03 0003 IMS 0:3

0143 008A F201 008C JMP $+2

0144 008B F711 007A JMP *GPAR



PAGE 0005 ^IM/DD/YY 01:00: 25

MACR02 (A2) SI = WS2 :S B0=

0145 008C 9C05 0005 STA 0:5

0146 008D 1351 LLA :2

0147 008E 8C05 0005 ADD 0:5

0148 008F 1350 LLA 1

0149 0090 9C05 0005 STA 0:5

0150 0091 DA02 0094 IMS SORB+1

0151 0092 F60F 0083 JMP BACK

0152 0093 0005 SORB DATA 5

0153 0094 0000 DATA 0

0154 0095 0000 DATA 0

0155 0096 0000 DATA 0

0156 0097 OOOF DATA F

0157 0098 0000 DATA 0

0158 0099 0000 MCKNT DATA 0

0159 009A 0000 CHANS DATA 0

0160 009B 0000 SSW DATA 0

0161 009C 0000 SYLNO DATA 0

0162 009D 0000 PC DATA 0

0163 009E 0063 PDINT DATA DINT

0164 009F F980 MI 664 DATA 1664

0165 00A0 0000 POINT DATA 0

0166 00A1 0000 COUNT DATA 0

0167 00A2 0000 STORA DATA 0

0168 00A3 oooo- STORX DATA 0

0169 00A4 F900 0000 NOCONT JST SPND:

0170 00A5 00B3 DATA MSG3

0171 00A6 F6A6 0000 JMP ENTRY

0172 00A7 OBAO MSG1 DATA FINl-$*2-l%8+

0173 00A8 D2C5 TEXT 1READY FI.'
00A9 C1C4

OOAA D9A0

OOAB C6B1

OOAC AERO

0174 OOAD FINI EQU $

0175 OOAD OBAO MSG2 DATA FIN2-$*2-l%8+

0176 OOAE C6C9 TEXT FINISHED.'



PAGE 0006 MM/DD/YY 01

LOC
\J

oo

MACR02 (A2) SI = WS2:S B0=

OOAF CEC9

OOBO D3C8

00B1 C5C4

00B2 AEAO

0177 00B3 FIN2 EQU $

0178 00B3 09A0 MSG3 DATA FIN3-$*2-l%8+' '

0179 00B4 CECF TEXT 'NO D.C.'

00B5 A0C4

00B6 AEC3

00B7 AEAO

0180 00B8 FIN3 EQU $

0181 00B8 15A0 MSG4 DATA FIN4-$*2-l%8+1 '

0182 00B9 C4C1 TEXT 'DATA TRANSFER ERROR

OOBA D4C1

OOBB A0D4

OOBC D2C1

OOBD CED3

OOBE C6C5

OOBF D2A0

OOCO C5D2

00C1 D2CF

00C2 D2A0

0183 00C3 FIN4 EQU $

0184 00C3 BUFFI RES 1664

PAGE 0007 MM/DD/YY 01:00:25 

MACR02 (A2) SI = WS2:S B0=

0185 0743 BUFF2 RES 1664

0186 END

0000 ERRORS 

0000 WARNING

MACR02 (A2) END



A P P E N D I X  8 . 5

DATA LOGGING PROCEDURE

After loading the disks into the disk drive, the light protect of 

the right unit must be on, a commclnd was typed on the Teleytype to start 

the conversion process (the command varies with testto be carried out) 

as in Appendix 8.6. The method of starting the conversion was as follows

1. Select the required crank angle degree for reading.

2. Connect the pulse trigger of the T.D.C. and its 

required degree to the real-time clock input

3. Type the required command on the Teleytype to start 

the conversion process. This includes the number 

of the cylinder to be filled, the number of the 

channels to be loaded and the number of the data 

points to be logged.

4. The computer must respond and give a message after 

each command if not, the command was typed again 

until the correct message appeared.

5. A message of "Ready" appears on the Teleytype, then 

the required cylinder, channel and the number of 

data was typed into the computer before pressing 

"Return" function the protect light of the data 

disk must be off.

6. A message of "Finish" must be appear, i.e. the 

Logging process is finished, if the data was not 

logged properly a message of "DATA transfer error"

appeared on the Teleytype.



A P P E N D I X  8 . 6

THE INSTRUCTIONS TO START THE LOADING AND CONVERSION PROCESS

The following commands are typed on the Teleytyped in order to 

start the loading and conversion process. They are as follows:-

1. /As BI = FO. WS2:B (As binary input is equal to 

the number of the drive unit zero and the name of 

ML programme.)

2. /Ex OS:LDR,NL,TE (Excute the loading instruction, this 

maintains the operating system monitor in core and 

re-locates any programmes it loads so that they start 

at the first address after the monitor. The no-list 

(NL) and terminate (TE) parameters simply supress 

unwanted output.)

The computer replies:

0S:LDR (Co)

0S:LDR (Co) END (Confirming successful loading)

3. /BE 17DA (This is the first address after monitor and 

starts program)

The computer replies:

READY - FI

4. /RE a, b, c, d, e

a = 1st Cylinder (numbered 0-76) 

b = Last Cylinder

c = 1st Channel



d Last Channel

e = Number of readings 

The computer replies either 

FINISHED

and now another crank angle degree can be selected OR 

DATA TRANSFER ERROR

and in this case re-started from command 1. It should 

be pointed out that after each command return must 

be pressed.



A P P E N D I X  8.7

FLOW CHART OF DATA LOGGING

Make sure Disk Controller is 
properly connected and Head is 

Left over Cylinder Zero



A P P E N D I X  8.8

THE PROCEDURE TO READ THE ALPHA-DISK ON PDP11 COMPUTER

To run the ALPHA program, place the ALPHA disketter to be read 

in one of the floppy disk drives and type ALPHA at a logged-in terminal. 

To the prompt ALF the name of the file to be created must be entered 

and must include th version number, e.g. ALF filename DAT;1. The 

program then requests the drive number 0 or 1 it depends if the left or 

right-hand drive was used.

The first and last cylinder must be entered separated by a comma. 

When the sign (>) appears the diskette should be removed from the drive.

To access the data using Basic, declare a vitual array in the 

following manner:

DIM n, 1% (m) OPEN "filename.DAT;l" As FILE n 

where 'n ' is the logical unit number associated with file, and m is 

calculated as follows:

m = (number of cylinder) * 1664 - 1 

e.g. for the maximum number of cylinder (19) "m" would be:

19 * 1664 - 1 = 31615

The array elements are integer Basic variables.

Example:

To convert one such value to volts:

V 1% (j) * 2.5/1024.



COMPUTER PROGRAMM TO CALCULATE GAS TEMPERATURE 
FROM PRESSURE

APPENDIX 8.9
CV400010 
CV400020 
CV400030 
CV400040 
CV400050 
CV400060 
CV400070 
CV400080

REAL X I (2 0 0 ),X 2 (2 0 0 ),X 3 (2 0 0 ),X 4 (2 0 0 ),V O (2 0 0 ),T (2 0 0 )
CV400090

REAL Y (2 0 0 ),Y 1 (2 0 0 ),P (2 0 0 )
CV400100

1000 FORMAT(F8. 1 , F 8 . 3 ,F 1 3 . 3 , F 8 .3)
CV400110

READ(1,1 0 0 0 ) ( X I ( I ) , X 2 ( I ) , X 3 ( I ) , X 4 ( I ) ,1 =1,145)
CV400120

VC=46.0909
CV400130

N l = 2 4 .1978
CV400140

L l = l l .1125
CV400150

D l=253.3854
CV400160

B1 = ( ( 0 .7 9 0 -0 .3 6 9 ) * ( 5 5 2 .8 6 1 4 ) ) / ( 4 9 . 060)
CV400170

DO 31 1=1,145
CV400180

P ( I ) = X 4 ( I ) -1 .0 0 0
CV400190

Y ( I ) = S I N ( ( 4 .0 * A T A N ( 1 .0 ) / 1 8 0 ) * X 1 ( I ) )
CV400200

Y1 ( I) = C O S ( ( 4 . 0*ATAN(1. 0 ) / 1 8 0 ) * X 1 ( I) )
CV400210

VO( I )=VC+D1 * ( 1 . O+Nl- ( ( (N1)* * 2 ) - ( ( Y ( I ) ) * * 2 ) ) * * 0 .5 - Y 1 ( I ))
CV400220

T ( I ) = ( P ( I ) * V O ( I ) ) / B l
CV400230

T ( I ) = T ( I ) + 2 7 3 .0
CV400240 

31 CONTINUE
CV400250

WRITE( 2 ,1 0 0 ) ( X I ( I ) , P ( I ) , V O ( I ) , T ( I ) , 1=1,145)
CV400260

100 F O R M A T ( F 8 .1 ,F 8 .3 ,F 1 0 .4 ,F 8 .3 )
CV400270

STOP
CV400280

END
CV400290



Computer Programm to o b ta in  the co r r e c te d  
gas temperature

Appendix 8.10

10 DIM S (200), T (200),U (200),X (200),G <200),R <200)
20 OPEN ’LPJ* FOR OUTPUT AS FILE £1
30 OPEN 'DAT A ,SI ; 1" FOR INPUT AS FILE £9
■10 PRINT 1 NUMBER OF DATA POINTS’ \ INPUT N9
50 PRINT ’READING DATA ORDINATES’ \ FOR 1-1 TO N9
Ó0 INPUT £9,T (I),V <I) ,X (I) \ NEXT I
70 PRINT ’FINISHED READING’
30 A0=,654 \ B0” , 26 \ N’ ,48 \ D='10* ( 10A-6) \ T0=290,8 
90 R0-21,61* ( 10A3) \ SI~ 133, SSS \ U0'= 1.7919* ( 10A-5)
100 K0-2,5389*(10A-2) \ Tl=755.456 \ Rl=14,854 
110 FOR 1=1 TO N9 
120 G < I) =T (I)
130 L=(T1*(B0A2.3))/(T0+Tl) \ M=<B0A2 .3>/ (T0+T1)
140 J=(T1*(A0A1,25))/(T0+T1) \ K=(A0A1 .25)/(T0+T1)
150 F1=(L+M*G<I)>A (.208/N)
160 C1=<.573*4*K0)/<R0*S1*X(I>*(DA2>*<T0A .8> >
170 C2 = <,3*4*K0*(DA .4S)*(T0A ,365)>/(R0*S1*X(I)*(DA2>*(T0A .8)*(U0A ,48>)
180 F2=C1*(G(I>A .8)*(<L+M*G(I> >A (.208/N))
190 R(I)=Tl/<Rl*(y(I)A2)> \ S(I>=1/(R1*(V<I>A2)>
200 F3=C2*(G(I>A (.435)>*( (<R(I>-S(I)* G <I)>A (-1> >-< <J+K*G (I))A <.8)))A (.48/N>
210 F4=F2+F3
220 F5=T(I)-G(I)+<F1/F4>
230 F6=(,208/N)*M*<(L+M*G <I))A (<,208/N)-1))
240 F7=C1*.8*(G(I)A <-.2> >*(<L+M*G(I>>A (.208/N> )
250 F8=C1*<G<I>A .3>*M*(.20B/N)#(<L+M#G<I>)A <(,208/N)-1)>
260 F9=F7+F8
270 F0=C2* <,435)*(G(I>A <-,565))
280 P=<((R(I>-S(I)*G(I))A (-l>)-((J+K*G(I))A <.8)))A <.48/N)
290 O=F0*P
300 A1=C2*(G<I>A (.435>>*(.4B/N)
310 A2=(((R(I>-S(I)*G(I>)A (-l)>-(( J+K*G(I)>A (,8)))A ((,487N)-1>
320 A=A1*A2
330 B=(Sm*((R(I)-S(I)*G(I))A (-2)))-(,8*K»(atK*G(I))A (-,2)))
340 Z=-l+( <F4*F6)-F1*(F9+Q+(A*B>)>/(F4A2)
350 PRINT *Z=*;2 \ PRINT £1,*2=*{Z
360 PRINT "G (I) = ’}G(I) \ PRINT £1,’G(I)= ’;G(I)
370 G1=G(I)- (F5/Z)
380 PRINT ’G1=’;G1 \ PRINT £1,*G1=*;G1 
390 PRINT ’ABS <G1-G<I>> = *}(Gl-G(I))
400 REM IF ABS(G1-G(I)> >10A-5 GOTO 130 
410 REM IF ABS(Gl-G(I)X10A-5 GO TO 470 
420 PRINT ’ABS(G1-G(I))=’}(Gl-G( I ) )
430 PRINT £1,‘ABS(G1-G<I))=*{(G1-G(I)>
440 PRINT •G1=’;G1 \ PRINT *G < I > } G ( I >
450 PRINT £1,’G1=’;G1 \ PRINT £1,•GCI>= ’GtI>
460 NEXT I 
470 CLOSE



APPENDIX 8.11

Computer P r o g r a m  t o  C a l c u l a t e  Heat F lu x  
T h is  program i s  w r i t t e n  in  BASIC language and c a l c u l a t e s  th e Heat F lu x  a t  

v a r io u s  crank a n g le s  u s in g  e q u a tio n  ( 3 .1 1 ) to  (3 .1 8 ) CAPTER THREE.

The v a r io u s  n o t a t i o n s  used are g iv e n  below:

A ( K ) ,b ( K ) -  F o u r ie r  C o e f f i c i e n t s  in  e q u a t io n ( 3 .13)

C

D

K

L

NQ
R

T1

U

W

- S p e c i f i c  h e a t o f  th e  c y li n d e r u m a t e r i a l

-  D e n s it y  o f  th e  c y l i n d e r  w a ll  m a te r ia l

- Harmonic number in  e q u atio n  (3.1 5)

- T h ick n e ss o f  w a ll

- Number o f  d a ta  p o in ts

-  Heat F lu x  in  e q u a tio n  (3.1 8)

-  C o n sta n t in  e q u a tio n  (3.1 6)

-  C o o le n t s id e  w a ll  temperature

- Thermal d i f f u s i v i t y  in  eq u atio n  (3 .1 1 )

- A n gu lar freq u e n cy  which i s  equal to  2ir tim es th e

c y c l e  r e p e t i t i o n  r a t e

- Thermal c o n d u c t i v i t y  o f  th e  c y l i n d e r  w a l l  m a te r ia l

D ata f o r  t h i s  program was taken from [Grey C a s t  Iron  grade 1 7 , b . s .  1452 1961

]
D= 7233.79 Kg/m3 f o r  C a s t  Iro n  
C= 544.31 J / K g . C°

L= 0.033m, s u r f a c e  thermocouple le n g th

N= v a r i e s  between 24,72 and 144 a t  30,10 and 5 degree i n t e r v a l s  r e 

s p e c t i v e l y

T l=  I t  depends on th e  t e s t  c o n d it io n s

1



W= I t  depends on th e  t e s t  speed  
Z= 58.618 w att/m .C °

The output c a l c u l a t e d  th e  Heat F lu x  in  watt/ra2

2



Appendix 8.11

i OPEN * LP S ’ FOR OUTPUT AS FILE fl 
5 DIM A (30),E (80),Y<80>
10 3-0
15 PRINT ’NUMBER OF DATA POINTS’ \ INPUT N \ IF N/2-INT(N/2)<>0 GO TO 25 
20 1=1
25 N-N-l \ PRINT "INPUT DATA ORDINATES’
30 FOR 1=0 TO N \ INPUT Y<I) \ NEXT I
35 PRINT ’FOURIER COEFICENTS’ \ PRINT ’A(K>’,*B(K)*,’K ’
40 FOR K=0 TO INT(N/2)+ J \ A(K>=0 \ B<K>=0 \ FOR 1=0 TO N 
45 A<K)=A<K)+2*Yd)*C0S(6.2831S*K>SI/<N+l))/<N+l)
50 IF K=0 GO TO 60 \ IF 3 < M  GO TO 55 \ IF K=INT(N/2)+1 GO TO 60 
55 B (K) ~B <K) +2*Y d)*.SIN (6.2S318*K*I/ (N + 1) ) / (N+l)
60 NEXT I \ PRINT A(K),B(K),K
61 PRINT £ 1,A (K ) ,B(K),K
62 NEXT K
65 PRINT ’INPUT D ,C,2,L ,T 1fW ’ \ INPUT D,Cf2,L,Tl,W 
70 U=Z/(D*C) \ PRINT "U’;U 
72 PRINT £1,’U*}U 
75 FOR 1=0 TO N
30 Y (I)=A(0)/2/L-Tl/L \ PRINT *Y(I)=’;Y(I)
81 PRINT £1, "Y <I) = * JY(I)
85 FOR K=1 TO INT(N/2)+1
90 R=((K*UI)/(2*U))A .5
92 PRINT £1,’R=’;R \ PRINT ’R=’;R
95 Y(I)=Y(I)+R*< (B(K)-A(K) >*SIN(K*I*6.28318/(N+l) ) )
96 PRINT ’ Y (I) ■=* ; Y (I) \ PRINT £1,*Y(I)= ’;Y(I)
100 Y<I)=YU)+R*<(B(K)+A(K)>*COS(K*I*6.28318/(N+l)>)
105 NEXT K
110 PRINT ’HEAT FLUX’ \ Q=Z*Y(I>
115 PRINT Q
113 PRINT "Y (I) ■=’ }Y <I)
119 PRINT £1,’Y(I)"’}Y (I)
125 PRINT ’HEAT FLUX-*;Q 
130 PRINT £1,’HEAT FLUX=’jO
132 NEXT I
133 PRINT ’MORE=?(1 OR 9)’
134 INPUT S \ IF S=1 GO TO 25 \ IF S=9 GO TO 135
135 CLOSE



RN00020
COMPUTER PROGRAM TO SOLVE EQUATION 5.2-1 RN

00030
RN

00040
-----------------       RN

00050
RE = REYNOLD NUMBER

00060
RO = DENSITY

00070
UM = DYNAMIC VISCOSITY

00080
UN1= EXPERIMENTAL NUSSELT NUMBER

00090
UN2= PREDICTED NUSSELT NUMBER00100
T1 = TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE00110
S = S P E C IF IC  HEAT

00120
P = THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE GAS

00130
Z = VELOCITY RATIO

00140
Z1 = GAS RATIO

00150
EN = ENERGY NUMBER

00160
D = CYLINDER BORE DIAMETER

00170
RN

00180
- ............................................. - .......................................................................................... - ................... RN

00190
MIAN PROGRAM RN00200

...........................................................................................................................................  RN00210
RN

00220
RN

00230
INTEGER IWORK(450) RN

00240
REAL X l( 5 0 0 ) ,X 2 ( 5 0 0 ) ,X 3 ( 5 0 0 ) ,X 4 ( 5 0 0 ) ,X 5 ( 5 0 0 ) ,X 6 ( 5 0 0 ) ,X 7 ( 5 0 0 ) , RN

00250
*  RE ( 5 0 0 ) ,R O (5 0 0),U M (5 0 0), UN( 5 0 0 ) ,A (452, 7 ) ,X X ( 5 0 ) ,F 1 ( 5 0 0 ) ,  RN

00260
*  T 1 ( 5 0 0 ) ,P ( 5 0 0 ) ,Z ( 5 0 0 ) ,Q 1 ( 5 0 0 ) ,Q 2 ( 5 0 0 ) ,Q 3 ( 2 0 0 ) ,Z Z ( 5 0 0 ) ,  RN

00270
*  U N 1 ( 5 0 0 ),E N (5 0 0 ),Z 1 (5 0 0 ),U N 2 (5 0 0 ), Q S( 5 0 0 ) ,S (50 0), RN

00280
*  P I 1 ( 5 0 0 ) ,P I 2 ( 5 0 0 ) ,P I 3 ( 5 0 0 ) ,P I 4 ( 5 0 0 ) ,P I 5 ( 5 0 0 )  RN

00290
D=7. 62E-2 RN

N1=452 RN

APPENDIX 8.12 RN
00010

00300

RN

RN

RN

RN

RN

RN

RN

RN

RN

RN

RN

RN



00310

00320
R E A D ( 1 , 1 0 0 ) ( X 1 ( I ) , X 2 ( I ) , X 3 ( I ) , X 4 ( I ) , X 5 ( I ) , X 6 ( I ) , X 7 ( I ) ,1=1 ,23 4) RN

C
00330

WRITE( 3 , 1 0 0 ) ( X 1 ( I ) , X 2 ( I ) , X 3 ( I ) , X 4 ( I ) , X 5 ( I ) , X 6 ( I ) , X 7 ( I ) , I = 1 , 2 3 4 ) RN

00340
N=0 RN

00350
DO 99 1=1,234 RN

00360
I F ( I . L E .26) GOTO 1 RN

00370
I F ( I . L E .52) GOTO 2 RN

00380
I F ( I . L E .78) GOTO 3 RN

00390
I F ( I . L E .104) GOTO 1 RN

00400
I F C I .L E .1 3 0 )  GOTO 2 RN

00410
I F ( I . L E .156) GOTO 3 RN

00420
I F ( I . L E . 182) GOTO 1 RN

00430
I F ( I . L E .208) GOTO 2 RN

00440
I F ( I . L E . 234) GOTO 3 RN

1
00450

X =2.225 RN

00460
GO TO 170 RN

2
00470

X=3.708 RN

00480
GO TO 170 RN

3
00490

X=5.563 RN

170
00500

T 1 ( I ) = X 5 ( I ) - X 2 ( I ) RN

00510
U M ( I ) = ( 3 .1 6 * ( X 5 ( I ) * * 0 .645))/(10000000.0) RN

00520
S ( I ) = 0 . 2 2 4 + ( 0 .4 7 1 * ( X 5 ( I ) -2 7 3 .0 )/ 1 0 0 0 0 .0 ) RN

00530
P ( I ) = ( U M ( I ) * S ( I ) * 6 2 3 4 .0 ) / ( 0 .7 ) RN

00540
U N I ( I ) = ( X 3 ( I ) * 0 .0 7 6 2 ) / ( P ( I ) * T 1 ( I )) RN

00550
E N ( I ) = ( ( X 4 ( I ) *1 0 0 0 0 0 .0 * X 7 ( I ) * 0 .0 7 6 2 ) / ( P ( I ) * X 5 ( I ) )) RN

00560
IF (U N 1 (I)  .L E .  0 .0 )  GO TO 99 RN

00570
IF ( E N ( I )  .L E .  0 .0 )  GO TO 99 RN

00580
N=N+1 RN

00590
UM(N)=UM(I) RN

00600
T1(N )=T1(I) RN

00610
S ( N ) = S ( I ) RN



00620
P (N )= P (I) RN

00630
EN(N)=EN(I) RN

00640
UNI(N)=UN1(I) RN

00650
R O (N )= (X 4(I)*10 00 00 .0 ) / ( 2 8 7 .0 * X 5 ( I ) ) RN

00660
UN(N)=(UM(N)/RO(N))*1.488 RN

00670
RE(N)=X6(I)*D/UN(N) RN

00680
Z ( N ) = ( X 6 ( I) + X 7 ( I) ) / X RN

00690
Z1(N )=X5(I)/T 1(N ) RN

99
00700

CONTINUE RN

101
00710

DO 700 1= 1 ,N RN

00720
I F ( Z 1 ( I )  -L E . 0 .0 )  Z 1 ( I ) = - Z 1 ( I ) RN

00730
P I2 (I)= A L 0 G 1 0 (RE( I ) ) RN

00740
P I3 (I)= A L 0 G 1 0 (Z (I)) RN

00750
P I4 ( I) = A L 0 G 1 0 ( Z 1 ( I) ) RN

00760
P I 5 (I)= A L 0 G 1 0 (E N (I)) RN

00770
P I 1(I)= A L O G 1 0 (U N I(I)) RN

00780
A ( I ,1 ) = 1 .0 RN

00790
A ( I , 2 ) = P I 2 ( I ) RN

00800
A ( I , 3 ) = P I 3 ( I ) RN

00810
A ( I , 4 ) = P I 4 ( I ) RN

00820
A ( I , 5 ) = P I 5 ( I ) RN

00830
F 1 ( I ) = P I 1 ( I ) RN

C
00840

WRITE ( 3 ,3 0 5 ) A ( 1 , 1 ) , A ( I , 2 ) , A ( I , 3 ) , A ( I , 4 ) , A ( I , 5 ) , F 1 ( I ) , I RN

700
00850

CONTINUE RN

305
00860

FORMAT(6F1 0 .3 ,1 6 ) RN

C
00870

STOP RN

306 IFAIL=1 RN
00880

CALL E 0 2 G A F ( N ,A ,N 1 ,F 1 ,7 ,0 . 0 , X X ,R E SID ,R A N K ,IT ER ,IW O R K ,IFA IL) RN
00890

WRITE( 3 ,3 0 1 ) ( X X ( I ) ,1 = 1 ,5 )  RN

F0RMAT(5F10.3 )  RN
00900

301
00910

SUM=0 RN



00920

00930

00940

00950

00960

00970

00980

009900100001010
30201020

01030

01040

01050
303

01060100
01070

200
01080

300
01090
C400
01100

O H IO

01120

SUM1=0 RN
DO 302 1 = 1 ,N RN

UNC2=(( 1 0 . ) * * X X ( 1 ) ) * ( R E ( I ) * * X X ( 2 ) ) * ( Z ( I ) * * X X ( 3 ) ) * ( Z 1 ( I ) * * X X ( 4 ) ) R N  
UN C2=UNC2*(EN(I)**XX(5)) RN

RES=UNC2-UN1(I) RN

RES1=RES*100. / U N I ( I ) RN

SUM=SUM+RES**2 RN

SUM1=SUM1+RES1 RN

WRITE(3 ,3 0 3 ) UN1 ( 1 ) ,UNC2, R ES, RESI ' RN

CONTINUE RN

SD= SQRT(SUM)/N RN

AVER=SUM1/N RN

WRITE( 3 , * ) SD, AVER RN

F0RMAT(4F15.5 ) RN

F O R M A T ( F 8 .1 ,F 1 0 .3 ,F 1 3 .3 ,F 8 .3 ,F 1 0 .3 ,2 F 1 0 .4 )  RN

F0RMAT(F8. 1 , F 7 . 3 ,2F9. 3 , 2F10.4 )  RN

FORMAT(5F12.4 ,1 6 )  RN

F0RMAT(F7. 1 , 2F10.3) RN

STOP RN

END RN



APPENDIX 8.13

SET OF DATA & RESULTS

C .R  = 8
SPEED = 1000 R .P .M  
POSITION = 1

MEASURMENT AT CA = 30 DEG.

CA WALL ABS. THERMO. GAS AVERAGE TURBULENCE 
DEG. TEMP. PRESSURE TEMP. TEMP. VELOCITY INTENSITY  
DEG. DEG.K BAR DEG.K DEG.K M/SEC M/SEC

0..0 351,.860 1..175 314,.430 314..430 1..676 0..652
30.,0 351..790 1..225 313,.315 312.,763 9.,877 4..532
60..0 351..701 1..285 315,.630 316..595 7..345 2.,990
90..0 351,.660 1,.305 315..551 315..521 10.,825 4.,948

120..0 351,.608 1,.245 316..730 317..231 7 ..571 3.,639
150..0 351..570 1..295 312,. 189 310..256 8..415 4.,771
180..0 351,.490 1..295 305,.800 302..701 5..053 3.,294
210.,0 351,.420 1..595 316..495 321..432 4..738 2.,183
240..0 351,.360 1..845 327..574 332..760 3..842 2..200
270..0 351,.290 2..295 342..970 349..743 3..842 2.,743
300..0 352,. 140 3..065 406.,410 423..126 5.,359 3.,665
330..0 354,. 120 8..763 479,. 150 496.. 181 3.,849 1 ..824
360..0 356,.670 21..985 535 ,.025 556..620 3.,160 1 ..014
390..0 356..450 6..945 481..450 456..305 3..436 1 ..451
420,.0 355,.820 2..694 439,.284 409,.254 2..317 0 ..864
450,.0 355,.200 1 ,.715 376,.770 356,.570 1 ,.635 0 ,.653
480,.0 354..370 1 ,.305 348..080 330,.675 1,.058 0..880
510,.0 353..470 1 ,.205 308,.930 300,.108 5..850 2..367
540..0 353,.270 1 ,.045 298,.030 293,.892 12,.947 6..666
570..0 353,.080 1..025 303,.256 305,.635 6,.717 3,.424
600..0 352,.900 0 ,.925 304,.700 305,.429 4..226 2,.052
630,.0 352..790 1 .155 309 .894 312,.265 6..264 2,.964
660..0 352..570 1 .095 314,.868 312,.475 5,. 144 2,.352
690,.0 352,. 190 1 .185 314 .777 314,.733 4,.347 2.. 139
720..0 351,.860 1 .175 314 .430 314,.430 1 .676 0 ,.652

CONTINUED ------ >



C . R  = 12
SPEED = 1000 R .P.M  
POSITION = 1

MEASURMENT AT CA = 30 DEG.

CA WALL ABS. THERMO. GAS AVERAGE TURBULENCE 
DEG. TEMP. PRESSURE TEMP. TEMP. VELOCITY INTENSITY 
DEG. DEG.K BAR DEG.K DEG.K M/SEC M/SEC

0..0 365 ..250 1,.491 332..720 332..720 0.,234 0..002
30..0 365,. 160 1,.011 331..950 331.,654 14..329 5.,931
60..0 364..950 1..071 330..889 330.,487 10..032 4., 132
90..0 364,.880 1.. 131 318,.070 312.,915 15.. 161 6.. 114

120..0 364,.790 1,. 171 313..250 311..084 8..602 4..972
150..0 364,.630 1,.221 312..410 312..029 9.. 163 5..053
180..0 364,.550 1..421 310,.060 308..952 5..911 3., 799
210..0 364,.410 1..751 333,.050 342..887 3..677 2..867
240..0 364..350 2,.341 355,.060 364,.407 4..313 2..903
270..0 364,.240 3,.371 375..438 387 ..226 4..647 3..766
300..0 365,.350 4..959 429,. 119 445..556 6,.665 4..248
330..0 367,.690 13,.091 512,.298 530,.669 3..931 2..349
360..0 370,.670 46,.521 557,. 466 578..671 2..567 0..778
390..0 370.,430 9..461 510.,220 485..327 4.. 198 2..206
420..0 369..510 3..641 482..939 442.,608 2..556 1., 129
450..0 368..950 2..271 407..050 371..860 2..415 0..871
480.,0 368..420 1..561 351..050 338.,297 1..598 1.,560
510..0 367..840 1..341 329..000 318..598 7..041 3.,976
540.,0 367..240 1..151 313..480 307..713 13..871 8..996
570..0 366..860 1,. I l l 316..989 318..569 7..504 3..978
600..0 366..490 1,.071 319 ,.270 320..348 5..189 2..726
630..0 365..970 1.. 131 326..177 329 ,.204 7..137 3,.623
660..0 365.. 660 1,.281 325,.662 325..423 5..990 3.. 186
690..0 365..450 1,.391 331,.370 334..218 4,.808 2..762
720..0 365 ..250 1,.501 332,.720 332..720 0,.234 0..002

CONTINUE



C .R  = 10
SPEED = 6 0 0  R .P.M  
POSITION = 1

MEASURMENT AT CA = 30 DEG.

CA
DEG.
DEG.

WALL
TEMP.
DEG.K

ABS.
PRESSURE

BAR

THERMO. 
TEMP. 

DEG.K

GAS 
TEMP. 
DEG.K

AVERAGE TURBULENCE 
VELOCITY INTENSITY 

M/SEC M/SEC0 ..0 347 .250 1 ,.050 315,.930 315 ,.930 0 ,.519 0 ,.432
30,.0 347 . 190 1,.070 315..697 315,.643 8..031 3,.020
60..0 347 . 100 1 ,.110 313,.627 313,.013 5..906 2,.009
90..0 346 .980 0,.741 313,.840 313,.900 9,,389 3,.284

120,.0 346 .900 0,.450 312,.317 311,.866 5.,980 1 ,.975
150..0 346 .850 1 ,.230 311,.340 311,.062 5,.701 2,.645
180..0 346 .700 1 ,.260 308,.350 307,.431 3..874 1 .839
210,.0 346 .610 1,.421 319..595 323,.030 '4,.834 1 ,.921
240,,0 346 .560 1 ..611 330,.330 333..624 3,.156 1 .041
270..0 346 .420 2..280 347 .730 352,.677 3,.258 1 .229
300..0 347 .490 2..680 413,.600 422,.267 4,.520 2 .532
330..0 349 .510 11,.369 474,.499 488,.394 3,.196 0 .815
360..0 351 .840 27,.220 505,.090 521,.026 1 ,.927 0 .447
390..0 351 .530 5,.210 435,.528 422,.758 3,.333 1 .538
420,.0 350 .410 2,.600 413..906 385 ,. 149 4,.206 0 .724
450..0 349 .950 1 ..650 343,.500 333,.923 2,.958 0 .499
480,.0 349 .030 1 ,.390 328,.220 323,.387 3,.267 1 . 104
510,.0 348 .760 1 ,.110 313,.553 309 ,. 141 4,,896 2 .502
540,.0 348 . 130 0,.990 304,.040 301,.755 11..827 6 .379
570,.0 347 .810 0,.880 312..540 315,.205 5.,879 2 .447
600..0 347 .760 0 ,.801 315,.870 315,.823 4,,588 1 .485
630..0 347 .700 0,.880 317,.870 317,.245 4,.812 2 .736
660,.0 347 .580 0 ,.970 316 .350 315,.890 3,.986 2 .190
690..0 347 .490 0 .931 313..510 312 .615 3,. 152 1 .755
720..0 347 .250 1 .050 315 .930 315 .930 0 ,.519 0 .432

CONTINUE = = = >



C .R  = 10
SPEED = 1000 R .P.M  
POSITION = 1

MEASURMENT AT CA = 30 DEG.

CA
DEG.
DEG.

WALL 
TEMP. 
DEG.K

ABS.
PRESSURE

BAR

THERMO.
TEMP.

DEG.K

GAS 
TEMP. 
DEG.K

AVERAGE TURBULENCE 
VELOCITY INTENSITY 

M/SEC M/SEC

0..0 358 .310 1,. 110 320,.182 319..173 0..252 0.. 156
30,.0 358 .280 1 ,.100 320,.069 320,.036 13..496 5..706
60,.0 358 .240 1,.150 319,.601 319..415 9..828 3..819
90,.0 358,. 190 1 ,.150 321,.500 322..213 14..486 5,.612

120..0 358 .180 1 ,.230 322,.450 322,.849 8..247 4..323
150..0 358 .060 1 ,.290 319,.360 318..051 8..975 4..987
180..0 357,.920 1 ,.310 307,.230 301,.249 .592 3..486
210..0 357,.880 1 ,.520 325,.322 333,.339 5 ,.471 2..552
240,.0 357 .730 1,.790 338,.080 343,.929 4,.290 2,.716
270..0 357 .020 2,.464 360,.550 369,.929 4..325 3,.644
300,.0 358 .570 4..270 424,. 170 438,.820 6,.510 4,. 197
330,.0 360 .850 12,.210 493,.290 510,.043 4,.875 2 .274
360..0 363 .350 29..905 545,.417 570,.521 3..255 1 ,. 189
390..0 363,. 190 8..680 492,.639 468,.267 3,.948 1 .806
420..0 362 .250 3..220 475,.770 427,.876 2..413 0..936
450,.0 361,.830 1 ..740 383,.480 363,.353 1 ..944 0,.756
480.,0 360,.950 1 ,.440 341,.419 327..713 1 ..206 1 ,.038
510..0 360 .030 1 ,.260 323,.722 312..783 6..648 3,.741
540..0 359,. 140 1 ,.020 307,.450 301..200 13,.482 7..231
570..0 358,.830 1..020 326,.540 334,.658 7..278 3..532
600,.0 358 .750 1 ,.150 329,.000 330,. 141 4,.911 2 .247
630,.0 358 .690 1 .090 331 .080 331,.976 6,.938 3 .264
660,.0 358 .590 1 .020 329 .230 328 .443 5 .800 3,.053
690..0 358 . 460 1 .120 325 .880 324 .326 4,.759 2,.556
720,.0 358 .310 1 . 110 320 . 182 320 . 182 0,.252 0,. 156

CONTINUE =====~>



C .R  = 10
SPEED = 1500 R .P.M  
POSITION = 1

MEASURMENT AT CA = 30 DEG.

CA WALL ABS. THERMO. GAS AVERAGE TURBULENCE 
DEG. TEMP. PRESSURE TEMP. TEMP. VELOCITY INTENSITY 
DEG. DEG.K BAR DEG.K DEG.K M/SEC M/SEC

0..0 365,.630 1.,072 329..430 329 .,430 0., 181 0.,013
30.,0 365 ,.620 1.,042 326.. 146 324.,308 15 ..440 7..326
60..0 365..510 1..122 326,.486 326.,682 11.,919 5.,663
90..0 365,.400 1..152 326..880 327..087 16.,497 8..117

120..0 365,.320 0..917 322,.440 319..816 12.,006 5..508
150.,0 365,.260 1..260 319,.200 317,.310 10..834 6..564
180..0 365,.150 1..332 313,. 181 309 ,.332 8,,482 4..663
210..0 365,.010 1..602 325,.223 332..361 7,.232 3..813
240..0 364,.920 1..892 347 .577 360,.686 6,. 135 3.. 128
270..0 364,.860 2..602 372,.551 385,.980 7..240 4.,994
300..0 365,.920 4..712 430,.290 454,.911 8,. 114 5., 181
330..0 368,.030 14.. 102 534,.897 552,.382 5..135 2..865
360..0 370,.760 30..712 570 .850 601,.981 4..312 1..620
390..0 370,.550 9.,642 504,.048 473,.259 6..095 2..338
420..0 369..490 3..222 482,.450 437,.551 4,.019 2.,243
450.,0 369 ,.190 1 .,762 413,.400 372.,960 2..761 1 ..743
480..0 368,.210 1 .,442 355,.200 330,.599 2,.069 1 .. 155
510..0 367.,670 1 .,196 337 .375 324..804 7,.223 3.,308
540.,0 367.. 170 0 ..892 316 .956 314,.084 16,.449 8..740
570.,0 366..890 1 ,,096 321 .695 324,.506 9..241 4,.669
600..0 366,.360 1,.158 322 .592 323,. 177 7 .835 3,.229
630..0 366.. 160 1 ..312 330,.498 335,.449 9,.478 5,.832
660..0 365,.990 1 ..322 335,.690 338,.717 8,.016 4..887
690..0 365..830 1 ..123 327..345 322,.075 6,.616 3..897
720..0 365..630 1 ..072 329,.430 329,.430 0 ,. 181 0 ,.013

CONTINUE



C .R  = 8
SPEED = 1000 R.P.M  
POSITION = 1

MEASURMENT AT CA = 30 DEG.

CA RE (U+U)/VP TG/ T ENERGY EXP. PRED. EXP.Q PRED.Q 
DEG NO. NO. NU NO. NU NO. KW/SQ.M KW/SQ.M1000 1000 1000 1000
0,,0 8..66 0,.63 -8. .40 0..71 8..37 5..76 -106.,69 -73. .50

30..0 53,.69 3,.89 -8..01 5..23 6..47 5.,14 -85.,75 -68. .03
60..0 41,.05 2,.79 -9,.02 3,.54 5..75 6.,08 -69.. 10 -73. ,10
90..0 61..79 4,.25 -8,.73 5..99 5.. 14 5.,77 -63.,41 -71. ,24

120..0 40,.86 3,.02 -9 ,.23 4,. 17 4..55 5..87 -53..68 -69..22
150.,0 49,.00 3,.56 -7,.51 5 ,.90 3,.67 4..91 -51.. 14 -68..52
180..0 30,.64 2..25 -6,.20 4,.25 3.. 66 4.. 18 -59..16 -67,.66
210..0 32..06 1..87 -10..72 3,.13 4,.75 8.,2>i -49..28 -86..34
240..0 28..41 1,.63 -17 ,.89 3,.44 9,.84 13..38 -64..90 -88,.27
270..0 32..56 1..78 -226,.08 4..90 46..74 129..92 -26,.58 -73..88
300..0 44..33 2..43 5..96 6,.29 6..82 5.,75 204..27 172..08
330..0 70..06 1..53 3..49 6..79 7..43 5..70 501,.03 384,.39
360..0 119..45 1..13 2..78 7..75 8..50 7.,41 879..46 766.. 13
390..0 56..89 1.,32 4..57 4..95 6..41 6.,76 285..40 300..90
420..0 17..80 0..86 7..66 1..38 5..57 6.. 12 122,.65 134..68
450..0 10,.03 0..62 260,.27 0,.84 91.. 18 107.,27 46..55 54.,77
480..0 5..59 0..52 -13,.96 0,.98 6..31 5..57 -52,.83 -46. .59
510..0 33,.48 2,.22 -5,.62 2..88 8,.41 4,.99 -147..92 -87..71
540..0 66,.51 5..29 -4..95 7,.30 1,.48 2..99 -28..43 -57,.59
570..0 31,.73 2,.74 -6. .44 3,.44 4,.52 3..73 -71,.61 -59..03
600..0 18..04 1..69 -6,.43 1,.86 1..86 3..55 -29..54 -56..22
630.,0 32.. 19 2..49 -7..71 3,.23 3,.83 4..81 -52,.66 -66,.06
660..0 25,.04 2..02 -7, .79 2,.43 4,. 18 4..73 -56 .88 -64,.37
690..0 22..62 1,.75 -8..40 2,.36 10.. 11 5..33 -129,.07 -68,.05
720.,0 8., 66 0,.63 -8,.40 0,.71 8,.37 5 ..76 -106 .69 -73,.50

CONTINUE = = = >



C .R  = 12
SPEED = 1000 R.P.M  
POSITION = 1

MEASURMENT AT CA = 30 DEG.

CA RE (U+U)/VP TG/ T ENERGY EXP. PRED. EXP. Q PREEI.Q
DEG NO. NO. NU NO. NU NO. KW/SQ.M KW/SQ

1000 1000 1000 1000

0. 0 1. 40 0..06 -10. 23 0. 00 8. 26 8. 23 -95. ,28 -94. 95
30. 0 58. 37 5..46 -9 . 90 5. 11 7. 95 5. 04 -94. .23 -59. 75
60. 0 43. 55 3..82 -9 . 59 3. 79 8. 41 5. 22 -102..35 -63. 53
90. 0 76. 03 5,.74 -6 . 02 6. 51 4. 45 3. 67 -78. ,42 -64. 77

120. 0 45. 10 3,.66 -5 . 79 5. 53 4. 71 3. 51 -85..54 -63. 73
150. 0 49. 84 3..83 -5 . 93 5. 84 5. 02 3. 72 -89..46 -66. 33
180. 0 38. 04 2..62 -5 . 56 5. 19 4. 64 3. 92 -86.,86 -73. 35
210. 0 37. 92 2..30 -15. 93 4. 04 10. 79 11. 76 -84.. 19 -91. 72
240. 0 34. 85 1,.95 6393. 10 4. 93- 4253. 49 2530. 08 -91..78 54. 59
270. 0 48. 92 2..27 16. 85 8. 29 - 5 . 56 15. 34 -50..55 139. 44
300. 0 81. 94 2,.94 5. 55 10. 79 7. 26 7. 43 255..32 260. 98
330. 0 95. 70 1..69 3. 26 11. 62 8. 07 6. 13 656,.42 498. 31
360..0 192. 59 0..90 2. 78 11. 74 9. 64 10. 68 1067,.79 1183. 78
390. 0 85. 56 1..73 4. 22 9 . 21 7. 09 7. 25 380,.41 388. 58
420..0 23. 32 0..99 6. 05 2. 13 6. 21 5. 50 197,.99 175. 31
45 0.,0 18. 31 0..89 127. 79 1. 39 76. 11 74. 16 85,.07 82. 90
480.,0 9. 73 0..85 -11. 23 2. 01 -5 . 47 5. 41 59,.15 -58. 49
510.,0 40. 64 2..97 -6 . 47 4. 87 2. 63 5. 59 -44,.56 -94. 66
540.,0 72. 77 6,. 17 -5 . 17 10. 03 3. 02 3. 00 -60 .23 -59. 86
570.,0 35. 89 3.. 10 -6 . 60 4. 03 4. 72 3. 80 -78,.34 -63. 09
600..0 23. 71 2.. 14 -6 . 94 2. 64 5. 42 3. 93 -86,.34 -62. 53
630..0 32. 92 2..90 -8 . 95 3. 54 11. 77 5. 01 -152,.28 -64. 89
660.,0 31. 90 2..48 -8 . 09 3. 59 7. 67 5. 07 -107 .75 -71. 24
690..0 26. 61 2..04 -10. 70 3. 23 11. 03 6. 80 -122 .53 -75. 56
720.,0 1. 41 0..06 -10. 23 0. 00 8. 26 8. 27 -95 .28 -95. 44

CONTINUE



C . R  = 10
SPEED = 6 0 0  R .P.M  
POSITION = 1

MEASURMENT AT CA = 30 DEG.

CA RE (U+U)/VP TG/ T ENERGY EXP. PRED. EXP.Q PRED.Q 
DEG NO. NO. NU NO. NU NO. KW/SQ.M KW/SQ.M1000 1000 1000 1000
0..0 2..38 0,.43

0T"H1 .09 0.,42 5.,17 3. 68 -55.,36 -39. ,44
30..0 37,.56 4,.97 -10,.00 3..00 2.,33 3. 89 -25 .. 13 -41. ,91
60..0 29,.05 3,.56 -9..18 2.. 10 3..57 3.,83 -41.,34 -44..31
90.,0 30..69 5,.70 -9,.49 2..28 3..08 2.,81 -34..72 -31..64

120..0 12..00 3,.57 -8 .90 0,.84 3..27 1..87 -38..79 -22.. 13
150,.0 31,.40 3,.75 -8 .69 3,.09 2,.19 3..78 -26..47 -45..76
180..0 22,.28 2,.57 -7 .83 2,.25 4,. 17 3..58 -54..85 -47.. 19
210..0 28,.91 3..04 -13,. 70 2,.43 3..59 6..46 -29..37 -52,.90
240,.0 20..29 1,.89 -25,.79 1 ..42 11..20 15..20 -51..48 -69..85
270..0 28..36 2..02 -91..55 2..26 15..36 34..86 -20, .82 80..65
300..0 32..81 3..17 5 ..65 3..81 6,.54 4..28 205..98 134..74
330..0 77..46 1 ..80 3..52 4,.04 7,.28 6..15 473..95 400..74
360..0 100..52 1..07 3..08 4..75 8,.32 7..66 692..61 637,.95
390..0 46..94 2.. 19 5 ..94 4,.50 6..56 6..38 197..07 191..49
420..0 34..45 2..22 11,.09 1,.24 5,.54 10..08 75,.85 138..02
450..0 19 ,.45 1,.55 -20,.84 0,.69 -4..22 13..96 24..07 -79,.56
480,.0 19..07 1,.96 -12,.61 1 ,.36 6,.79 7..66 -60,.53 -68,.28
510..0 24..58 3,.32 -7..80 2,.67 1 ..69 4..74 -22 .47 -63,. 17
540..0 55., 11 8,. 18 -6,.51 6..32 6,.64 2,.36 -101,.89 -36,.24
570,.0 22..67 3,.74 -9,.67 2,.00 5,. 13 3,.24 -57,.08 -36,.02
600..0 16,.05 2,.73 -9,.89 1,. 10 3,.06 3,.22 -33 .40 -35,. 11
630,.0 18,.36 3,.39 -10 .42 2,.21 2,.22 3..28 -23 .20 -34,.26
660,.0 16,.88 2,.78 -9 .97 1,.97 2..79 3,.46 -30 .21 -37,.53
690,.0 13..03 2,.21 -8 .96 1 .54 2..40 3.. 10 -28 .34 -36,.62
720,.0 2..38 0,.43 -10 .09 0..42 5 . 17 3.,68 -55..36 -39..44

:>CONTINUE



C .R  = 10
SPEED = 1000 R .P.M  
POSITION = 1

MEASURMENT AT CA = 30 DEG.

CA RE (U+U)/VP TG/ T ENERGY EXP. PRED. EXP.Q PRED.Q 
DEG NO. NO. NU NO. NU NO. KW/SQ.M KW/SQ.M1000 1000 1000 1000
0.,0 1 ..20 0,.11 -8. , 16 0 .. 16 5.,02 5..25 -67.,61 -70. ,74

30..0 63..44 5 ,. 18 -8. .37 5..69 3..08 4..78 -40.,66 -63. . 12
60..0 48..45 3,.68 -8..23 3..99 3..30 5..02 -44.,21 -67. .16
90.,0 70..39 5,.42 -8..96 5..78 2..70 5..30 -33..67 -66..05

120.,0 42..72 3,.39 -9,.14 4..74 2..55 5..52 -31.,29 -67..70
150.,0 49..98 3,.76 -7,.95 5..89 3,.68 5..02 -50.,60 -69 ,.01
180.,0 34..58 2,.45 -5,.32 4..59 3..16 3,.68 -59. .16 -68..92
210.,0 33..23 2,.16 -13..58 3..28 4..54 9,,53 -39..59 -83..06
240.,0 29..14 1..89 -24..92 3..89 15..81 17..20 -79..25 -86.. 19
270..0 35..88 2.. 15 28..66 6..34 -7. .06 20..59 -34..87 101..70
300.,0 70..67 2..89 5..47 9.,43 6..94 6..73 241..31 233..92
330..0 117.,81 1..93 3,.40 11..20 7..83 7,.14 570.,27 516..29
360,.0 160..52 1,.20 2..75 11..81 8,.75 8..50 957..67 927..93
390..0 78..30 1..55 4,.46 7..37 6..87 7..55 328..24 360..70
420..0 20..59 0..90 6..52 1 ., 66 5..83 5,.68 162..77 158..70
450..0 11..73 0,.73 238,.58 0 ..96 168..50 103,.86 96..95 59,.75
480..0 7.. 14 0..60 -9..86 1..30 4,.62 4..52 -53..85 -52,.66
510..0 37,. 17 2,.80 -6,.62 4..44 9,.55 5,.51 -153.. 17 -88,.32
540..0 64..92 5,.59 -5,.20 7..41 10,.43 2,.95 -199 .69 -56,.45
570..0 29..47 2,.92 -13,.84 3..02 13..91 6 .96 -119,.76 -59,.87
600..0 22..93 1 ..93 -11,.54 2..22 7,.86 6 .70 -79..35 -67,.65
630..0 30..42 2,.75 -12..43 3..03 6,.21 6 .72 -58,.70 -63,.55
660..0 24..22 2..39 -10..90 2..70 5,. 66 5,.62 -59 .93 -59,.57
690..0 22..28 1 ,.97 -9, .50 2..53 5,.44 5,.41 -64..71 -64,.31
720..0 1.. 19 0 ,. 11 -8, .40 0 ..16 5 .14 5,.38 -67..61 -70,.76
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C .R  = 10
SPEED = 1500 R.P.M  
POSITION = 1

MEASURMENT AT CA = 30 DEG.

CA RE (U+U)/VP TG/ T ENERGY EXP. PRED. EXP.Q PRED.Q 
DEG NO. NO. NU NO. NU NO. KW/SQ.M KW/SQ.M1000 1000 1000 1000
0.,0 0..79 0..03 -9.. 10 0..01 9., 18 9.. 14 -117. 05 -116..56

30.,0 67..26 4..09 -7. .85 6..76 4..22 5..76 -60. 66 -82.,83
60..0 55..25 3..16 -8,.41 5..56 7.,14 6..53 -96. 99 -88..79
90..0 78..35 4..43 -8..54 8.. 16 5..58 6,.61 -74. 91 -88..69

120.,0 47..09 3..15 -7,.03 4,.58 5..60 4,.86 -87. ,85 -76,.23
150.,0 59., 16 3..13 -6,.62 7..60 3..80 5,.62 -62. ,41 -92..35
180..0 51..05 2.,36 -5..54 5,.96 5,.31 5,.28 -99.,77 -99.. 15
210..0 46..52 1..99 -10.. 18 5,. 19 7 ,.00 10,. 14 -81.,04 -117..28
240..0 40..74 1..67 -85..19 4,.37 69.. 15 66,.39 -110.,02 -105,.63
270..0 67..56 2..20 -40,.09 9,.81 10,.21 18 .98 -33..75 158..17
300..0 91..61 2..39 5,.11 12,.06 7..63 7,.89 302..02 312..51
330..0 126..07 1..44 3,.00 14,.22 8,.24 7.. 14 781..54 677,.26
360..0 200.. 13 1..07 2..60 15,.06 9..43 9,.57 1196..38 1214,.86
390..0 131..94 1..52 4..61 10,.40 7..84 10,.94 368..84 514,.96
420..0 33..08 1,.13 6,.43 3,.82 6..41 6..72 188.,60 197,.90
450..0 16.. 16 0,.81 98,.93 2..14 82..61 53,.39 119,,89 77,.48
480..0 12..09 0,.58 -8. .79 1,.43 5..95 5,.95 -78..98 -78..95
510..0 36..03 1,.89 -7..58 3..49 4..93 7,.05 -73..74 -105 ,.38
540..0 64..66 4,.53 -5..92 7,.29 5..79 3,.95 -104..56 -71,.38
570..0 42..30 2..50 -7..66 4..53 6..49 5,.91 -95..77 -87..23
600..0 38.. 15 1..99 -7. .48 3..33 11..43 6..33 -171..47 -95..02
630..0 49.. 18 2..75 -10..92 6..39 9..42 8 .77 -103..22 -96,.13
660..0 41,.25 2..32 -12..42 5..31 11..66 9..96 -114..27 -97,.62
690,.0 31,.42 1,.89 -7..36 3..92 6..75 5..75 -102..35 -87..23
720..0 0,.79 0,.03 -9..10 0,.01 9.. 18 9,. 14 -117..05 -116,.56
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